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distribution is presumed to be the ground state. To excitation paths (V
and V') can be optically addressed by electric �elds either perpendicular
or parallel to the c-axis of 4H-SiC [5]. b This electron con�guration
can be assigned to a three level system (4A2(1)(a2
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3)) and a coupled intersystem crossing (2E,2 A1,
2 A2) [6]. c A

highly simpli�ed illustration of the lower two states gives rise to the
designation of the purely optical decay channel as "zero phonon line"
(ZPL) and the "phonon side band" (PSB). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126

5.3 Snell's law. a, Propagation of the transverse-electric and b, transverse-
magnetic modes on a dielectric boundary in yz-plane. . . . . . . . . . 131

5.4 Schematic of a two-dimensional slab waveguide. Each colored
line indicates a plane wave propagating through the slab waveguide of
height h. Dashed lines indicate wave fronts with the same phase. The
point pairs A and B, and C and D present a common phase front. While
a ray traveling from B to C (BC) is not re�ected a beam traveling from
A to D (AD) is re�ected twice. Thus, the wavefront accumulated along
BC and AD have to di�er by a multiple of 2π. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 131

5.5 Yee-cell. Schematic representation of a yee-cell and calculated electric
and magnetic �eld parameters of the TM and TE modes. . . . . . . . 133

5.6 Waveguide grating. Principle of coupling modes by periodic pertur-
bation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 134

5.7 Schematic of the taper etching process performed for this work.
The single-mode optical �ber is dipped into a 49% aqueous solution of
�uorhydric acid with a thin layer of o-Xylene on top. A motorized
actuator pulls the �ber with a constant velocity of 2.8 µm/s out of the
acid bath, resulting in a linear decrease of the �ber diameter. . . . . . 138

5.8 Waveguide cross-section. Schematic of the waveguide cross-section.
The cross-section is de�ned by two parameters, the waveguide width w
and the etching angle α. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139

5.9 Waveguide mode behavior. a, Relative transmission for di�erent
waveguide modes of a waveguide with a triangular cross-section as a
function of the waveguide width w. The angle for all waveguides had
been chosen to be 45◦. Up to a width of 600 nm waveguides with a
triangular cross-section prove to show single-mode behavior. For wider
waveguides also other modes are populated. Note, that mode 2 and 3
in this �gure are equally populated so that the data points are located
on top of each other. b, Example of the fundamental TE mode of a
waveguide with a triangular cross-section, an etching angle of 45◦ and a
waveguide width of 500 nm. The dashed gray lines indicate the location
of the triangular cross-section. c, Electric �eld distribution of the second
TE mode of a waveguide with a triangular cross-section, an etching angle
of 45◦ and a waveguide width of 500 nm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140
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5.10 Fiber coupled nanophotonic interface. a, xz-plane of the �ber
coupled nanophotonic interface. The tapered �ber is mainly de�ned
by two characteristic lengths: the tip diameter and the taper angle β.
For the waveguides a single free parameter is left: the waveguide taper
length. b, xy-plane of the �ber coupled nanophotonic interface. The
waveguide (blue) is de�ned by an etch angle of 45◦ and a waveguide
width of w = 500 nm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141

5.11 Simulation of the e�ective index ne�. The blue and red lines
are the simulated values of the e�ective index ne� for the �ber and the
waveguide, respectively. The waveguide tip is located at 0 µm and the
�ber tip at 40 µm, creating a 40 µm overlap region. In gray the e�ective
index of the coupled system is shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142

5.12 Tapered waveguide coupler. Two tapered �bers with reversed radii
ρ(z). z1 and z2 denote two symmetrical points of the coupler. . . . . . 144

5.13 Relative incoupling e�ciency. a, Relative transmission as a func-
tion of the taper-taper overlap for di�erent waveguide taper lengths be-
tween 5 µm and 30 µm. The single-mode �ber taper angle has been kept
constant at 1.8◦. b, Relative transmission as a function of the taper-
taper overlap for di�erent single-mode �ber taper angles between 1.2◦

and 5◦. The waveguide taper length has been kept constant at 20 µm. 146
5.14 Relative outcoupling e�ciency. a, Relative transmission as a

function of the taper-taper overlap for di�erent waveguide taper lengths
between 5 µm and 30 µm. The single-mode �ber taper angle has been
kept constant at 1.8◦. b, Relative transmission as a function of the
taper-taper overlap for di�erent single-mode �ber taper angles between
1.2◦ and 5◦. The waveguide taper length has been kept constant at
20 µm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 147

5.15 Relative incoupling e�ciency. a, Incoupling e�ciency as a function
of the overlap for di�erent �ber tip diameter, ranging from 0 to 500 nm.
b, Incoupling e�ciency as a function of the overlap for di�erent �ber tip
diameter, ranging from 0 to 500 nm. Here, the overlap is de�ned as the
corrected overlap of an ideal �ber with in�nitesimal �ber tip diameter. 148

5.16 Relative outcoupling e�ciency for �nite taper diameter for �-
nite taper diameter. a, Outcoupling e�ciency as a function of the
overlap for di�erent �ber tip diameter, ranging from 0 to 500 nm. b,
Outcoupling e�ciency as a function of the overlap for di�erent �ber tip
diameter, ranging from 0 to 500 nm. Here, the overlap is de�ned as the
overlap of an ideal �ber with in�nitesimal �ber tip diameter. . . . . . 149

5.17 Optical microscope pictures of the �ber taper. a Bright �eld im-
age with a magni�cation of 50. b Dark �eld image with a magni�cation
of 50. c Visible contamination of the tapered �ber. . . . . . . . . . . . 151

5.18 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) pictures of the �ber ta-
per. a SEM image of the complete �ber tip. b Close up of the surface
structure of the tapered �ber. c Close-up of a sharp tapered �ber tip. d
Close-up of a broken tapered �ber with a tip diameter of approximately
570 nm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151
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5.19 Calculated taper angles. a Calculated taper angles using the optical
microscope. In average an angle of 1.60◦±0.48◦ is reached. b Calculated
taper angles using the SEM. The measurements with the SEM result in
an average taper tip angle of 2.47◦± 0.27◦. The errorbars are calculated
by using the Gaussian error propagation of the �tting parameters m1

and m2 in equation (5.54). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 152

5.20 Schematic of the coupling e�ciency setup. For a measurement
of the coupling e�ciency, we couple a light source into a single-mode
optical �ber (780HP). This �ber is coupled to a single-mode tapered
�ber (780HP) using a standard mating sleeve (Thorlabs). The optical
light power before the tapered �ber de�nes the input power (Pinput).
This tapered �ber is used to couple to a triangular waveguide with a
tapered termination. At the other side of the waveguide the same process
leads to a coupling to a second tapered �ber (780HP). Depending on
the sort of light source (single frequency laser or white light source) we
either measure the output power (Poutput) using a power meter (Thorlabs
S120C) or a spectrometer from Ocean Insight (QE Pro NIR). . . . . . 153

5.21 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) pictures of the waveg-
uides. a SEM image of the entire waveguides. The freestanding
waveguides, with a triangular cross-section is fabricated (in this case)
on two support structures. b Close up of the taper region of the waveg-
uide. The here presented waveguides have a design taper length of 15 µm. 155

5.22 Lower bound for the single sided coupling e�ciency using equa-
tion (5.58) and a self build laser with a center wavelength of
878.8 nm. Single sided coupling e�ciency of a tapered optical �ber
and a waveguide with a triangular cross-section. Single sided coupling
e�ciency as a function of a the waveguide taper length and b the number
of support structures. For each point, �ve waveguides have been investi-
gated. The errorbars are given by the standard deviation of all �ve mea-
surements. The single-sided coupling e�ciencies resemble 79.62±1.53%
for two, 76.19 ± 1.43% for three, and 78.04 ± 2.20% for four support
structures, respectively. All measured single frequency single-sided cou-
pling e�ciency measurements are additionally presented in the appendix
G in Fig. G.1a-f. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 156

5.23 Single sided coupling e�ciency as a function of the taper over-
lap of multiple waveguides with a taper length of 20 µm and two
support structures. Single sided coupling e�ciency of waveguide (a)
20_2_11, (b) 20_2_10, (c) 20_2_9 and (d) 20_2_7 as a function of
the taper overlap. e, Combined plot of all waveguides. The coupling
e�ciency shows an almost constant plateau of approximately 10 µm. . 157

5.24 Reference transmission spectrum measured at Pinput in Fig.
5.20. Reference spectrum of the white light source, which has been
used for the wavelength dependent single sided coupling e�ciency study. 158
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5.25 Transmission spectra. Single-sided coupling e�ciency (SSC) spec-
trum of a waveguide with a taper length of a, 15 µm and two support
structures, b, 25 µm and two support structures, c, 25 µm and two sup-
port structures and d, 25 µm and two support structures. . . . . . . . 159

5.26 Single sided coupling e�ciency (SSC) at 917 nm. The single
sided coupling e�ciency for a wavelength of 917 nm can reach values up
to 85%. Average single sided coupling e�ciency: 83.45± 1.63%. . . . . 159

5.27 Schematic of the excitation setup. The expanded setup consists
mainly out of four parts. The �rst parts is a leftover from the �ber
characterization and consists out of a single frequency laser to adjust
the coupling e�ciency. As a second part, the detection path, a longpass
�lter at 900 nm (VersaChrome Edge TLP01-995-25x36 @50◦), a band-
pass �lter at 950 nm with a FWHM of 50 nm (Edmund Optics GmbH
#84-792) and two �ber coupled single photon counting modules (SPCM-
AQRH-14-FC) are implemented. The third part is an o�-resonant exci-
tation path, which consists out of a 730 nm single frequency laser with
adjustable polarization, which is focused down from top onto the waveg-
uides with a high NA objective (Objektiv LD EC EPN 100x/0,75 DIC
Vak Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH). The last part is an imaging system
using the same objective for an imaging with a FOV of 120 µm. . . . . 161

5.28 Waveguide confocal scans. Example measurements of di�erent
waveguides using an o�-resonant excitation using a single frequency
laser source of 730 nm from top and a detection scheme using the ta-
pered �ber/tapered waveguide interface. The bright spot in the �rst
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excitation laser. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162

5.29 g(2) measurement of a bright spot in the waveguide. g(2) mea-
surement on a bright spot of the waveguide. Instead of exciting with a
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C.1 Transmission spectra. Single sided coupling e�ciency spectrum of
a waveguide with a a taper length of 15 µm and two support structures,
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F.1 g(2) measurements of further bright spots in the waveguides.
g(2) measurement on a bright spot of the waveguide. The measurements
where performed over a timescale of several hours resulting in an average
of a 443, b 4508, c 602 and d 10845 correlation events per peak. With
values of a 0.27, b 0.33, c 0.18 and d 0.24 these measurements con�rm
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G.1 Lower bound for the single sided coupling e�ciency (SSC) us-
ing equation (5.58) and a self build laser with a center wave-
length of 878.8 nm. Single sided coupling e�ciency of a tapered
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General introduction

This thesis is dealing with the manipulation of light in nanophotonic structures and the
manipulation of single and multi-photon states as a direct step towards the realization
of applications based on quantum optics.
Science can look back on a rich history in classical optics of more than one hundred
years. In this regard, the formulation of the famous Maxwell's equations can be seen
as a highlight [9,10]. However, the �eld of experimental quantum optics emerged only
in the past decades and its origins lie in the discovery of quantum mechanics. At the
turn of the 20th century Max Planck �rst introduced the novel idea of energy quan-
tization in absorption and emission of light in atoms [11]. This, at this time, entirely
new concept would lead to a groundbreaking new �eld of physics: the quantum me-
chanics. Not many years later, in 1905, Einstein introduced the light quantization in
the photo-electric e�ect [12] entirely independent of atoms and already proposed the
wave-particle duality as a concluding remark of the 1909 paper [13]:
�... the next stage of the development of theoretical physics will bring us a theory of
light which can be regarded as a kind of fusion of the wave theory and the emission
theory ... a profound change in our views of the nature and constitution of light is
indispensable.�
Not long after that, Dirac introduced a theoretical description of the quantization of
the light �eld in 1927 laying the foundations of modern quantum mechanics and quan-
tum optics [14]. Altogether, this lead to a variety of theoretical descriptions of the
quantum properties of light: Dirac in quantum �eld theory and furthermore by George
Sudarshan, Roy J. Glauber, and Leonard Mandel in the �eld of applied quantum the-
ory to the electromagnetic �eld in the 1950s and 1960s [15�19].
Simultaneously, �rst experiments on the correlation of the intensity of the light of
stars had been performed by Hanbury Brown and Twiss [20]. With the development
of the Laser in 1960 [21] the experimental investigation of the theory of light gained
momentum, resulting in the �rst experimental investigation of antibunching by Kim-
ble, Dagenais and Mandel [22]. Subsequently in 1985 Slusher demonstrated the �rst
realization of squeezing [23], followed by the performance of the well known Hong-Ou-
Mandel e�ect in 1987 [24]. All these developments in the �eld of quantum mechanics
and quantum optics are commonly summarized in the single term: the �rst quantum
revolution, describing the understanding and �rst realization of fundamental experi-
ments in these �elds.
However, today the second quantum revolution arises, where scientist all around
the globe use the power of quantum mechanics and quantum optics for practical appli-
cations. For example building large-scale quantum computers, for enhanced computa-
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tional power in certain �elds [25] or in quantum sensing, recently realized by the usage
of squeezed states of light in the new generation of gravitational wave detectors in
LIGO [26], in the �eld of quantum cryptography [27�29] or biological sensing [30�32].
My thesis is placed in this emerging �elds and covers two main parts. The �rst part is
about a novel concept in nonlinear interferometry pushing toward reasonable applica-
tions by introducing a quantum optical microphone while the second part is about the
e�cient collection of light emitted from defects in SiC into optical �bers to overcome
low photon collection rates of color centers in solid-states, representing an important
step towards the miniaturization of quantum systems and associated scalability.

First chapter: Nonlinear interferometry

The �rst chapter gives a general overview of di�erent approaches in nonlinear interfer-
ometry, focusing solely on phase-sensitive measurements. Starting with a short intro-
duction of the textbook example of a classical interferometer, essential parameters like
coherence, visibility, the standard quantum limit, etc. will be introduced.
In the following, three approaches to overcome the boundaries of this classical concept
are presented; multi-photon interferometry, squeezed state interferometry, and SU(1,1)
interferometry. The general operation concept, the reachable and realized enhance-
ment, and current state challenges are outlined for each approach.

Second chapter: Novel concept of a nonlinear interferometer

This chapter introduces our novel approach to nonlinear interferometry. It starts with
a small recap of the basic principles of photon-pair generation in nonlinear crystals.
Here, the concept of parametric down-conversion and the quasi-phase matching in pe-
riodically poled crystals will be introduced. Furthermore, a detailed description of our
experimental setup will be presented, covering the solution to two main challenges; the
veri�cation of temporal indistinguishability and the path-polarization quantum state
engineering using a wavelength-selective waveplate.
After introducing the general concept of our novel quantum sensor, it is benchmarked
against an almost perfect classical Michelson interferometer. Here, the enhancement
over this experimentally realized classical interferometer and a perfect theoretical in-
terferometer is shown. Additionally, the measurement speed in terms of the sampling
rate is characterized. Covering the entire audio band, this characterization introduces
the development of a quantum optical enhanced microphone, as shown in the next
chapter.
As an auxiliary section, the extension to higher photon-pair �uxes of several hundreds
of nanowatts will be discussed by measuring the noise performance of commercially
available InGaAs cameras. Here, the sub-shot noise performance of �uxes of hundreds
of nanowatts is characterized, and the sub-shot-noise detection is veri�ed.

Third chapter: Quantum microphone in the audio band

Building up on the last chapter, the development of a quantum optical microphone in
the audio band is presented. While not outperforming every arbitrary chosen classical
microphone, the easy applicability of our concept is presented in this chapter. Further-
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more, an enhancement over a classical microphone of the same type will be presented.
This includes conceptual challenges like �nding a suitable speaker and the development
of a mirror membrane. The complete characterization of this mirror membrane will
be presented in the following. As a next step, two medically approved speech recog-
nition tests will be shown: the Freiburger speech test and the Oldenburger sentence
test. Those tests will be compared, and their unique advantages and disadvantages
discussed. Capitalizing on these features, the speech recognition test used in this work,
the Oldenburger sentence test, will be further outlined. This part ends with intro-
ducing a single value number de�ning the threshold in dB sound pressure level, where
people can understand 50% of the words played: the speech recognition threshold.
After having found a suitable speech recognition test, the classical and quantum micro-
phone recordings will be characterized, and the enhancement performance between the
two compared. Here, an enhancement factor in the signal-to-noise ratio of 1.10± 0.04
can already be presented. Additionally, a study containing 45 test subjects performing
two Oldenburger sentence tests (quantum and classical) will be discussed. This study
shows an enhanced understanding of the recorded words of the quantum microphone
with a reduction of a speech recognition value of 0.57 dBSPL with a standard deviation
under the square root law of 0.22 dBSPL. Furthermore, the signi�cance of the study
is investigated using a standard statistical t-test with the hypothesis: �The quantum
microphone does not lead to an improvement.�.

Fourth chapter: Theoretical Framework

This chapter introduces a theoretical framework describing our novel quantum sensor.
Here, the experimental setup will be reduced to a single operator in the Heisenberg
picture ÔQu.Sens.. Following this representation, the possible enhancement and the
performance under loss will be investigated for two regimes: the low squeezing regime
r � 1 and the high squeezing regime r � 1. The results are discussed and in case of
a small squeezing parameter related to the experimental �ndings.

Fifth chapter: Nanophotonic tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide interface

This chapter investigates the coupling between nanophotonic waveguides and optical
single-mode �bers. First, the goal to integrate single defects into silicon carbide waveg-
uides will be introduced by presenting the silicon carbide platform in general. As a
second step, a short theoretical description of nanophotonic waveguides will be pre-
sented. The fundamental wave propagation in dielectric media will be introduced as
well as Yee's �nite di�erence algorithm, an algorithm to numerically compute arbitrary
nanophotonic structures and the light propagation in them. Additionally, a short prin-
cipal description of waveguide coupling using Bragg gratings will be discussed.
This theoretical part presents strategies to increase the coupling e�ciency between
single-mode �bers and nanophotonic waveguides. Here, three main approaches will be
presented: using di�raction gratings, edge couplers, and tapered �bers. Furthermore,
di�erent concepts of the fabrication of tapered �bers will be introduced: CO2-laser
heating, thermal heating, and chemical etching using hydro�uoric acid (HF).
As a next step, the tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide interface is investigated theoret-
ically using the commercially available software Lumerical based on Yee's algorithm.
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First, the choice of the waveguide design will be discussed, leading to single-mode
waveguides with a triangular cross-section. Secondly, the in- and outcoupling between
these waveguides and tapered �bers will be discussed separately. The coupling e�-
ciency is investigated for the free parameters of the waveguide and the �ber; �ber
taper angle, �ber taper-end diameter, and waveguide taper length.
Capitalizing on that, the fabrication process (HF etching), carried out in our institute
and the Max Planck Institute for Solid State Research in Stuttgart, will be described
in detail. Following this fabrication process, the characterization of the �ber taper
angle is presented using an optical and a scanning electron microscope. Subsequently,
the characterization of the complete coupling interface will be outlined. First, a single
frequency coupling for di�erent waveguide parameters shows coupling e�ciencies of
approximately 80%. Furthermore, the incoupling e�ciency as a function of the taper-
taper overlap is characterized, showing the same behavior as predicted by theory. Fol-
lowing these measurements, the coupling e�ciency as a function of the wavelength is
investigated. Here, a transmission spectrum is collected and discussed, leading to an
average coupling e�ciency of approximately 83% at 917 nm .
As an auxiliary section, I will present an expansion of our characterization setup to-
ward detecting single V2 centers in SiC. In addition to the previous setup we will
introduce an expansion of the setup with a self-built imaging system, allowing an exci-
tation from the top. A proof of principle confocal image of the waveguides, where the
excitation is taking place from the top, while the collection is done via the tapered-
�ber-tapered-waveguide interface, will be presented. Furthermore, preliminary results,
showing distinct single bright spots, which we assigned to optically active defects in
SiC will be presented. A subsequent study of the emission behavior and a resulting
second order correlation value of g(2)(0) = 0.24 con�rms additionally the existence of
single emitters inside the waveguides, while its typi�cation is still left unclassi�ed.
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Allgemeine Einleitung

Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit der Manipulation von Licht in nanophotonischen Struk-
turen und der Manipulation von Ein- und Mehrphotonenzuständen als direktem Schritt
zur Realisierung sinnvoller Anwendungen auf der Grundlage der Quantenoptik.
Die Wissenschaft kann auf eine reiche, mehr als hundertjährige Geschichte der klas-
sischen Optik zurückblicken. In dieser Hinsicht kann die Formulierung der berühmten
Maxwellschen Gleichungen als ein Höhepunkt angesehen werden [9,10]. Das Gebiet der
experimentellen Quantenoptik ist jedoch erst in den letzten Jahrzehnten entstanden,
und seine Ursprünge liegen in der Entdeckung der Quantenmechanik. Um die Wende
zum 20. Jahrhundert führte Max Planck erstmals die neuartige Idee der Energiequan-
tisierung bei der Absorption und Emission von Licht in Atomen ein. Dieses zu diesem
Zeitpunkt völlig neue Konzept sollte zu einem bahnbrechenden neuen Gebiet der Physik
führen: der Quantenmechanik. Nicht viele Jahre später, 1905, führte Einstein die
Lichtquantisierung im photoelektrischen E�ekt [12] völlig unabhängig von Atomen ein
und schlug bereits den Welle-Teilchen-Dualismus als Schlussbemerkung der 1909 er-
schienenen Arbeit [13] vor:
"... die nächste Stufe der Entwicklung der theoretischen Physik wird uns eine Theorie
des Lichts bringen, die als eine Art Verschmelzung der Wellentheorie und der Emis-
sionstheorie angesehen werden kann ... eine tiefgreifende Änderung unserer Ansichten
über die Natur und Bescha�enheit des Lichts ist unabdingbar."
Nicht lange danach stellte Dirac 1927 eine theoretische Beschreibung der Quantisierung
des Lichtfeldes vor und legte damit den Grundstein für die moderne Quantenmechanik
und Quantenoptik [14]. Insgesamt führte dies zu einer Vielzahl von theoretischen
Beschreibungen der Quanteneigenschaften des Lichts: Dirac in der Quantenfeldtheorie
und darüber hinaus durch George Sudarshan, Roy J. Glauber und Leonard Mandel
im Bereich der angewandten Quantentheorie auf das elektromagnetische Feld in den
1950er und 1960er Jahren [15�19].
Gleichzeitig wurden von Hanbury Brown und Twiss erste Experimente zur Korrelation
der Intensität des Lichts von Sternen durchgeführt. Mit der Entwicklung des Lasers im
Jahr 1960 [21] gewann die experimentelle Untersuchung der Lichttheorie an Schwung,
was zur ersten experimentellen Untersuchung des Antibunching durch Kimble, Da-
genais und Mandel führte [22]. Anschlieÿend demonstrierte Slusher 1985 die erste
Realisierung von gequetschtem Licht [23], gefolgt von der Durchführung des bekannten
Hong-Ou-Mandel-E�ekts im Jahr 1987 [24]. All diese Entwicklungen auf dem Ge-
biet der Quantenmechanik und Quantenoptik werden gemeinhin unter dem Begri� der
ersten Quantenrevolution zusammengefasst, der das Verständnis und die erste Durch-
führung grundlegender Experimente auf diesen Gebieten beschreibt. Heute jedoch
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be�nden wir uns in Zeiten der zweiten Quantenrevolution, in denen Wissenschaftler
rund um den Globus die Macht der Quantenmechanik und Quantenoptik für praktische
Anwendungen nutzen. Zum Beispiel beim Bau von Quantencomputern zur Steigerung
der Rechenleistung in bestimmten Bereichen [25] oder bei der Quantensensorik, die
zum Beispiel kürzlich durch die Verwendung von gequetschten Lichtzuständen in der
neuen Generation von Gravitationswellendetektoren in LIGO [26] realisiert wurde, auf
dem Gebiet der Quantenkryptographie [27�29] oder der biologischen Sensorik [30�32].
Meine Dissertation ist in diesem aufstrebenden Bereich angesiedelt und umfasst zwei
Hauptteile. Im ersten Teil geht es um ein neuartiges Konzept in der nichtlinearen In-
terferometrie. Die Entwicklung eines quantenoptischen Mikrofons, beweist die einfache
Anwendbarkeit unseres Konzeptes, und ebnet dadurch den Weg für sinnvolle Anwen-
dungen. Der zweite Teil befasst sich mit der e�zienten Kopplung von Wellenleitern in
Siliziumkarbid an optische Fasern. Hier wird die Sammele�zienz von Licht, das von
Defekten in Siliziumkarbid emittiert wird drastisch erhöht, um die niedrigen Photo-
nensammelraten von Farbzentren in Festkörpern zu überwinden. Dies stellt einen be-
deutenden Schritt in Richtung Miniaturisierung von Quantensystemen und der damit
verbundenen Skalierbarkeit dar.

Erstes Kapitel: Nichtlineare Interferometrie

Das erste Kapitel gibt einen allgemeinen Überblick über die verschiedenen Ansätze in
der nichtlinearen Interferometrie und konzentriert sich dabei ausschlieÿlich auf phasen-
emp�ndliche Messungen. Beginnend mit einer kurzen Einführung in das Lehrbuch-
beispiel eines klassischen Interferometers werden wesentliche Parameter wie Kohärenz,
Kontrast, das Standard-Quantenlimit, etc. vorgestellt.
Im Folgenden werden drei Ansätze zur Überwindung der Grenzen dieses klassischen
Konzepts vorgestellt: Multiphotonen-Interferometrie, Squeezed State Interferometrie
und SU(1,1)-Interferometrie. Für jeden Ansatz werden das allgemeine Betriebskonzept,
die erreichbare und realisierte Verbesserung sowie die aktuellen Herausforderungen
skizziert.

Zweites Kapitel: Neuartiges Konzept eines nichtlinearen Interferometers

In diesem Kapitel wird unser neuartiger Ansatz zur nichtlinearen Interferometrie vorge-
stellt. Es beginnt mit einer kurzen Rekapitulation der Grundprinzipien der Erzeu-
gung von Photonenpaaren in nichtlinearen Kristallen. Hier werden das Konzept der
parametrischen Abwärtskonversion und die Quasi-Phasenanpassung in periodisch gepolten
Kristallen vorgestellt. Darüber hinaus wird eine detaillierte Beschreibung unseres ex-
perimentellen Aufbaus vorgestellt, der die Lösung zweier wichtiger Herausforderungen
umfasst: die Veri�zierung der zeitlichen Ununterscheidbarkeit und das Pfadpolarisations-
Engineering der Quantenzustände unter Verwendung einer wellenlängenselektivenWellen-
platte.
Nach der Vorstellung des allgemeinen Konzepts unseres neuartigen Quantensensors
wird dieser mit einem nahezu perfekten realen klassischen Michelson-Interferometer
verglichen. Hier wird die Verbesserung gegenüber diesem experimentell realisierten
klassischen Interferometer und einem perfekten theoretischen Interferometer gezeigt.
Zusätzlich wird die Messgeschwindigkeit in Bezug auf die Abtastrate charakterisiert.
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Diese Charakterisierung, die das gesamte Audioband abdeckt, leitet die Entwicklung
eines quantenoptisch verbesserten Mikrofons ein, wie im nächsten Kapitel gezeigt wird.
Als Zusatzkapitel wird die Ausweitung auf höhere Photonenpaar�üsse von mehreren
hundert Nanowatt durch Messung des Rauschverhaltens von kommerziell erhältlichen
InGaAs-Kameras diskutiert. Hier wird das Sub-Shot-Rauschverhalten bei Flüssen von
Hunderten von Nanowatt charakterisiert und die detektion mit geringerem Rauschen
als das photonische Schrotrauschen veri�ziert.

Drittes Kapitel: Quantenmikrofon im Audioband

Aufbauend auf dem letzten Kapitel wird hier die Entwicklung eines quantenoptisch-
en Mikrofons im Audioband vorgestellt. Obwohl es nicht jedes beliebige klassische
Mikrofon übertri�t, wird in diesem Kapitel die einfache Anwendbarkeit unseres Konzepts
vorgestellt. Weiterhin wird eine Verbesserung gegenüber einem klassischen Mikrofon
desselben Typs vorgestellt, beginnend mit konzeptionellen Herausforderungen wie der
Suche nach einem geeigneten Lautsprecher und der Entwicklung einer Spiegelmem-
bran. Die vollständige Charakterisierung dieser Spiegelmembran wird im Folgenden
vorgestellt. In einem nächsten Schritt werden zwei medizinisch anerkannte Spracherken-
nungstests vorgestellt: der Freiburger Sprachtest und der Oldenburger Satztest. Diese
Tests werden miteinander verglichen und ihre jeweiligen Vor- und Nachteile diskutiert.
Ausgehend von diesen Merkmalen wird der in dieser Arbeit verwendete Spracherken-
nungstest, der Oldenburger Satztest, näher erläutert. Dieser Teil endet mit der Ein-
führung einer einzigen Zahl, die den Schwellenwert in dB Schalldruckpegel de�niert, bei
dem Menschen 50% der gespielten Wörter verstehen können, die Spracherkennungs-
schwelle.
Nachdem ein geeigneter Spracherkennungstest gefunden wurde, werden die klassis-
chen und die quantenmechanischen Mikrofonaufnahmen charakterisiert und die Sen-
sitivität zwischen beiden verglichen. Hier kann bereits ein Verbesserungsfaktor im
Signal-Rausch-Verhältnis von 1, 10 ± 0, 04 präsentiert werden. Zusätzlich wird eine
Studie mit 45 Versuchspersonen vorgestellt, die zwei Oldenburger Satztests (quan-
tenmechanisch und klassisch) durchführten. Diese Studie zeigt ein verbessertes Ver-
ständnis der aufgenommenen Wörter des Quantenmikrofons mit einer Reduktion der
Spracherkennungsschwelle um 0, 57 dBSPL bei einer Standardabweichung unter dem
Quadratwurzelgesetz von 0, 22 dBSPL. Darüber hinaus wird die Signi�kanz der Studie
mit Hilfe eines statistischen Standard-t-Tests mit der Hypothese: "Das Quantenmikro-
fon führt nicht zu einer Verbesserung." untersucht.

Viertes Kapitel: Theoretischer Rahmen

In diesem Kapitel wird ein theoretischer Rahmen zur Beschreibung unseres neuartigen
Quantensensors vorgestellt. Hier wird der experimentelle Aufbau auf einen einzelnen
Operator im Heisenberg-Bild ÔQu.Sens. reduziert. Anhand dieser Darstellung werden
der mögliche Verbesserungsfaktor und der Ein�uss von Verlusten für zwei Regime un-
tersucht: das Regime mit kleinem Quetschungsparameter r � 1 und das Regime mit
groÿem Quetschungsparameter r � 1. Die Ergebnisse werden diskutiert und im Falle
eines kleinen Quetschungsparameter mit den experimentellen Ergebnissen vergleicht.
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Fünftes Kapitel: Nanophotonische Schnittstelle unter der Verwendung von
konischen Fasern und spitz zulaufenden Wellenleitern

In diesem Kapitel wird die Kopplung zwischen nanophotonischen Wellenleitern und
optischen Singlemode-Fasern untersucht. Zunächst wird das Ziel, einzelne Defekte
in Siliziumkarbid-Wellenleiter zu integrieren, eingeführt, indem die Siliziumkarbid-
Plattform im Allgemeinen vorgestellt wird. In einem zweiten Schritt wird eine kurze
theoretische Beschreibung von nanophotonischenWellenleitern vorgestellt. Die grundle-
gende Wellenausbreitung in dielektrischen Medien wird ebenso vorgestellt wie der
Endliche-Di�erenzen-Algorithmus von Yee, ein Algorithmus zur numerischen Berech-
nung beliebiger nanophotonischer Strukturen und der Lichtausbreitung in ihnen. Zusätz-
lich wird eine kurze prinzipielle Beschreibung der Wellenleiterkopplung mit Bragg-
Gittern diskutiert.
In diesem theoretischen Teil werden Strategien zur Steigerung der Kopplungse�zienz
zwischen Singlemode-Fasern und nanophotonischen Wellenleitern vorgestellt. Dabei
werden drei Hauptansätze vorgestellt: die Verwendung von Beugungsgittern, Kan-
tenkopplern und konischen Fasern. Darüber hinaus werden verschiedene Konzepte für
die Herstellung von konischen Fasern vorgestellt: CO2-Lasererwärmung, thermische
Erwärmung und chemisches Ätzen unter Verwendung von Flusssäure.
In einem nächsten Schritt wird die Schnittstelle zwischen spitz zulaufender Faser und
spitz zulaufendem Wellenleiter mit Hilfe der kommerziell erhältlichen Software Lumeri-
cal, die auf dem Algorithmus von Yee basiert, theoretisch untersucht. Zunächst wird die
Wahl des Wellenleiterdesigns diskutiert, das zu Einzelmodenwellenleitern mit dreieck-
igem Querschnitt führt. Zweitens werden die Ein- und Auskopplung zwischen diesen
Wellenleitern und konischen Fasern separat diskutiert. Die Kopplungse�zienz wird für
die freien Parameter der Wellenleiter und der Faser untersucht: Faserö�nungswinkel,
Durchmesser der Faserspitze und Länge der Wellenleiterspitze.
Darauf aufbauend wird der in unserem Institut durchgeführte Herstellungsprozess (HF-
Ätzen) im Detail beschrieben. Im Anschluss an den Herstellungsprozess wird die
Charakterisierung des Faserö�nungswinkels unter Verwendung eines optischen und
eines Rasterelektronenmikroskops vorgestellt. Anschlieÿend wird die Charakterisierung
der gesamten Kopplungsschnittstelle skizziert. Zunächst zeigt eine Einzelfrequenz-
kopplung für verschiedene Wellenleiterparameter Kopplungse�zienzen von etwa 80%.
Darüber hinaus wird die Einkopplungse�zienz als Funktion der Überlappung von
Faserkonus und Wellenleiterkonus charakterisiert, wobei sich das gleiche Verhalten,
wie in der Theorie vorhergesagt, zeigt. Im Anschluss an diese Messungen wird die
Kopplungse�zienz in Abhängigkeit von der Wellenlänge untersucht. Hier wird ein
Transmissionsspektrum gemessen und diskutiert, das zu einer durchschnittlichen
Kopplungse�zienz bei 917 nm von etwa 83% führt.
In einem zusätzlichen Abschnitt wird eine Erweiterung unseres Charakterisierungsauf-
baus zum Nachweis einzelner V2-Zentren in SiC vorgestellt. Zusätzlich zum bisherigen
Aufbau wird eine Erweiterung präsentiert, die ein selbstgebautes Abbildungssystem
umfasst, das eine Anregung von oben ermöglicht. Anschlieÿend werden erste Ergeb-
nisse, ein konfokales Bild des Wellenleiters präsentiert, bei dem die Anregung von
oben erfolgt, während die Sammlung über die Schnittstelle zwischen konischer Faser
und spitz zulaufendem Wellenleiter durchgeführt wird. Als Ergebnis werden deutliche
einzelne helle Punkte sichtbar, die wir optisch aktiven Defekten im SiC zuordnen.
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Eine anschlieÿende Untersuchung des Emissionsverhaltens und ein daraus resultieren-
der Korrelationswert zweiter Ordnung von g(2)(0) = 0, 24 bestätigt die Existenz von
Einzelemittern in den Wellenleitern.
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Chapter 1

Nonlinear interferometry

In the last century, the ability to perform high-precision optical measurements has
proved to be paramount. In many �elds of engineering or physics, interferometric mea-
surements emerged as the gold standard, to measure small displacements [33], refractive
indices [30, 34] or surface properties [35, 36]. In recent years, quantum optical sensing
has quickened interest in many �elds of physics. New generations of quantum sensors
promise to reach resolutions and sensitivities unfathomable for classical sensors.
This, often associated with the second quantum revolution, has already led to a foray
toward enhanced sensing in optical coherence tomography [37], in the measurement
of dichromatic dispersion [38], quantum microscopy [31] and Raman microscopy [39]
or maybe the most popular �eld the gravitational wave detection at LIGO [26]. The
interferometric sensor at LIGO, with its classical optical path length di�erence sen-
sitivity of 1/10,000th of a proton's width, even further increases its sensitivity using
squeezed states of light [40]. Another exciting �eld to utilize quantum phenomena for
sensing is biological imaging. Advances in this �eld have recently led to the award of
the Nobel Prize in Chemistry (2014) for Eric Betzig, Stefan W. Hell, and William E.
Moerner for the development of super-resolved �uorescence microscopy [41�43]. Mi-
croscopy based on interferometric measurements without the disposition of �uorescent
markers or molecules is often limited due to the sensitivity of biological samples to
light exposure and short wavelength photons [32, 44�48], limiting the amount of light
and therefore the sensitivity of an optical measurement. Here, an enhancement of the
sensitivity per resource/photon is of utmost interest [32] and proves to be a niche �eld
of application for the �rst generations of quantum sensors.
In this chapter, we will solely focus on phase-sensitive measurements in interferometers.
In the �rst section, I will brie�y introduce the textbook example of a classical inter-
ferometer and its intrinsic boundaries. Here we will use the plane wave approach and
single-photon one to introduce the emerging interferometer signal and the correlation
between the interferometer's coherence and the visibility. Furthermore, as a resource, I
will introduce the maximum sensitivity to a phase estimation measurement using single
photons (which enter the interferometer). This maximum sensitivity is also known as
the standard quantum limit (SQL), which is only limited by the classical photonic shot
noise.
In the subsequently following three sections, I will introduce di�erent approaches in
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nonlinear interferometry, which promise to overcome this classical limit and thus out-
perform classical interferometers. As a �rst example, nonlinear interferometry using
squeezed states of light will be introduced. This approach promises large enhancement
factors and high absolute sensitivities for phase estimation measurements. Further
challenges like a loss dependency of the enhancement factor over the complete experi-
mental system, including the detection, will be discussed.
A second example of nonlinear interferometry presents a straightforward approach to
saturate the Heisenberg limit using maximally entangled multi-photon states. Again,
challenges like low repetition rates and a complex multi-photon state generation, will
be discussed.
The relatively novel concept of SU(1,1) interferometers is introduced in the last sec-
tion. These nonlinear interferometers use parametric ampli�cation of a signal without
amplifying the noise as a primary source of enhancement. While promising to over-
come the loss dependency of the enhancement outside of the interferometer itself, this
approach shows so far low enhancement factors. Also, it does not o�er suppression of
common-mode noise as in classical interferometry.

1.1 The Mach-Zehnder interferometer

This section consists of a short recap of classical interferometry. As a representative
example, we will focus solely on the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. I will introduce sev-
eral parameters, which will prove relevant for comparison with nonlinear interferometry
later.

1.1.1 Interference and coherence

The textbook example of a classical interferometer is the Mach-Zehnder interferometer
[49,50]. A schematic of this sensor is shown in Fig. 1.1. Here, a plane wave is entering
the sensor from the left side. A 50:50 beam splitter de�nes two optical paths (a and b).
A phase-altering object (depicted by φ) introduces a phase di�erence between the two
paths. After recombination at a second 50:50 beam splitter, the intensity is measured
at each output port D1 and D2.
To understand how this interferometer measures the phase φ, we will assume that a
plane wave E(r, t) = Eine

−i(ωt− ~kin~r) is entering the interferometer at the input port
of the �rst beam splitter. The beam splitter splits this plane wave into two waves
of amplitude Ea,b = Ein/

√
2. After the second beam splitter, these two waves are

recombined, leading to signals at the output ports of this beam splitter of [51]:

Ec(r, t) =
Ein√

2
e−i(ωt−

~kc~r) · (e−i~k~rae−i∆φ + e−i
~k~rb) (1.1)

Ed(r, t) =
Ein√

2
e−i(ωt−

~kd~r) · (e−i~k~rae−i∆φ − e−i~k~rb), (1.2)

where ~ra and ~rb resemble di�erent path lengths (or an otherwise introduced phase
di�erence ∆φ) between path a and b.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. A plane wave
enters the Mach-Zehnder interferometer through a 50:50 beam splitter, which de�nes
two paths. A path length di�erence, or an object with a di�erent refractive index
than its environment, introduces a phase di�erence between the paths a and b. The
output ports c and d of a second beam splitter give rise to a phase di�erence estimation
measurement via intensity detection (detectors D1 and D2), depicted as operator Ô.
A standard approach to collect a maximum of information is the subtraction of both
output intensity signals. Adapted from [1].
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The resulting intensity signal measured at the detectors D1 and D2 is thus:

I1(∆r,∆φ) =
1

2
I0(1 + cos (k∆r + ∆φ)) (1.3)

I2(∆r,∆φ) =
1

2
I0(1− cos (k∆r + ∆φ)) (1.4)

As a standard approach to reach the highest sensitivity to a phase di�erence between
paths a and b, and to not lose information by measuring only a single output port, the
signals are subtracted, leading to a single intensity signal of:

I1−2(∆r,∆φ) = I0 cos (k∆r + ∆φ). (1.5)

Out of convenience, we will focus solely on the temporal coherence in the next part.
Note that spatial coherence also plays a role in terms of a non-perfect mode overlap.
By employing the coherence, we will �nally introduce the visibility of a classical inter-
ferometer which, as I will show in chapter 4, in�uences the maximum reachable phase
sensitivity.
The temporal coherence introduces a value for the time τc, after which the phases of
two electromagnetic waves are not correlated anymore [52]. In other words this tem-
poral di�erence can be directly translated into a so-called coherence length Lc = c

n
τc.

By using the �rst-order correlation function [51]

g(1)(τ) =
〈E∗(t)E(t+ τ)〉
〈|E(t)|2〉

, (1.6)

the coherence time can be de�ned as:

τc =

∫ ∞
−∞
|g(1)(τ)|2dτ. (1.7)

Ultimately the coherence time is linked to the spectral width of the light and, therefore
to the spectral shape. For example, for a Lorentzian shape, the coherence time can be
de�ned as:

τc ≈
1

π∆ν
, (1.8)

with ∆ν the full width at half maximum (FWHM) spectral linewidth. Thus, sources
with narrow linewidth promise to reach longer coherence times and vice versa.
If we follow the common de�nition of the visibility:

visibility =
Imax − Imin
Imax + Imin

(1.9)

we can connect the visibility with the �rst-order correlation function. If we consider
a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a constant average intensity and a temporal path
length di�erence of τ , the output �eld can be described simply as [52]:

Eout(t) =
1√
2

(E(t)− E(t+ τ)). (1.10)
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Using equation (1.6), the average output intensity (Iout(τ) = c ε0
2
〈Eout(t)

∗Eout(t)〉) can
be written as:

Iout(τ) = I0

(
1− Re(|g(1)(τ)|)

)
, (1.11)

with I0 = c ε0
2
〈E(t)∗E(t)〉 and ε0 the vacuum permittivity.

With equation 1.9 it can be seen, that the visibility resembles the absolute value of the
�rst-order correlation function:

visibility = |g(1)(τ)|. (1.12)

Thus, there is an immanent connection between the coherence of an interferometer and
the intensity detector signal. Combined with loss-induced decoherence, this e�ect will
be our quantum sensor's primary suppression of the enhancement factor.

1.1.2 The standard quantum limit

For deriving the phase estimation sensitivity limit in classical interferometry, I will focus
in this section on the case where distinct photons travel through the interferometer.
This solely changes the description of the amplitude from intensity to a photon number
and therefore does not lose generality.
In direct analogy, the scheme mentioned above can be reduced to the single photon
level, in which instead of a plane wave, N distinct single photons are entering the
Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Thus the equations (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5) solely change
to:

S1(∆r,∆φ) =
1

2
N ( 1 + cos (k∆r + ∆φ) ) (1.13)

S2(∆r,∆φ) =
1

2
N ( 1− cos (k∆r + ∆φ) ) (1.14)

and
S1−2(∆r,∆φ) = N cos ( k∆r + ∆φ ). (1.15)

In the following the parameters k∆r+∆φ will be, for convenience only, combined to an
absolute phase di�erence ∆φtot. In Fig. 1.2 this subtracted single photon interferometer
signal is illustrated as a function of the phase di�erence between the paths a and b.
Sensitivity is the signal intensity di�erence for a given phase shift. In our case, the
sensitivity is maximal if the initial phase di�erence is odd multiples of π/2. Around
this point, for su�ciently small phase changes, the �rst order Taylor expansion [53]
can be performed, leading to a di�erence signal of:

S1−2(∆φtot)
φ0=π

2≈ N ∆φtot. (1.16)

As the smallest resolvable phase shift, the phase shift equal to or above the noise level
can be de�ned. With recalling that N photons entered the interferometer, external
loss sources are neglected, and N photons arrive at the detectors, the total noise in the
system solely consists of the intrinsic shot noise of the photons itself (

√
N [54]).

With photonic shot noise as the only source of noise, this leads to:

S1−2(∆φtot)
φ0=π

2≈ N ∆φtot ≥
√
N. (1.17)
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Figure 1.2: Subtracted interferometer signal of the Mach-Zehnder interfer-
ometer. The subtracted interferometer signal S1−2(∆φtot) = N cos (∆φtot) as a
function of the absolute phase di�erence ∆φtot. The red circle depicts the point of the
highest sensitivity to a change in the phase di�erence. Interestingly, it corresponds to
the point, where the intensities measured at both detectors are perfectly balanced.

If the equation is solved for the phase shift ∆φtot, we obtain a lower bound for a
minimal resolvable phase shift. This equation is well known as the standard quantum
limit (SQL) [55]:

∆φtot ≥
1√
N
. (1.18)

The main goal in nonlinear interferometry is to use di�erent states of light to over-
come these fundamental limits and outperform classical interferometers. So far, vari-
ous nonlinear interferometers have been realized with the primary goal to show phase
estimation sensitivities beyond the classical standard quantum limit without setting
limitations to absolute sensitivities, measurement speed, or else. Thus only very few
experimental schemes have shown enhanced sensing in appropriate �elds of application.

1.2 Multi-photon interferometry

Already in the 20th century, Milburn [56] and Ou [57] presented an approach to over-
come the fundamental limit of classical interferometry and improve the sensitivity from
1/
√
N to 1/N using correlated Fock-states.

Later it was discovered that the usage of maximally entangled states [58] of the form

|ΨN〉 =
1√
N

( |N, 0〉+ |0, N〉 ) (1.19)

proved optimal for a maximal improvement of the phase sensitivity [59]. Note, that
in the following only a perfect N00N state is discussed, omitting states with nonzero
pair-components. The name N00N state derives from this typical description of a max-
imally entangled state.
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A pictorial representation of the source of enhancement using N00N states brings us
back to the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (Fig. 1.1). Instead of sending N distinct
single photons separately through the interferometer representing N single phase esti-
mation measurements, it could be considered that either N indistinguishable photons
travel simultaneously along path a and zero photons along path b or vice versa.
A common way to represent the N00N state from equation (1.19) is [60�63]:

|ΨN〉 =
1√
N

( |N, 0〉+ |0, N〉 ) =
1√
2

(
â†Na√
N !

+
â†Nb√
N !

)
|vac〉 (1.20)

with |vac〉 the vacuum state and â†Ni , i = a, b the creation operator for each interfer-
ometer arm. The phase shift in the interferometer arm a can be characterized by the
e�ect on the �led operator â†Na :

â†Na → e−iφ â†Na . (1.21)

Thus, a phase shifted N00N state:

|ΨN,φ〉 =
1√
2

(
e−iNφ

â†Na√
N !

+
â†Nb√
N !

)
|vac〉 =

1√
N

( e−iNφ |N, 0〉+ |0, N〉 ), (1.22)

can be introduced. To estimate the phase di�erence between the paths a and b the
observable

ÔN00N = |N, 0〉 〈N, 0|+ |0, N〉 〈0, N | (1.23)

can be de�ned. When this observable is measured we obtain a similar result as for the
classical Mach-Zehnder interferometer:

〈ΨN,φ| ÔN00N |ΨN,φ〉 = cos(N φ). (1.24)

For an arbitrary detection operator, the variance can be calculated as ∆Û2 = 〈Û2〉 −
〈Û〉2. With Ô2

N00N = 1 the variance resembles:

∆Ô2
N00N = 1− cos2(N φ) = sin2(N φ). (1.25)

Using the variance and the signal strength of an in�nitesimal phase change |∂Φ〈ÔN00N〉|
additionally the maximum sensitivity to a relative phase change can be calculated as:

∆Φ =
∆ÔN00N

|∂Φ〈ÔN00N〉|
=

1

N
. (1.26)

Consequently, the N00N state interferometry promises a saturation of the Heisenberg
limit under lossless conditions.
A �gurative way to explain N00N state interferometry is that instead of N single
measurements estimating each time a phase di�erence of ei∆φ, in a single measurement,
the phase information eiN∆φ can be collected. This results in the reduction of the
intrinsic noise, leading to an enhanced phase sensitivity:

∆φclassical =
1√
N
→ ∆φN00N =

1

N
. (1.27)
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N00N state interferometry has already been successfully demonstrated in application-
oriented experiments [30,31,64]. Nevertheless, besides its promising huge advantage in
phase estimation measurements, the price to pay for this quantum feature is signi�cant.
The realization of a measurement of the observable ÔN00N has been realized in previous
approaches via time coincidence, N -photon detection [65�67] or photonic parity detec-
tion of even or odd number of photons at each interferometer output [68, 69]. These
detection schemes require the simultaneous detection of multiple photons of the order
of N . The associated measurement rates tend to be slow as these detectors show low
optical saturation levels [70], and complex coincidence counting is involved [71]. Low
optical saturation levels limit the absolute amount of photons per time and thus the
absolute sensitivity. Coincidence or multi-photon detection, on the other hand, is prone
to losses. Here, only N -photon events are considered, while every other measurement
is discarded. Thus each loss of a photon reduces the count rate and thus the sensitivity
and the sampling rate. Based on the same argument for apparent decoherence (or loss)
in the system, non-perfect N00N states prove to be superior [72].
Furthermore, so far a probabilistic superposition in the generation of higher-order N00N
states (N ≥ 2) proves to limits the application of N00N states to few photons per
mode (in the lower two-digit regime) and/or very low measurement speed or sampling
rates [73�75].

1.3 Squeezed state interferometry

In this section, I will introduce the probably most prominent concept of surpassing the
standard quantum limit; the use of squeezed states of light [76,77].
Squeezed states are based on the variation of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle
of quadrature operators for quantized electromagnetic �eld states. These quadrature
operators can be associated with the photon number and the phase for phase-sensitive
measurements. In a �rst step, I will introduce the derivation of �eld quadratures
via the quantum mechanical description of a harmonic oscillator and introduce the
squeezing parameter e−2r. In a second section, I introduce the squeeze operator, which
describes, for example, down-conversion processes. Furthermore, I will brie�y introduce
the visualization of squeezed states of light using the Wigner distribution as a schematic
format. Next, I will introduce di�erent approaches to generate squeezed states of light,
their use in nonlinear interferometry, and a detection scheme to measure squeezing: the
balanced homodyne detection. In the last step, I present a short recap of the sections
and give a perspective of using squeezed states of light in nonlinear interferometry.

Quantization of the electromagnetic �eld

As a result of the quantization of the electromagnetic �eld, the electric �eld ampli-
tudes can be described as a combination of independent harmonic oscillators. The
Hamiltonian for the electromagnetic �eld then reduces to [78]:

Ĥ =
∑
k

h̄ωk( n̂k +
1

2
) = h̄ω( â†kâk +

1

2
), (1.28)
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which represents the sum over all photons in each mode k with the energy of the
vacuum �uctuations being 1/2 h̄ωk. Another way to write this Hamiltonian is, to use
the quadrature amplitude operators de�ned by [79]:

â† =X̂ − iŶ , (1.29)

â =X̂ + iŶ , (1.30)

X̂ =
1

2
( â+ â† ) (1.31)

Ŷ =
1

2i
( â− â† ). (1.32)

With these operators the Hamilton operator (equation (1.28)) can be rewritten as:

Ĥ = h̄ω ( X̂2 + Ŷ 2 ). (1.33)

The quadrature operators satisfy the commutation relation [X̂, Ŷ ] = i/2 and thus, the
variances follow the Heisenberg uncertainty principle:

∆2X̂ ∆2Ŷ ≥ 1

16
. (1.34)

For classical states of light, the variances satisfy the inequalities ∆2X̂ ≥ 1/4 and
∆2Ŷ ≥ 1/4. Squeezed states of light are now de�ned as states, which either ∆2X̂ or
∆2Ŷ violate their inequality [80]. Note that for squeezing one quadrature operator due
to the generality of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, the other quadrature operator
is anti-squeezed by the same amount.
To quantify the amount of squeezing, a squeezing parameter can be de�ned, which
displays the squeezing of the variance of the quadrature operator compared to its
vacuum value [79]:

e−2r =
∆2X̂

∆2X̂vac

. (1.35)

For introduced optical loss in the system, the squeezing parameter is reduced. This
results in an increase in the variance of the quadrature operator's product above the
minimum value [79]. The new equation of the squeezing parameter under the in�uence
of optical loss in the system is then given by:

e−2r =
∆2X̂

′

∆2X̂vac

, (1.36)

with ∆2X̂
′
= η2 ∆2 X̂ + ( 1−η2 ) ∆2X̂vac and ( 1−η2 ) the relative energy loss [79]. The

main challenge of squeezed states of light is, thus, the reduction of any optical loss in the
system. Dissimilar to classical interferometry, or our approach (introduced in chapter
2), this applies to the entire experimental setup and not only to the interferometer
itself.

Squeeze operator

Compared to the un-squeezed vacuum state, the squeezed vacuum state can be linked to
a photon number excitation [79]. Squeezed states of light are generated via interactions
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in a nonlinear medium, like parametric down-conversion.
Thus, it is appropriate to introduce the "squeeze operator" that we meet again for
the theoretical framework of our novel quantum sensor (chapter 4) [80]. This operator
creates and annihilates photon pairs in the following manner:

Ŝ(ξ) = exp

(
1

2
( ξ∗â2 − ξâ†2 )

)
, (1.37)

where ξ = reiθ and r resembles the squeezing parameter from equation (1.35), with
0 ≤ r ≤ ∞ and a squeeze angle 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π [80]. This operator resembles some kind of
two-photon operator which annihilates and creates a coherent two-photon state [80].
Note that the two photons do not necessarily be generated in the same mode, so the

operator can be represented by Ŝ(ξ) = exp
(

1
2
(ξ∗â1â2 − ξâ†1â

†
2)
)
, where âi, i = 1, 2

represents two di�erent modes. In the following, we will focus on the degenerate case
of a single mode squeeze operator without loss of generality. Thanks to the Baker-
Campbell-Hausdor� formula [81�84], it can be shown that:

Ŝ†(ξ) â Ŝ(ξ) = â cosh(r)− eiθ â† sinh(r) (1.38)

Ŝ†(ξ) â† Ŝ(ξ) = â† cosh(r)− eiθ â sinh(r). (1.39)

Taking the identity ŜŜ† and equations (1.38) and (1.39) results in [79]:

∆2X̂ =
1

4

(
cosh2(r)− cosh(r) sinh(r) + sinh2(r)

)
=

1

4
e−2r (1.40)

∆2Ŷ =
1

4

(
cosh2(r) + cosh(r) sinh(r) + sinh2(r)

)
=

1

4
e2r (1.41)

(1.42)

The squeeze operator can further be applied to any kind of state. Applied to the
vacuum state, this leads, for example, to vacuum squeezed light.
A link to a phase estimation measurement is a consequence of the de�nition of the
coherent state (α) using the quadrature operators X̂1 and X̂2 [52]:

α̂ = X̂ + iŶ (1.43)

and separating α into photon number and phase dependency:

α̂ = |α̂| eiφ. (1.44)

Phase space representation

A �gurative way to visualize squeezed states of light is the representation in phase
space. A possible motivation is the introduction of the Wigner distribution. The
Wigner distribution was introduced in 1932 by Wigner [85], to characterize a state |Ψ〉
of a quantum system in phase space [86]. In one dimension the Wigner distribution is
de�ned as [86]:

W (q, p) =
1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞

〈
q +

1

2
h̄x

∣∣∣∣ ρ̂ ∣∣∣∣ p− 1

2
h̄x

〉
eixp dx, (1.45)
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Figure 1.3: Simpli�ed picture of the Wigner distribution for di�erent states.
a, Wigner distribution of a coherent state. b, Wigner function of the vacuum state. c,
Schematic representation of a displaced squeezed state. d, Schematic representation of
a squeezed vacuum state.

with |q〉 , |p〉 the position and momentum state and ρ̂ the density operator of the system.
Integrating the Wigner distribution over q or p shows the probability density p(q) and
p(p) of measurement results of the observables. [79]:∫ +∞

−∞
W (q, p) dq = p(q) (1.46)∫ +∞

−∞
W (q, p) dp = p(p). (1.47)

The Wigner distribution is a quasi-probabilistic distribution, that contains the entire
information of a state, including its quantum statistic [79]. Two characteristics of the
Wigner distribution show a nonclassicality of a state:

v The Wigner distribution can contain negative values, that have no equivalent in
classical mechanics.

v The Wigner distribution can show a "squeezed" width in the probability com-
pared to the ground state.

Fig. 1.3 shows a schematic representation of the Wigner function for di�erent states.
On the axes X̂ and Ŷ the quasi-probabilities p(X) and p(Y ) are drawn. Here, the
phase-space quasi-probability is depicted by the darkness of the shaded areas. In Fig.
1.3a and b, a classical coherent state with amplitude |α| and the vacuum state is
presented. In Fig. 1.3c and d, a displaced squeezed state and a squeezed vacuum state
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of quadrature squeezed states of light. a, Phasor
diagram for coherent state |α〉. b, Schematic representation of phase-squeezed light
and c, amplitude-squeezed light.

are shown. In both cases, the variance of one quadrature operator is squeezed while
the other is anti-squeezed. Thus, Fig. 1.3c and d show a steeper distribution in one
direction than the classical counterpart.
By linking the classical electromagnetic energy Eclassical = h̄ω|α|2 and the quantum
theory of the electromagnetic harmonic oscillator Equantum = h̄ωn̄+ 1

2
h̄ω [52] the equity

of ∆n = |α|=
√
n̄ can be shown. Thus, using the correlation δφ = 1/2√

n̄
we can �nd the

number-phase uncertainty in the following manner [52]:

∆φ̂∆n̂ ≥ 1

2
. (1.48)

This inequality gives a preliminary hint of the possibility of changing the uncertainty
of either the phase or the photon number without violating the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle (equation (1.48)).
A schematic representation is shown in Fig. 1.4. Here dependent on the axis of
squeezing, these di�erent squeezed states are named phase-squeezed (Fig. 1.4b) and
amplitude-squeezed light (Fig. 1.4c). For comparison, a classical coherent state is il-
lustrated in Fig. 1.4a.

Generation of squeezed states

In this section, I will focus solely on the generation of squeezed states in nonlinear
crystals and only shortly introduce other systems. In principle, every system show-
ing a nonlinear susceptibility can be used to generate squeezed states of light. Thus
not only nonlinear crystals but also, for example, atomic ensembles can be used [23].
Here, in a Λ-shaped atomic energy level, a strong pump beam can create two photons
that are either degenerate or non-degenerate dependent on the energy di�erence of
the ground states. In the non-degenerate case, these two modes are known as Stokes
and Anti-Stokes. Those two modes form a (two-)mode squeezed state. Even though
facing especially in the early years challenges, squeezed state generation using atomic
ensembles can reach up to 9 dB squeezing [87].
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However, the generation of squeezed states of light using nonlinear crystals has a
long history. Already in 1986 �rst experiments were realized using parametric down-
conversion [88]. In principle, there are three main processes in nonlinear crystals com-
monly used for the generation of squeezed states of light:

v Parametric down-conversion (PDC),

v Optical parametric oscillation (OPO),

v Parametric up-conversion.

In degenerate PDC, where the signal and idler modes are indistinguishable in terms of
frequency (ωi = ωs) and polarization, the system Hamiltonian can be written as [89]:

H = g (a2 + a†2), (1.49)

with g the nonlinear coupling parameter proportional to the medium's nonlinear sus-
ceptibility and the pump �eld's amplitude (see Appendix E). The unitary evolution
of this Hamilton U = exp(−ig(a2 + a†2)) resembles exactly the form of the squeeze
operator introduced in section 1.3.
In OPO, PDC is performed inside of a cavity. As detailed in Appendix E, a medium
with a nonlinear susceptibility can be represented as a phase-sensitive ampli�er. Thus
dependent on the initial phase of the pump photons, �eld quadratures can either be
ampli�ed or deampli�ed. In the case of degenerate parametric down-conversion, fol-
lowing the conservation of energy ωp = ωi + ωs, with no initial signal �eld entering
the media, the signal mode is taken from the always present vacuum modes. As seen
in Appendix E also for vacuum modes, the same phase-sensitive ampli�cation exists,
which leads to an ampli�cation or deampli�cation of the �eld quadratures of the vac-
uum modes. This approach showed so far up to 15 dB squeezing [90].
In principle, the up-conversion process is the inverse process of PDC. This process, thus,
also can show squeezing. However, there is a �gurative way to explain (amplitude-)
squeezing in an up-conversion process.
If we consider the case of parametric up-conversion, e.g., frequency doubling, we face a
process where two pump photons of the energy ωp = ω create with a certain probability
a photon of the energy ωSHG = 2ω. The pump beam follows Poissonian photon statis-
tics, so the arrival of photons at the nonlinear crystal is random. For an up-conversion
process, two pump photons must arrive at a certain time to be converted to an up-
converted photon. Therefore, there will be instances where two photons arrive closer
to each other, increasing the chance of a conversion process. Thus above-average �uc-
tuations of the pump beam will be automatically �ltered out, leaving the up-converted
beam with a more regular �ow than before.

Squeezed states in interferometry

In general, the use of squeezed states of light promise to provide a light source with
reduced noise or photonic �uctuations in either the phase or the amplitude. If we
consider the textbook example of a Michelson interferometer (schematically presented
in Fig. 1.5a), coherent light enters the interferometer at one input port of a 50:50
beam splitter leaving one "open" port. This port allows a vacuum �eld to enter the
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Figure 1.5: Simpli�ed picture of a Michelson interferometer and balanced
homodyne detection. a, Coherent light enters a Michelson interferometer through
one port of a 50:50 beam splitter. In the absence of a squeezed light source a vacuum
state is seeded into the second input port of this beam splitter. Introducing squeezed
vacuum into this port leads to a reduction of noise. b, The balanced homodyne detector
consists of a 50:50 beam splitter and two photodiodes (PD1 and PD2). A signal �eld
and a local oscillator are incident on both input ports a and b of the 50:50 beam splitter.
To create the balanced homodyne detector signal the signals of both photodiodes (c
and d) are subtracted, depicted here as operator Ô.

interferometer. By injecting squeezed vacuum instead, the noise can be reduced and
the interferometer's sensitivity to a phase (or amplitude) change can be increased [91].
This approach is not limited to the Michelson interferometer and can be transferred to
various experimental setups. Even though in most cases, an increase of the light power
might be an easier way to enhance the sensitivity in certain �elds, the introduction of
squeezed states of light proves to be paramount.

Detection of squeezed light

A common detection strategy to observe squeezed light is balanced detection. In this
context, photocurrents of two balanced detectors are subtracted to cancel out classical
noise sources, enabling measurements at or below the shot noise limit. A standard
method, especially for squeezed states of light, is balanced homodyne detection. In
Fig. 1.5b a schematic of a balanced homodyne detector is shown. In principle, balanced
homodyne detection is based on the overlap of a signal beam with a large-amplitude
light wave of the same frequency, commonly known as the local oscillator (LO). In
Fig. 1.5b, the squeezed signal beam enters one input port of a 50:50 beam splitter,
while the LO enters the second. An illustrative way to treat this detection scheme is
a semi-classical approach, in which the LO is treated classically while the signal �eld
is treated quantum mechanically. We introduce the signal �eld at the input port b (in
Fig. 1.5b) as Es and the local oscillator �eld at the input port a as ELO. At the output
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ports, c and d, the �elds are given by:

Ec =
1√
2

(ELOe
iφLO + Es ) (1.50)

Ed =
1√
2

(ELOe
iφLO − Es ), (1.51)

with φLO a phase relative to the signal �eld. As we treat the signal �eld quantum
mechanically, we use the same argument as in section 1.3 and split the signal �eld into
its �eld �eld quadrature components:

ES = EX1
s + i EX2

s (1.52)

with i = eiπ/2 representing the 90◦ phase di�erence between the quadratures. Equation
(1.50) then can be written as:

Ec =
1√
2

(
(ELO cos(φLO) + EX1

s ) + i(ELO sin(φLO) + EX2
s )

)
(1.53)

Ed =
1√
2

(
(ELO cos(φLO)− EX1

s )− i(ELO sin(φLO)− EX2
s )

)
(1.54)

The photocurrent measured at PD1 and PD2 corresponds to Ii = cε0
2
|Ei|2∝ |Ei|2, with

i = c, d and |Ei|2= E E∗. Thus the subtracted detector signal Isub = Ic − Id results in:

Isub =Ic − Id (1.55)

Isub =
cε0
2

(EcE
∗
c − EdE∗d ) (1.56)

Isub =cε0ELO [EX1
s cos(φLO) + EX2

s sin(φLO) ] (1.57)

Interestingly the subtracted detector signal is phase sensitive. For φLO = 0, π, 2π... the
output photocurrent is proportional to ELOE

X1
s and for φLO = π/2, 3π/2... the signal is

proportional to ELOE
X2
s . Di�erent �eld quadratures can be detected, dependent on the

phase of the local oscillator relative to the signal �eld. Even though this signal proves to
be proportional to either EX1

s or EX2
s , also the local oscillator �eld is measured. To make

a statement about the shot noise level of the signal �eld, an additional measurement
in the absence of any signal �eld has to be done. By leaving the signal port b "open",
a vacuum �eld is inserted generating an output signal proportional to ELOEvac. This
is commonly interpreted as the shot noice limit of the local oscillator. The detection
of phase-dependent noise below this limit is thus a clear sign of squeezed vacuum. In
the case of amplitude squeezed light, the reduced photon number uncertainty can be
directly observed using single photon counters or PIN photodiodes.

Perspective

Quite early, squeezed states of light already have quickened the interest in interfero-
metric setups [92,93]. Proof-of-principle experiments followed soon [94�97], indicating
the bene�t of enhancing the sensitivity of a phase estimation measurement.
This led probably to the most popular application in the gravitational wave detec-
tor LIGO, which was able to recently detect the space-time curvature of two black
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Figure 1.6: Schematic of a SU(1,1) interferometer. The SU(1,1) interferometer
resembles a Mach-Zehnder Interferometer, in which both 50:50 beam splitter are re-
placed by parametric ampli�ers (PA1 and PA2). In path d a phase di�erence is depicted
by φ.

holes merging [98]. Since then, new detector generations have been introduced using
squeezed states of light [99, 100].
Also, in other �elds, squeezed states of light already show application relevant ad-
vances [101�103]. Nevertheless, even with huge squeezing factors of above 15 dB [90]
and thus possible enhancement factors in a phase estimation measurement of approx-
imately 5.6 times, the implementation of squeezing comes at the cost of the often
complex interferometer or cavity setups [90, 104] and instabilities at high pump pow-
ers [105,106]. Additionally, squeezed states of light are susceptible to losses inside and
outside the interferometers, including the detection [44,79,89,107], which makes highly
e�cient detectors necessary. The dependency of the variance of the measured squeezed
state quadratures ∆X̂(θ) is particularly apparent in the equation [105,108]:

∆X̂(θ) = η ( e2r cos(θ) + e−2r sin(θ) ) + 1− η, (1.58)

where η represents the detection e�ciency. Furthermore, approaches based on pulsed
squeezed of light typically show very low duty cycles, thus limiting the overall sampling
rate [109�111].

1.4 SU(1,1) interferometry

The relatively novel SU(1,1) interferometry promises to tackle the main challenge of
approaches using squeezed states of light. SU(1,1) interferometers are less sensitive to
noise outside of the interferometer part itself and thus promise to be easier applicable
or scalable [112, 113]. In principle, the original concept of SU(1,1) interferometers
resembles a simple Mach-Zehnder interferometer, in which both 50:50 beam splitters
are replaced by two parametric ampli�ers (Fig. 1.6, [114]). In analogy to the squeeze
operator, the interaction Hamiltonian for parametric ampli�cation can be written as
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[115]:
ĤPA = i h̄ ξ â†1 â

†
2 − i h̄ ξ∗ â1 â2, (1.59)

with ξ a parameter dependent on the pump �eld's amplitude and the medium's nonlin-
ear susceptibility. In the non-degenerate case two �elds â1 and â2 are generated. Similar
to section 1.3 we can transfer the system in the Heisenberg picture and investigate the
system with the operator evolution:

âc =G âb + g â†a (1.60)

âd =G âa + g â†b, (1.61)

with G = cosh(r) and g = sinh(r). Note that for convenience only we set the phase
of r (ξ = reiθ) to zero, without loss of generality [115]. We assume for the second
parametric ampli�er PA2 again for convenience only, the same values for G and g.
Thus the interaction with the second parametric ampli�er results in:

âe =G eiφ âd + g â†c (1.62)

âf =G âc + g e−iφ â†d, (1.63)

with φ a collected phase di�erence in path d. Together with equation (1.60) this results
in:

âe =(G2 eiφ + g2 ) âa +Gg ( eiφ + 1 ) â†b (1.64)

âf =(G2 + g2 e−iφ ) âb +Gg ( e−iφ + 1 ) â†a. (1.65)

Introducing Gtot(φ) = (G2eiφ + g2) and gtot(φ) = Gg(eiφ + 1) this equation reduces to:

âe =Gtot(φ) âa + gtot(φ) â†b (1.66)

âf =Gtot(φ) âb + gtot(φ) â†a. (1.67)

For a coherent input in path b (|Ψ〉b = |α〉 and 〈Ψ|b â
†
bâb |Ψ〉b = |α|2) and vacuum in

path a the output intensity at the output path e can thus be calculated as:

〈â†eâe〉 =|gtot|2 ( 1 + |α|2 ) (1.68)

=2G2 g2 ( |α|2+1 )( 1 + cos(φ) ) (1.69)

Furthermore, another interesting value is the phase sensing intensity IPS, the amount
of light traveling through the phase-changing object φ. This intensity can be calculated
in the same way as equation (1.68):

IPS = 〈 â†d âd 〉 = g2 ( |α|2+1 ) (1.70)

A classical Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a coherent input |α〉 has a phase sensing
intensity of |α|2/2. Thus equation (1.69) and (1.70) shows for large values of |α|2 a by
2G2 increased fringe size [116].
However, larger fringes do not necessarily correspond to a higher phase sensitivity. But,
if we consider the SU(1,1) interferometer with an initial phase shift of φ = (2n + 1)π,
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leaving output path e at a dark fringe, Gtot(φ) = 1 and gtot(φ) = 0 applies. Therefore,
equation (1.66) reduces to:

âe = âa. (1.71)

If we recall that no input (or vacuum) is inserted in path a, the noise resembles the
vacuum noise. Thus theoretically, an enhancement of the sensitivity of a phase-sensitive
measurement can also be expected to be by a factor of 2G2 times higher compared to
classical interferometry [113,115,116].
Another exciting aspect of the SU(1,1) interferometry appears if we focus on the second
output of PA2, path f :

〈â†f âf〉 =|Gtot|2 |α|2+|gtot|2 (1.72)

=|α|2 (G4 + g4 + 2g2G2 cos(φ) ) + 2G2g2 ( 1 + cos(φ) ) (1.73)

=|α|2+2G2g2 ( 1 + |α|2 )( 1 + cos(φ) ). (1.74)

Equations (1.69) and (1.74) show that both output ports of PA2 are in phase, in contrast
to 180◦ out of phase for a Mach-Zehnder interferometer [112]. Therefore canceling out
common-mode noise like in classical interferometry is not possible.
In case of loss inside of the interferometer part (paths c and d), where loss L is modeled
by a beam splitter with transmissivity 1−L the signal to noise ratio (SNR) enhancement
is also modeled by (1−L)/L [112]. However, for large G the SNR is almost not a�ected
by loss outside of the interferometer (paths e and f ) [112,117,118].
The detection signal of the SU(1,1) interferometers can be detected by simple intensity
measurements or, as well as squeezed states of light, by balanced homodyne detection.
So far, I only introduced the case of a bright coherent state input. This kind of SU(1,1)
interferometer is known as coherent state-boosted or bright seed SU(1,1) interferometer
[119�121]. However, there are di�erent amended SU(1,1) interferometers, which still
show an enhancement over a classical counterpart, but are, in some cases, easier to
realize:

v Coherent state-boosted or bright seed SU(1,1) interferometer as described above.

v Vacuum seed SU(1,1) interferometer, in which the �rst parametric ampli�er is
seeded with vacuum instead of a coherent state. This interferometer still shows an
enhancement over a classical interferometer but a worse performance for a phase
estimation measurement than the coherent state-boosted SU(1,1) interferometer
[122].

v A SU(2) interferometer nested in a SU(1,1) interferometer, in which a classical
Mach-Zehnder interferometer is nested in between both parametric ampli�ers.
This approach promises an accuracy beating the standard quantum limit by
simultaneously realizing dense quantum metrology, where joint estimates of two
conjugate quantities (like amplitude and phase) can be made [123].

v A SU(1,1) interferometer, where the second parametric ampli�er is exchanged
by a beamsplitter [124, 125]. This interferometer promises to show the same en-
hancement as the coherent state-boosted SU(1,1) interferometer but is in the
same way as squeezed state interferometry sensitive to loss outside of the inter-
ferometer [112].
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v The truncated SU(1,1) interferometer [126, 127]. In this approach the second
parametric ampli�er is replaced by homodyne detection paths and a post-detection
current mixer [112]. This approach promises the same enhancement as the coher-
ent state-boosted SU(1,1) interferometer but, as well as the previous approach,
the same loss sensitivity outside of the interferometer as squeezed state interfer-
ometry.

v An approach, where both interferometer paths interact with a phase-changing
object [128, 129]. This approach promises an increased sensitivity to a phase
change by, at the same time, the same advantages as the coherent state-boosted
SU(1,1) interferometer.

Of course, not only optical waves can interact in SU(1,1) interferometry. Also, atomic
waves in a Bose-Einstein condensate [130�132] or microwaves [133] can be used in
SU(1,1) setups.

Perspective

Yurke et al. [114] could prove in 1986 that the SU(1,1) interferometer in principle, as
well as maximally entangled states, can saturate the Heisenberg limit (∆φ ≥ 1/N) of
a phase estimation measurement.
A �rst measurement characterizing the noise dependencies of the SU(1,1) interferome-
try has been done by Hudelist et al. [116]. Even though proving to be robust to noise
outside of the interferometer part, losses inside of the interferometer itself can still
introduce uncorrelated vacuum noise, which cannot be canceled out [112].
Additionally, in the introduction of the SU(1,1) interferometer scheme in 1986 by Yurke
et al. [114], it was designed to use vacuum as an input. This limited the experimentally
accessible regime to low photon numbers.
Later the use of di�erent states of light, like coherent states [119,134] led to increased
overall photon �uxes. Since then several di�erent states of light and di�erent measure-
ment schemes where implemented in the SU(1,1) interferometry [123,135�137]. So far
the enhancement factors for a phase-sensitive measurement can reach up to approxi-
mately 1.6 times by a signal to noise increase of up to 4.3 dB [116,123,138,139].
Additionally to these proof-of-principle experiments, application-oriented developments,
mainly in the �eld of imaging, have been realized [123,140�142].
Even though SU(1,1) interferometry o�ers a signi�cant enhancement in phase estima-
tion measurements and avoids sensitivities to losses outside of the interferometer itself,
it comes with certain challenges. As well as the approach using squeezed states of light,
the SU(1,1) interferometers often su�er from complex experimental systems [116]. Fur-
ther, the output ports of the SU(1,1) interferometer are in phase, in contrast to 180◦

out of phase for a Mach-Zehnder interferometer [112]. This excludes the possibility
of canceling out common-mode noise like laser power �uctuations etc., which severely
limits the stability. Furthermore, the gain dependency of the enhancement factor lim-
its, so far, the enhancement to values way below approaches using squeezed states of
light [116,123,138,139].
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1.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, I introduced the limits for phase estimation measurements in classi-
cal interferometry with the Mach-Zehnder interferometer as a representative exam-
ple. I introduced the maximum phase sensitivity as the standard quantum limit
∆φ = 1/

√
N and further summarized three di�erent approaches in nonlinear inter-

ferometry: squeezed states of light, multi-photon entanglement, and SU(1,1) interfer-
ometry.
Multi-photon interferometry:
Multi-photon entangled states promise a brute force technique to saturate the Heisen-
berg limit but su�er from low repetition rates due to the necessity of single or multi-
photon detection. Further, the problematic generation of multi-photon states above
N = 2 limits the enhancement and applicability so far.

Advantages

v Can saturate the Heisenberg limit.

v Straight forward to approach.

Challenges

v Requires single- or multi-photon detection.

v Limited in sampling rate and absolute sensitivity.

v Multi-photon states di�cult to generate (above N ≥ 2).

Squeezed state interferometry:
Squeezed state interferometry is maybe the most advanced approach to this day, which
is also represented by the implementation into the interferometer with the highest
sensitivity on earth LIGO [99, 100]. The usage of squeezed states of light o�ers with
approximately 5.6 times, the highest enhancement factor so far. This applicability,
combined with the introduced high enhancement factors, comes at the cost of a high
loss sensitivity in the complete system (including the detectors) and sometimes highly
complex experimental apparatuses.

Advantages

v Can saturate the Heisenberg limit.

v High and low sampling rates.

v Achieved already high enhancement factors up to 5.6 times for phase sensing.

v Application relevant for speci�c applications.

Challenges

v Complex interferometer and cavity setups.

v Sensitivity to loss outside of the interferometer itself.

v Highly e�cient detectors necessary.
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SU(1,1) interferometry:
The SU(1,1) interferometry seems to be one of the most exciting approaches using
quantum interference to reduce the noise in an ampli�cation process. This approach
so far has only shown enhancement factors of approximately 1.6 times and su�ers, like
squeezed states of light, often from complex experimental setups. Additionally, the
convenient suppression of common-mode noise in classical interferometry could so far
not be implemented in SU(1,1) interferometry.
In the next chapter, I will introduce our novel concept in nonlinear interferometry.
This approach will, in theory, be able to saturate the Heisenberg limit. In addition, our
approach allows simple intensity measurements and common-mode noise cancellation
by, at the same time, high sampling rates and immunity of the sensitivity to losses
outside of the interferometer.

Advantages

v Can saturate the Heisenberg limit.

v Mainly high sampling rates.

v Resilience to losses outside the interferometer.

Challenges

v Complex interferometer and cavity setups.

v No cancellation of common-mode noise possible.

v So far only low enhancement factors realized (up to 1.6 times).
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Chapter 2

Novel concept of a nonlinear

interferometer

In the previous chapter, I presented di�erent concepts in nonlinear interferometry with
their advantages and current state issues. In this chapter, I will detail our novel
approach and where it di�ers from these concepts. In particular, I will present:

v the ability to perform measurements over a large sampling rate regime simulta-
neously (so far 200 Hz− 100 kHz),

v the use of standard intensity detection schemes,

v the simplicity of the experimental setup,

v robustness of the enhancement to losses outside of the interferometer,

v and the ability of common mode noise rejection.

In the �rst part, I will introduce basic principles of photon-pair generation in nonlinear
crystals, such as the origin of three-photon processes and the particularity of periodic
poling with the intertwined de�nition of quasi-phase-matching. The second section
shows the experimental realization in detail. It covers the solution to two main chal-
lenges: the veri�cation of temporal indistinguishability and path-polarization quantum
state engineering with a wavelength-selective waveplate (WSWP).
Additionally, this section presents a benchmarking against an almost ideal classical
sensor of similar built. This classical sensor resembles a simple Michelson interferom-
eter with the same phase sensing properties but no losses inside the interferometer
itself and almost unity visibility. From this comparison, we will infer a phase sensing
enhancement factor of our sensor.
Finally, I present the current enhancement of the quantum sensor with a value of
1.13± 0.02 beyond the standard quantum limit for sampling rates between 200 Hz and
100 kHz. The enhancement over the entire audio band (200−20, 000 Hz) paves the way
for developing a quantum optical microphone.
Further, an extension to higher photon-pair �uxes up to several hundred nanowatts will
be discussed as an auxiliary section. On that basis, noise measurements of commercially
available InGaAs cameras will be presented, allowing the sub-shot noise measurement
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of these �uxes. These measurements are used as a compelling argument for the ex-
tension to higher photon-pair �uxes of several hundreds of nanowatts and, therefore,
the possibility to reach higher absolute sensitivities and achieve even higher sampling
rates.

2.1 Basics of photon-pair generation in nonlinear crys-

tals

This section starts with a short motivation for generating two-photon states via Type
0 down-conversion as used in our novel quantum sensor. A more detailed quantum
mechanical description of this novel nonlinear interferometer is given in chapter 4.
Therefore, only necessary parts will be discussed in this chapter.
For this, we start with the famous Maxwell's equations, formulated �rst in 1861 by
James Clerk Maxwell, which describe the propagation of light in any medium [9, 10].
These equations are derived from the foundation of classical electromagnetism and are
composed of a set of four di�erential equations (here presented in the SI convention):

∇ · ~D(r, t) = ρ (2.1)

∇ · ~B(r, t) = 0 (2.2)

∇× ~E(r, t) = − ∂ ~B(r, t)

∂t
(2.3)

∇× ~H(r, t) =~j +
∂ ~D(r, t)

∂t
. (2.4)

(2.5)

These equations represent the relation between electric and magnetic �elds (and their
changes), currents, charges, and electric and magnetic susceptibilities. These suscep-
tibilities are hidden in this representation in the magnetic �eld strength ~H and the
electric displacement �eld ~D which are usually de�ned in the case of linear optics by
the relations:

~B(r, t) =µ0 ( 1 + χ
M ) ~H(r, t) (2.6)

~D(r, t) = ε0 ~E(r, t) + ~P (r, t), (2.7)

with ~P (r, t) = χ
E(r,t)ε0 ~E(r, t) the polarization, χM the magnetic susceptibility and

χ
E(r,t) the electric susceptibility. However, the dependency of the polarization on the

electric susceptibility does not have to be necessarily linear. The description of this
nonlinear dependency or a nonlinear susceptibility is de�ned as nonlinear optics.

2.1.1 Parametric down-conversion

To introduce the parametric down-conversion process, I will shortly present the concept
of the nonlinear electric susceptibility of dielectric media. Here, I will give an overview
of di�erent frequency conversion processes and motivate the conversion of energy and
momentum. Further details are found in chapter 4 and appendix D.
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In nonlinear optics, the relation between the electric �eld ~E and the polarization ~P
is not necessarily linear but assembles as a linear combination of susceptibilities of
di�erent order [143]:

~P (r, t) = χ(1)
E(r,t) ε0

~E(r, t) + χ(2)
E(r,t) ε0

~E2(r, t) + χ(3)
E(r,t) ε0

~E3(r, t) + ... (2.8)

For the down-conversion process, only the second-order nonlinear susceptibility plays
a role. Thus, in the following we will only focus on the case of second-order nonlinear
susceptibilities (χ(i)

E(r,t) = 0, for i > 2). As a result equation (2.8) reduces to:

~P (r, t) = χ(1)
E(r,t) ε0

~E(r, t) + χ(2)
E(r,t) ε0

~E2(r, t) (2.9)

If a medium with a non-vanishing second-order nonlinear susceptibility is excited by
two cosinusoidal waves of di�erent frequency ω1 and ω2 and electric �eld amplitudes
~E1 and ~E2 the second order polarization ~P (r, t)(2) = χ(2)

E(r,t) ε0
~E2(r, t) can be written

as:

~P (r, t)(2) = ~E1
~E2 ε0 χ

(2)
E(r,t) cos(ω1 t) cos(ω2 t) (2.10)

~P (r, t)(2) =
1

2
~E1

~E2 ε0 χ
(2)
E(r,t) cos((ω1 + ω2) t) cos((ω1 − ω2) t) (2.11)

As a result, a nonlinear medium excited by two electric �elds of frequencies ω1 and ω2

can introduce an oscillating polarization at frequencies of ω1 + ω2 and ω1 − ω2 [52].
In standard nomenclature, these processes are called sum frequency conversion (ω =
ω1 + ω2) and di�erence frequency conversion, (ω1 − ω2) respectively. These processes
can also reverse in which, for example, a photon of frequency ω1 + ω2 splits into two
photons of frequency ω1 and ω2. A very appealing way to illustrate these processes is
the use of Feynman diagrams [144]. In Fig. 2.1 the conversion of either two photons
into one photon (Fig. 2.1a and b, sum frequency conversion and as a special case
frequency doubling) or the conversion of a single photon into two photons (Fig. 2.1c,
parametric down-conversion) is illustrated.
For our novel approach in nonlinear interferometry, only the case of spontaneous para-
metric down-conversion (Fig. 2.1c) is of interest. In this special case the photons ω1,
ω2 and ω3 are often provided with the names "pump", "signal" and "idler" photon (ωp,
ωs and ωi). A pump photon generates, in the case of parametric down-conversion, a
photon-pair consisting of the signal and idler photon following the energy conservation:

ωp = ωs + ωi. (2.12)

As already depicted in these diagrams, not only the conversion of energy has to be
satis�ed but also the conservation of momentum, represented by the equation ~kp =
~ks+~ki. Especially in the path-degenerate case, where ~ks/|~ks|= ~ki/|~ki|, the conservation
of momentum can also be represented by:

npωp
c

=
nsωs
c

+
niωi
c
, (2.13)

using the identity |~k|= nω/c. Further, this equation can be rearranged to:

np − ns = (ni − ns)
ωi
ωp
. (2.14)
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Figure 2.1: Feynman diagrams of various three wave mixing types. a, sum
frequency conversion. b, frequency doubling c, parametric down conversion.

This equation is not necessarily satis�ed for normal dispersion, where the refractive
index np is larger than ns (especially for the case of energy-degenerate parametric
down-conversion (ωs = ωi)). Hence, the left side of the equation is negative, and the
right side equals zero. This usually also applies to the non-path-degenerate case of
di�erent frequencies and non-parallel ~ks,i.
However, a possibility to still ful�ll the conservation of momentum is anomalous disper-
sion. Here, contrary to normal dispersion, the refractive index increases with decreasing
frequency. Alternatively, the birefringence of many crystalline materials can be used
to change the refractive index for di�erent polarization angles. Another technique is
to locally violate equation (2.14) but globally conserve it by a well-engineered process
called periodic poling. In this case, the conservation of momentum (2.14) is slightly
adapted and called quasi-phase-matching. This concept will be described in more de-
tail in the next section.
A more detailed description of the general nonlinear conversion is given in chapter 4
and appendix D.

2.1.2 Quasi-phase-matching

In this section, I will introduce the concept of periodic poling and quasi-phase-matching.
As mentioned above, in case of spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC, Fig.
2.1c) ,the photons ω1, ω2, and ω3 are provided with the names "pump", "signal" and
"idler" photon (ωp, ωs and ωi).
If we consider a nonlinear crystalline medium of length l, an analytic solution for
the intensity of the down-converted photons can be found. This solution is repre-
sented as a function, dependent on the phase-matching (or the wavevector mismatch
∆k = k1 − k2 − k3) and the length of the nonlinear media l [145] (see also appendix
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the parametric down-conversion intensity as a func-
tion of lfor �xed values of ∆k. For a perfect phase-matching the down-conversion
intensity increases quadratically with the crystal length. However for a non-perfect
wavevector mismatch the down-conversion intensity undergoes oscillations.

D):

ISPDC(∆k, l) = ΓIPl
2 sinc2

(
∆k l

2

)
, (2.15)

with IP the power of the pump photons and Γ =
4d2
e�
ω3
p

c3n(ωp)n(ωi)n(ωs)
an additional parame-

ter containing dependencies on other parameters (see appendix D). For a change in the
wavevector mismatch ∆k the down-conversion intensity can change quite dramatically.
Further, if the wavevector mismatch ∆k is �xed, the intensity of the down-converted
light can be illustrated as a function of the crystal length l (Fig. 2.2). For a perfect
phase-matching (∆k = 0), the term in the sinc function becomes zero and, thus, the
sinc function becomes one. The down- conversion intensity then solely depends on the
square of the crystal length (ISPDC ∝ l2). In this �gure, for ∆k 6= 0 an oscillatory
behavior of the ISPDC(∆k, l) as a function of the crystal length is visible. The reason
for this behavior lies in the spatial coherence of the involved signal, idler, and pump
photons. For ∆k 6= 0 after a certain distance, the involved �elds are out of phase and
thus interfere destructively. Therefore, as a function of the crystal length l, ISPDC will
excite and de-excite the signal, and idler modes periodically [51].
The reason for this decoherence is the dispersion in the nonlinear medium. Here di�er-
ent wavelengths experience di�erent refractive indices, introducing a phase di�erence
between pump, idler, and signal photons. Thus this phase mismatch leads to a short-
ened coherence length (lcoh = π/∆k) inside of the crystal, which inhibits an increasing
down conversion intensity for an increasing crystal length l.
In reality, a perfect phase-matching (∆k = 0) is di�cult to realize; thus, di�erent ap-
proaches to overcome this oscillatory behavior have been developed.
An (at least in theory) simple solution to that problem is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. Here,
the orientation of the ferroelectric domains of a nonlinear crystal is �ipped at multiples
of the coherence length lcoh. This leads to a change of the sign of the nonlinear coef-
�cients d, which creates a phase jump that balances the phase mismatch [143]. This
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the periodically poling of a nonlinear crystal. The
orientation of the ferroelectric crystal domains is rotated by 180◦ at multiples of the
coherence length lcoh.

�ip of the ferroelectric domains is commonly known as periodic poling.
Even though this e�ect was already theoretically described quite early in 1962 [146]
only way later could reproducible realizations be demonstrated (1990; [147]). The in-
�uence of periodic poling is apparent in the change of the perfect wavevector mismatch
(∆k = 0) to:

∆k =
π

Λ
, (2.16)

with Λ the spacing between poles in the crystal.
With this approach, a linear increase of the down-conversion intensity can be achieved
even with non-perfect phase-matching (Fig. 2.4). Thus, periodically poled nonlinear
crystals promise to reach higher down-conversion intensities for ∆k 6= 0 than simple
bulk material. In our experiment, a 1x1x10mm periodically poled potassium titanyl
phosphate (PPKTP) crystal for Type 0 down-conversion with a grating period of 9 µm
from the company "Raicol Crystals" has been used. These crystals are commonly used
for prostatectomy using green light [148] or in laser pointers.
In birefringent nonlinear crystals, a distinction between di�erent phase-matching types,
dependent on the polarization of the pump, signal, and idler photon, can be made.

Polarization
Type

Pump Signal Idler

o o o Type 0 (Type V)
e o o Type I
e o e Type II
e e o Type III
e e e Type IV
o o e Type VI
o o e Type VII
o e e Type VIII
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of the down-conversion intensity for periodically pol-
ing of a nonlinear crystal. With the periodically poling of the nonlinear crystal,
even for non perfect quasi-phase-matching a linear increase of the down-conversion
intensity can be restored.

Because nonlinear crystals are mostly negative uniaxial, e depicts a polarization along
the axis of the smaller refractive index and vice versa for the o axis.
Our novel nonlinear interferometer is based on Type 0 spontaneous parametric down-
conversion, where the polarization for the pump, signal, and idler photons is the same,
resulting in a vertical polarization of the photons with respect to the experimental
setup plane.

2.2 Development of a high-speed quantum optical phase

sensor

In this section, I will present our novel quantum sensor. First, the detailed experimen-
tal realization will be shown, followed by a characterization against an almost perfect
classical counterpart. Finally, an auxiliary section will discuss the sub-shot noise detec-
tion of high photon-pair �uxes (approximately 100 nW) using commercially available
InGaAs cameras.
Our novel nonlinear interferometer is based on Type 0 spontaneous parametric down-
conversion. The general principle of our nonlinear interferometer is that an entangled
two-photon state is used to collect information about the phase di�erence between the
two paths of the nonlinear interferometer. After that, we use path-polarizing quantum
state engineering to transfer the phase information of this entangled two-photon state
onto a single photon state. This state shows sub-shot noise phase sensing under a
simple intensity measurement at high and low sampling rates.
Thus, the main features of this novel quantum sensor are:

v With higher order multi-photon states (of the order of N), a saturation of the
Heisenberg limit is possible. In this work, we restrict ourselves to a two-photon
state which results in a maximum enhancement factor of

√
2.
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v Can be operated at an arbitrary sampling rate (here presented up to 100 kHz).

v Basic intensity measurements (no expensive single photon or photon-number re-
solving detectors are necessary, which are required to saturate the Heisenberg
limit in other multi-photon state schemes).

v A simple experimental setup compared to squeezed states of light and SU(1,1)
interferometry (see Fig. 2.5 and [90,116])

v Robustness to losses outside of the interferometer ( 1© in Fig. 2.5).

v The same ability of common mode noise rejection as in classical interferometry.

2.2.1 Experimental setup

In principle, our experimental setup can be split up into four di�erent parts. These
parts are depicted in Fig. 2.5 with the numbers 1©- 4©.

1© The �rst part represents the interferometer itself.

2© The second part is a �ltering stage that transfers the two-photon phase informa-
tion onto a single photon state.

3© The third part is a variable polarization delay stage which allows us to adjust
the temporal indistinguishability arbitrarily.

4© Finally, the last part mirrors the detection scheme of a classical interferometer,
where a PBS and two intensity detectors are used for a common mode noise
rejecting intensity measurement.

By going into detail about each part, we analyze how a gain of
√

2 is achievable.

1© The interferometer

A 532 nm vertically polarized pump laser creates in the forward (f) direction (in Fig.
2.5 depicted as a red arrow) via Type 0 parametric down-conversion in a PPKTP
nonlinear crystal a photon-pair contribution which can be described as:

|Ψ〉N = |V1,V2〉f . (2.17)

Here V stands for vertical polarization, and the index f for forward direction gen-
erated photon-pair contribution. The nonlinear crystal temperature was adjusted to
323 K with a simple heat element. This a�ects the refractive indices of the birefringent
material, so that the quasi-phase-matching supports the creation of signal and idler
photons with center frequencies of 1109.3 nm (index 2) and 1022.6 nm (index 1) and
bandwidths (full width at half maximum) of 10.8 nm (3.1 THz) and 12.6 nm (3.6 THz)
respectively. A spectrum of this photon-pair can be seen in Fig. 2.6.
The forward-generated photon-pair contribution travels through a dichroic mirror (DM2)
towards a retro-re�ecting sample mirror (SM). The pump beam, re�ected at the dichroic
mirror (DM2), de�nes the reference path and is retro-re�ected at the reference mirror
(RM). In the sample path the photon-pair contribution collects (compared to the ref-
erence path) a phase di�erence of ∆φ = ∆φ1 + ∆φ2. This is depicted in Fig. 2.5 by
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Figure 2.5: Detailed experimental setup. The quantum sensor resembles a
Michelson interferometer, however modi�ed to use photon-pair states. It consists of
four parts. 1© The interferometer itself, where via Type 0 down-conversion photon-
pair contributions are generated in a nonlinear crystal (NLC). A phase di�erence
∆φ = ∆φ1 + ∆φ2 between the reference (enclosed by the reference mirror RM) and
the sample path (enclosed by the sample mirror SM) is accumulated by the in for-
ward and backward generated photon-pair contributions. A wavelength-selective wave-
plate (WSWP) leads for a double pass to a polarization rotation of the signal photon
|V1,V2〉 → |V1,H2〉. 2© A �lter stage �lters out the idler photon, thus reducing the
photon-pair state to a single photon state. 3© A polarization delay stage consisting of a
half-wave plate (HWP), a polarizing beam splitter (PBS), and two quarter-wave plates
(QWP). Here the temporal indistinguishability can be adjusted arbitrarily. And 4© the
detection. A Hadamard gate consisting of a HWP and a PBS is implemented, allowing
the intensity detection at both output ports of the PBS with the intensity detectors
D1 and D2. Further optical elements: L: Lens, DM: Dichroic mirror, F: Filter.
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Figure 2.6: Spectrum of the photon-pair contributions generated for the
quantum sensor. Photon pair spectrum of the PPKTP crystal heated up to a
temperature of 323 K. The idler photon shows a center wavelength of 1022.6 nm and
the signal photon 1109.3 nm. The bandwidths (full width at half maximum; FWHM)
are 10.8 nm and 12.6 nm respectively [1].

a displacement of the retro-re�ecting sample mirror (SM). ∆φ1 and ∆φ2 represent the
wavelength-dependent phase di�erence for each photon of the two-photon state. This
can be illustrated in the quantum state representation in equation (2.17) as

|Ψ〉N = ei(∆φ1+∆φ2) |V1,V2〉f . (2.18)

A double pass through a wavelength-selective waveplate (WSWP) creates a 90◦ polar-
ization rotation of the signal photon (1109.3 nm) which leads to

|Ψ〉N = ei(∆φ1+∆φ2) |V1,H2〉f . (2.19)

The pump photons, retro-re�ected from the reference mirror (RM), create on their way
back through the nonlinear crystal again via Type 0 down-conversion a second photon-
pair contribution |V1,V2〉b (now with an index b indicating a photon-pair contribution
generated in backward direction). In Fig. 2.5 the backward generated photon-pair
contribution is depicted by a white arrow. This results in the entangled two-photon
state:

|Ψ〉N =
1√
2

(ei(∆φ1+∆φ2) |V1,H2〉f + |V1,V2〉b ). (2.20)

This state already shows some interesting features. First, this state contains the phase
information of a photon-pair (∆φ1 + ∆φ2). Second, the perpendicular polarization of
the signal photon contributions allows easy handling of a possible temporal mismatch
between the photon-pair contributions caused by the birefringence of the nonlinear
crystal by implementing a polarization delay stage (see section 2.2.2).

2© Single-photon state generation

A measurement of a single photon cannot reveal its origin (forward or backward gener-
ated) if both photon-pair contributions are indistinguishable. In this case, the indices
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f and b become obsolete, which can be represented as:

|Ψ〉N =
1√
2
|V1〉 ( ei(∆φ1+∆φ2) |H2〉+ |V2〉 ). (2.21)

Interestingly, then the entangled superposition state (equation (2.20)) is transformed
to a superposed pure state (equation (2.21)). A measurement of the idler photon
|V〉1 does not reveal any information about the phase di�erence or even about the
origin of the photon (backward or forward direction). Thus an implemented spectral
�lter (a narrow bandpass �lter, Omega Optical, LLC NB1109/2), �ltering out the idler
photon (1022.6 nm) does not collapse the entangled state and does not reveal any phase
information. Therefore the entangled two-photon state reduces to a superposed pure
single-photon state:

|Ψ〉N =
1√
2

( ei(∆φ1+∆φ2) |H2〉+ |V2〉 ). (2.22)

Fascinatingly this state represents a single-photon state in the same way as in classical
interferometry but containing still the two-photon phase information ∆φ1 + ∆φ2. In
contrast, a classical counterpart would only carry phase information of (∆φ1 +∆φ2)/2.
Thus, creating this single photon state allows further treatment similar to classical
interferometry.

3© Polarization delay stage

To adjust the indistinguishability mentioned above, we used a polarization delay stage.
A separate section (section 2.2.2) will present a more detailed description of the cause
of distinguishability and countermeasures.
In this delay stage, photons of di�erent polarization travel through di�erent ports of
a polarizing beam splitter (PBS), de�ning two paths. After a retro-re�ection (and
passing a quarter-wave plate), both paths are overlapped at a single output port of
the PBS. Due to their perpendicular polarization (equation (2.22)), the signal photon
contributions travel along di�erent paths inside of the polarization delay stage. By
adjusting one path length, the optical path length of one signal-photon contribution
can be extended or reduced so that the temporal mismatch between both photon pair
contributions can be arbitrarily adjusted. Note that quantum mechanics allows us to
perform this adjustment even after we have already measured (�ltered out) the idler
photon (more details in section 2.2.2).

4© Intensity detection

Identically to standard detection schemes in classical interferometry a Hadamard gate
(in Fig. 2.5 implemented as a half-wave plate and a polarizing beam splitter) can be
applied to the single-photon state of equation (2.22).
This Hadamard gate (operator) can be represented as a 2D matrix:

Ĥ =
1√
2

(
1 1
1 −1

)
, (2.23)
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where

|H〉 =

(
1
0

)
and |V〉 =

(
0
1

)
. (2.24)

Thus the Hadamard gate operation transfers the single photon state from equation
(equation (2.22)) to:

|Ψ〉N =
1

2

(
( 1 + ei(∆φ1+∆φ2) ) |H2〉+ ( ei(∆φ1+∆φ2) − 1 ) |V2〉

)
. (2.25)

Additionally, this implementation of a Hadamard gate as a half-wave plate and a
polarizing beam splitter already separates horizontally and vertically polarized photon
contributions. Note that this state is still a single photon state, so single-photon,
coincidence, or multi-photon detection schemes are obsolete, and a simple intensity
measurement scheme is su�cient. If we repeat this process with N photons entering
the quantum sensor, we �nd an intensity signal for both detectors D1 and D2 as:

D1(φ,N) =
N

2
cos2(

∆φ1 + ∆φ2

2
) and D2(φ,N) =

N

2
sin2(

∆φ1 + ∆φ2

2
) (2.26)

Note that indeed N photons enter the sensor, but half of the photons (idler photons)
are �ltered out, leaving N/2 photons being measured at the detectors D1 and D2.
Following the same approach as in section 1.1.2 of chapter 1 the resulting di�erence
signal reduces to:

D1−2(φ,N) =
N

2
cos(∆φ1 + ∆φ2). (2.27)

This intensity signal provides a couple of advantages over previous realizations. First,
the two-photon phase information can be obtained by only measuring single photons (or
half of the photons (N/2) entering the interferometer). As a result, we can pro�t from
simple, inexpensive intensity detection at the output port of the beam splitter. Second,
we also pro�t from a di�erence signal, which cancels out common mode �uctuations
like laser power instabilities and promises high stability. Additionally, losses in each
part of the sensor beside of the interferometer ( 1© in Fig. 2.5) does not decrease the
enhancement factor. Losses outside the interferometer only lead to the loss of a photon
and thus only to a reduced amplitude (or photon number) of the intensity signals.

2.2.2 Preliminary adjustments

This section will detail some crucial features of the experimental setup described above.
We will focus on two parts: the adjustment of a temporal mismatch between the
photon pair contributions, which we counteract with an arbitrary path polarization
delay stage, and the path polarization quantum state engineering using a wavelength-
selective waveplate.

Temporal indistinguishability

In our quantum sensor, the two possible causes of temporal mismatch between the two
photon-pair contributions are the wavelength-dependent velocity in media (dispersion)
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and the birefringence of the PPKTP crystal. Due to the probabilistic generation of
photon-pair states via spontaneous parametric down-conversion, it takes place on av-
erage at the center of the nonlinear crystal (PPKTP). Therefore the forward-created
photon-pair contribution travels on its way back additionally through the whole crys-
tal, whereas its backward counterpart does not.
To guide the eye, we will focus on the temporal spacing between the photons of each
photon-pair contribution (forward and backward generated). To reach temporal indis-
tinguishability, the temporal spacing between both photon pair contributions has to
be equal. Usually, for a temporal mismatch smaller or equal to the coherence time τ ,
electromagnetic waves are considered coherent. However, the temporal mismatch ∆t
is ideally kept as small as possible (∆t � τ). For a Gaussian shaped spectrum the
coherence time is de�ned as τ = 2 ln(2)/(π∆f) ≈ 0.44/∆f ≈ 0.90 ps.
In the following, the dispersion of the nonlinear crystal has been calculated using the
Sellmeier dispersion formulas for KTP [149]. Taking solely dispersion into account, the
temporal mismatch between forward and backward direction generated photon-pair
contributions is ∆t = 0.11 ps and therefore by almost one magnitude lower than the
coherence time.
But due to a polarization rotation of the signal photon from |V〉2 → |H〉2, before
re-entering the nonlinear crystal, the birefringence causes an additional temporal mis-
match of ∆t = 2.9 ps, which exceeds the coherence time and thus leads to decoherence
and therefore a collapse of the entangled state (equation (2.20)). Thus the temporal
distinguishability introduced by the birefringence of the PPKTP nonlinear crystal has
to be adjusted to provide the highest possible enhancement factors.
For this adjustment, we took advantage of the feature which originally also caused
the mismatch to appear, the perpendicularity of the polarization of the signal photon
contributions |V2〉 and |H2〉. A polarization delay stage ( 3© in Fig. 2.5) has been imple-
mented, which splits up both photon contributions |V2〉 and |H2〉 into di�erent paths.
The retro-re�ecting mirrors in these paths could be arbitrarily adjusted to compensate
for the introduced temporal mismatch by extending or reducing the path lengths for
the photon contributions. Note that the beauty of quantum mechanics allows us to �rst
measure or �lter out the idler photon |V1〉 and afterward adjust the temporal spacing
between its partner photon without collapsing the entangled state. This is possible
because only the temporal spacing between each photon-pair contribution de�nes its
origin. Thus if the temporal indistinguishability is adapted before the detection of the
single photon state, no statement of the origin of the photon-pair contribution can be
made (after detection).

Path-polarization quantum state engineering with a wavelength-selective
waveplate (WSWP)

Another crucial component of our quantum sensor is the wavelength-dependent wave-
plate (WSWP). To successfully transfer the phase information from the two-photon
state onto a single-photon state a perpendicular polarization of the in forward di-
rection generated photon-pair contribution (|V1,V2〉 → |V1,H2〉) is necessary. For
this purpose, a multi-order half-wave plate from Thorlabs was considered (Thorlabs
WPMH05M-980). A previous check of its speci�cations indicated that this waveplate
represents for a double pass for signal photons a half-wave plate and for idler pho-
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Figure 2.7: Wavelength dependent retardance setup. For the characterization
of the WSWP, white light was sent �rst through a polarizing beam splitter (PBS), then
through the WSWP, and afterward again through a PBS. The light exiting the second
PBS is detected with a spectrometer. The �rst PBS polarizes the light linearly, and
the second PBS translates the polarization rotation angle onto the intensity. Adapted
from [1].

Figure 2.8: Retardance. a, Intensity signal of the retardance measurement for the
waveplate put at normal beam incidence and tilted by 10◦. The black lines show
the idler levels, which correspond to a quarter-wave plate (QWP), a half-wave plate
(HWP), and a whole waveplate (WWP). The WSWP is equivalent to a WWP at a
wavelength of 1023 nm and to a QWP for a wavelength of 1109 nm. b, Calculated
retardance of the WSWP. The retardance corresponds to 0.995± 0.001 (1023 nm) and
0.250± 0.001 (1109 nm). Adapted from [1].

tons a whole-waveplate, thus meeting the requirement to ful�ll the transformation
|V1,V2〉 → |V1,H2〉. To characterize the actual retardance of the WSWP, we devel-
oped a simple white light spectrometer (Fig. 2.7). Here the WSWP has been inserted
at angles of 0◦ and 45◦ between two PBS. A white light source in the wavelength range
of 960− 1140 nm has been sent into the input port of the �rst PBS. After the second
PBS, the wavelength-dependent intensity at one output port of the second PBS was
measured with a spectrometer. With the measured background Ibg and the values at
0◦ (I0◦) and 45◦ (I45◦) an interference function:

f(λ) =
I45◦ − Ibg
I0◦ − Ibg

(2.28)

can be calculated. Additionally to perfect perpendicular placement of the WSWP, we
checked the in�uence of a non-perfect placement of the WSWP in terms of a small
tilting angle of 10◦. Both results are shown in Fig. 2.8a. To extract the retardance
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from this wavelength-dependent intensity signal, a �t function in the form of:

f(λ) = a sin2(bλ2 + cλ+ d) + e (2.29)

has been used. From the obtained parameters a − e of the wavelength-dependent
intensity function, we could further calculate the retardance of the WSWP using the
equation:

r(λ) =

(
(bλ2 + cλ+ d)π + 0.5

)
mod 1. (2.30)

The WSWP resembles at normal incidence for a single pass, a retardance of 0.995 ±
0.001 (1023 nm) and 0.250± 0.001 (1109 nm). This means that for a double pass with
0.500 ± 0.002 the WSWP acts for the signal photon (1109 nm) like a half-wave plate
and for the idler photon (1023 nm) with a retardance of 1.990 ± 0.002 like a whole-
waveplate.
Due to the non-perfect performance of the WSWP for the idler photon, we calculated
its in�uence on the visibility and therefore the enhancement factor of our quantum
sensor as a further step. For this purpose, we treated the WSWP as an arbitrary
birefringent material phase retarder in the form of a Jones matrix [150]:

ĴWSWP ≡ e−i
η
2

(
cos2 (Θ) + eiη · sin2 (Θ) (1− eiη) · cos (Θ) sin (Θ)

(1− eiη) · cos (Θ) sin (Θ) sin2 (Θ) + eiη · cos2 (Θ)

)
. (2.31)

Note that we used here the value η = (0.995± 0.001) · 2π for the WSWP because the
value 0.250 ± 0.001 is already quite perfect. Thus calculating the double passage of
the idler photon ĴWSWP(−Θ)ĴWSWP(Θ)|V, s〉 leads to the polarization state |V, s〉 →
α|H, s〉 + β|V, s〉 with α = 0.063 and β = 0.998. To calculate the e�ect of this non-
perfect retardance on the quantum enhancement, we further calculated the detection
probability of this state in the σx basis. We de�ne the density matrix of the state
exiting the interferometer as ρ = |Ψ〉〈Ψ|, with |Ψ〉 = (|V, i〉|V, s〉 + eiφ|V, i〉(α|H, s〉 +
β|V, s〉)/

√
2.

Furthermore, we separate the idler as done in the experiment by a spectral �lter (Fig.
2.5).

ρexc = 〈H, s|ρ|H, s〉+ 〈V, s|ρ|V, s〉 =
1

2

(
1 β∗e−i·Φ

βei·Φ 1

)
. (2.32)

Again as described above, we apply a Hadamard gate consisting of a half-wave plate
and a polarizing beam splitter for a detection in the σx basis:

ĤρexcĤ =

(
2 + β∗e−i·Φ + βei·Φ βei·Φ − β∗e−i·Φ
β∗e−i·Φ − βei·Φ 2− β∗e−i·Φ − βei·Φ

)
, (2.33)

with

Ĥ =
1√
2

(
1 1
1 −1

)
. (2.34)

The detection probability is now located in the diagonal elements. With α = 0.063
and β = 0.998, the visibility reduces to 0.998. This leads to a negligible reduction of
the enhancement of 0.998.
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Furthermore, we can calculate the ellipticity by transforming the Jones matrix ĴWSWP

into the corresponding Mueller-Jones matrix by the relation [151]

M̂(Θ) = Â(Ĵ(Θ)⊗ Ĵ∗(Θ))ÂT . (2.35)

Here ∗ indicates the complex conjugate and T the transpose, with

Â =


1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1
0 1 1 0
0 −i i 0

 . (2.36)

With the resulting Mueller-Jones matrix (M̂WSWP(Θ)) and the vertical polarized stokes
vector

Sv =


1
−1
0
0

 . (2.37)

The resulting Stokes vector SWSWP for a double passage can be calculated, using the
relation SWSWP = M̂WSWP(−Θ)M̂WSWP(Θ)Sv

SWSWP =


4.000
−3.968
0.000
0.501

 . (2.38)

This vector resembles the three dimensions of a Poincaré sphere with a non-unity radius
given by the �rst component of the vector. Thus it represents, when normalized to this
�rst component:

SWSWP =

 −0.992
0.000
0.125

 (2.39)

the three dimensions of the Poincaré sphere [51]. The �rst dimension of the Poincaré
sphere gives the vertical, the second dimension the horizontal, and the third dimension
the circularity of the polarization. For a perfectly vertical polarized photon, this vector
would be

SWSWP =

 1
0
0

 . (2.40)

Note that the in�uence of tilting the WSWP with respect to the beam incidence be-
low 10◦ of angle (red curve in Fig. 2.8a) shows a negligible e�ect on the retardance
(±0.08% @ 1023 nm and ±0.5% @ 1109 nm ).
With this characterization, we concluded that the in�uence of the non-perfect retar-
dance of the WSWP is small enough to use the commercially available multi-order
waveplate from Thorlabs (WPMH05M-980). This waveplate thus meets the require-
ments to represent (for a double pass) a WWP for 1023 nm and a HWP for 1109 nm.
The reduction of the visibility to 0.998 and a connected reduction of the enhance-
ment factor to 0.998 ·

√
2 is negligible. Additionally it could be shown, that a double
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Figure 2.9: Classical sensor. The classical sensor resembles a simple Michelson
interferometer. PBS = polarizing beam splitter, HWP = half-wave plate, QWP =
quarter-wave plate, RM/SM = reference/sample mirror [1].

pass of the idler photon with a wavelength of 1023 nm leads to almost no change
in the polarization (demonstrated with a polarization vector on the Poincaré sphere:
SWSWP ≈ (−0.992± 0.001|0.000± 0.000|0.125± 0.003).

2.2.3 Characterization

Due to the retro-re�ection at both the sample mirror (SM) and the reference mirror
(RM), our novel sensor is closest to a Michelson interferometer. Thus we naturally
compared it with a similar classical Michelson interferometer (Fig. 2.9) driven by a
laser with a center wavelength of 1064 nm (Roithner Laser Technik: RLT1064-50MGS).
The beam is coupled into an optical �ber for spatial mode cleaning (Thorlabs P1-980A-
FC) and subsequently collimated out of the �ber and split at the �rst polarizing beam
splitter (PBS1 � Thorlabs PBS203) into the two paths of the interferometer. Further,
the beam is retro-re�ected at the sample and reference mirror, respectively.
A quarter-wave plate (WPQ05M-1064) at 45◦ is placed in both paths. At the PBS1

both path contributions are combined and leave the interferometer at the output port
towards the detectors. Similar to the quantum sensor, a state analysis in the σx basis
is performed using an achromatic half-wave plate (HWP � Thorlabs AHWP05M-980)
and a polarizing beam-splitter (PBS � Thorlabs PBS203).
After the PBS, the beams are coupled into optical �bers (Corning SMF28e) and di-
rected to superconducting intensity detectors (PhotonSpot, Inc.).
Note, that for both schemes, we de�ned as a resource the number of photons entering
the interferometer; thus, challenges associated with the quantum strategy are explicitly
not corrected for (loss inside the interferometer and non-perfect mode overlap inside
the NLC). Further, it is essential to minimize parasitic noise from the intensity detec-
tors to benchmark the sensing schemes at the purest and most fundamental level. This
is why we used superconducting nanowire photon detectors (SNPDs) for this demon-
stration. However, the SNPDs are operated as low noise intensity detectors, and their
single-photon detection capability is not required.
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Figure 2.10: Detector signals. a, The raw data of both detectors (blue and red)
of the quantum sensor. The visibility of both detectors (calculated from a sinusoidal
�t) is 0.85 ± 0.02. b, Detector signals of the classical sensor. The visibility of both
detectors is 0.98± 0.002 [1].

2.2.4 Visibility and detector signals

To benchmark our novel quantum sensor, we attached a piezoelectric actuator to the
sample mirror (SM) in both setups and displaced this mirror by roughly 532 nm. The
resulting interferometer signals gave access to the fringe visibility of both sensors (see
Fig. 2.10).
To calculate the visibilities, a sinusoidal �t in the form of f = N cos2(px + c) + d,
with N the amplitude (maximum photon number measured), p the spatial frequency,
c an initial phase shift, and d the amplitude o�set has been applied. To calculate the
visibilities, the maximum and minimum values of the �t have been used and inserted
into the standard equation: ν = (fmax− fmin)/(fmax + fmin). As a result the calculated
visibilities resembled as νqm = 0.85 ± 0.02 for both detectors of the quantum sensor
and νcl = 0.98± 0.02 for both detectors of the classical sensor.
In Fig. 2.11 the �nal interferometer signal (subtraction of both detector channels) of
both sensors is shown.
For the same piezoelectric displacement, the resulting interferometer signal of the quan-
tum sensor shows twice as many interference fringes, thus corroborating superresolu-
tion. As an indicating argument of the enhancement, the zero crossing of the signals
of both sensors can be compared. At the zero crossing, both signals have roughly the
same slope, but the quantum sensor shows merely half of the photon number compared
to the classical sensor and thus exhibits less photonic shot noise.
However, superresolution alone is insu�cient to demonstrate an exploitable quantum
advantage [71]. The critical parameter to consider is the achievable phase sensitivity
per photon sent to the interferometer.

2.2.5 Allan deviation of the phase noise spectral amplitude

An informative and still apparent overview of the enhancement as a function of the
measurement speed or sampling rate is the presentation of the maximum phase sensi-
tivity in an Allan deviation plot [152,153]. The Allan deviation or Allan variance is a
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Figure 2.11: Subtracted detector intensity signals. For the same piezoelectric
displacement, the quantum sensor presents twice as many fringes, thus corroborating
phase sensing with super-resolution [1].

measure for uncorrelated noise processes. It is often used to illustrate the stability of
clocks as well as to show the measurement sensitivity in interferometric systems [40].
The Allan deviation plot can be interpreted as a sensor's sampling rate or frequency-
dependent sensitivity. If we take the phase sensitivity of a classical interferometer as
an example (standard quantum limit: ∆φ ≥ 1/

√
N), we can rewrite the sensitivity as

∆φ ≥ 1/
√
t · n, (2.41)

with n the number of photons per second and t the integration time. Thus the absolute
phase sensitivity is dependent on the integration time.

v For high sampling rates, small t, the in�uence of external 1/f noise sources tends
to be zero but also the product t · n and therefore the absolute phase sensitivity
∆φ ∝

√
t · n is low.

v For low sampling rates, large t, the in�uence of slow-changing noise sources like
thermal drifts tends to be higher.

v But, for low sampling rates, large t, the product t · n increases and therefore the
absolute phase sensitivity ∆φ ∝

√
t · n.

v With external noise sources, for example thermal drifts, we expect that at some
point the increasing sensitivity is in�uenced and reduced by these drifts. Thus,
there exists an optimal point where the increasing external noise and the increas-
ing sensitivity are balanced in the best way and thus form a global minimum.
Based on this behavior the optimal point with the highest sensitivity to a phase
shift is precisely at this minimum.
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Figure 2.12: Benchmarking the classical and quantum sensors. Frequency-
dependent phase noise spectral amplitudes of the classical (red) and quantum (blue)
sensor. Both measurements are performed at identical photon �uxes before any loss
inside the interferometer. Above 200 Hz, the quantum sensor surpasses the classical
sensor by a factor of 1.13 ± 0.02. In the inset, the solid/dotted lines indicate the
theoretical limits of both sensors at the used photon rate R = 2.14 · 106 s−1 [1].
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Capitalizing on that, we decided to present the phase sensitivities of both sensors (clas-
sical and quantum) in an Allan deviation plot (Fig. 2.12). As described before, both
sensors show for high sampling rates a square root behavior. In this double logarithmic
plot, this is demonstrated as a linear curve with a slope of 0.5. At the very left side
at approximately 1.25 Hz for the quantum sensor a local minimum of approximately
0.71mrad/

√
Hz appears. Note that the classical sensor is, as a consequence of the lower

sensitivity, also less sensitive to external noise sources and thus more stable.
For sampling rates between 200 Hz up to values of 100 kHz the classical and the quan-
tum sensors show sensitivities of approximately 0.70mrad/

√
Hz and 0.61mrad/

√
Hz

respectively. In addition, the inset in Fig. 2.12 shows the standard quantum limit as a
solid red line and the Heisenberg limit of a two-photon state as a dashed blue line. The
classical sensor operates merely 1.5% above the standard quantum limit. Thus, the
quantum sensor surpasses the standard quantum limit (for sampling rates of 200 Hz-
100 kHz) by a factor of 1.13 ± 0.02, which is expected for our visibility (see chapter
4). Note, that the enhancement is sometimes de�ned as the squared ratio of signal-
to-variance [52,116,139,154]. However, the associated enhancement factor 1.28± 0.04
may be confusing as it does not directly re�ect the phase sensitivity improvement.
A remarkable side result, which can be seen in Fig. 2.12, is that our multi-photon
quantum sensing scheme shows sub-shot noise performance up to sampling rates of
f = 100 kHz, which is at least four orders of magnitude higher than in previous ap-
proaches [31, 32,64].
Note that the regime of a constant enhancement factor covers the entire audio band,
where the human voice appears. Therefore, our quantum sensor can perform simulta-
neous measurements with an enhancement factor containing signals of all frequencies
in the audio band.

2.2.6 Noise measurements for higher photon �ux detection with

commercially available InGaAs detectors

A recent publication [155] indicated that for speci�c sets of parameters, like the band-
width of the generated photon pair, a high �ux of still distinct photon pairs can be
created, reaching levels of hundreds of nanowatts up to several microwatts. An increase
of the absolute photon-pair �ux can open the door to either higher absolute sensitivities
(∆φ ∝ 1/

√
N) or even higher sampling rates.

The main problem at such power levels is the light detection, for which the optoelec-
trical signal conversion must be performed at a noise level that surpasses the photonic
shot noise. In this sense, avalanche photodiodes or variable gain photoreceivers show
intrinsic electronic noise way above the photonic shot noise.
We found a suitable solution in the form of commercially available InGaAs cameras.
These camera modules exhibit essentially two noise sources; a dark current resulting
in electronic shot noise and so-called read noise. With our subsequent measurements,
we show that the overall noise of two commercially available camera modules is low
enough to perform sub-shot noise quantum sensing [1].
We identi�ed four suitable cameras which promised to meet these requirements: Wild-
cat 640 from Xenics, C14041-10U from Hamamatsu, MVCam from Princeton Infrared
Technologies, and CL-008 TEC1 from Allied Vision. Two cameras were obtained for
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in-house testing within the framework of a lend: Wildcat 640 from Xenics and C14041-
10U from Hamamatsu.
We benchmarked both cameras in a scenario where both camera chips were initially
illuminated with laser light at 1064 nm at 100 nW, with the beam diameter on the cam-
era being carefully adjusted to maintain exposure below the full well capacity (FWC).
After that, the laser power was adjusted with a neutral density �lter wheel. For dif-
ferent power levels, we recorded a series of 300 images at a frame rate of 100 Hz with
an exposure time of 5 ms. For a greater statistical signi�cance, we considered an array
of 11× 11 pixels in the center of the beam, where we obtained a highly homogeneous
intensity pro�le. An initial measurement was taken with the camera modules being
blocked, which allowed us to infer the dark current per pixel. In all subsequent mea-
surements, the dark current was subtracted. We then measured the frame-to-frame
variance in the measured photon number for each pixel ∆ptot at these power levels.
For perfect optoelectronic transduction, the cameras would induce no additional noise,
∆pcam, such that the variance should be entirely determined by photonic shot noise,
∆pshot. This expected shot noise equals the square root of the average detected photon
number per pixel, N̄ [1]. The relationship between these (independent) noise sources
is:

(∆ptot)
2 = (∆pcam)2 + (∆pshot)

2 = (∆pcam)2 + N̄ . (2.42)

We then attributed any deviation from perfect shot noise scaling to optoelectronic noise
in the camera. We mention that additional intensity �uctuations may be due to laser
noise; however, by attributing all noise to the camera electronics, we ensured that we
give the most conservative estimate for the camera performance. At a pixel �lling ratio
of 77% (with respect to the FWC), the noise performance of the Xenics Wildcat 640
camera is merely 10.7% above the fundamental photonic shot noise (Fig. 2.13). This
signi�cantly surpasses the noise ratio between an ideal classical and ideal two-photon
quantum sensor (41%). Thus, the camera can be used as an intensity detector for sub-
shot noise quantum sensing. Due to the camera's additional noise ∆pcam the highest
achievable phase sensitivity enhancement factor for the quantum sensor is reduced from
Enhideal =

√
2 to:

Enhreal =

√√√√√√ (∆pshot)
2 + (∆pcam)2(

1

2
∆pshot

)2

+ (∆pcam)2

(2.43)

For the Xenics Wildcat 640 camera, this means that the maximum achievable en-
hancement factor with an ideal quantum sensor is Enhreal = 1.300 = 0.919 ·

√
2. The

benchmarking of the Hamamatsu C14041-10U camera resulted in similar results. At
a pixel �lling ratio of 67% (FWC of 600 kcounts), the measured noise is 11.0% above
the photonic shot noise limit; thus, quantum sensing with our scheme can still result in
performances below the classical shot noise limit. The maximally-achievable quantum
enhancement factor is then Enhreal = 1.298 = 0.917 ·

√
2 [1].

We, therefore, constitute that InGaAs cameras can be used for sub-shot noise quantum
sensing, provided that pixel counts are in the range of ∼ 60− 80% of the FWC. After
con�rming that each pixel can perform sub-shot noise measurements, we estimated how
many pixels have to be illuminated in a second step. First, we considered a photon-pair
beam with a power of P = 300 at a center wavelength of λ0 = 1064 nm. The photon
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Figure 2.13: Noise determination of the Xenics Wildcat 640. Measured total
noise normalized to the fundamental photonic shot noise as a function of the counts
per pixel. The full well capacity (FWC) of the camera is 110 kcounts. At a pixel �lling
ratio of 77%, the measured noise is merely 10.7% above the photonic shot noise limit,
which, for our sensing scheme, corresponds to the Heisenberg limit for two-photon
phase sensing. An ideal classical sensor would have to measure twice as many photons
to acquire the same phase information, thus leading to

√
2× higher noise. Red dots

are data points, lines are a guide to the eyes. Adapted from [1].

Figure 2.14: Noise determination of the Hamamatsu C14041-10U. Measured
total noise normalized to the fundamental photonic shot noise as a function of the
counts per pixel. The full well capacity (FWC) of the camera is 600 kcounts. At a
pixel �lling ratio of 67%, the measured noise is merely 11.0% above the photonic shot
noise limit, which, for our sensing scheme, corresponds to the Heisenberg limit for two-
photon phase sensing. An ideal classical sensor would have to measure twice as many
photons to acquire the same phase information, thus leading to

√
2× higher noise. Red

dots are data points, lines are a guide to the eyes.Adapted from [1].
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rate is given by R =
P λ0

h c
in which h = 6.62607 · 10−34 Js is Planck's constant and

c = 299792458
m

s
is the speed of light. We obtain then R = 1.61·1012 s−1. Note, that in

our sensing scheme, only half of the photons that interact with the sample are actually
sent to the detectors. The remaining photons are split 50/50 between both detectors
(camera). Thus, each camera receives, in average, Rcam = 4.02 · 1011 s−1 photons. At

a frame rate of 100 Hz, this corresponds to Rframe = Rcam/100 Hz = 4.02 · 109 photons

frame
.

Due to the limited quantum e�ciency of the cameras (about 60% for both cameras),

the detected number of photons per frame is Rdet = 0.6 · Rframe = 2.41 · 109 photons

frame
.

These photons now need to be distributed across several pixels, such that the pixel
counts fall in the range of ∼ 60− 80% of the FWC.
The best performance for the Xenics Wildcat 640 camera was shown for 77% FWC
(110 kcounts); thus, in an ideal situation, 28,457 pixels are illuminated, corresponding
to a circle with a diameter of 190 pixels. With a total sensor area of 640× 512 pixels,
a single Xenics Wildcat 640 camera could be conveniently used as the two intensity
detectors.
The Hamamatsu C14041-10U performed best at 67% FWC (600 kcounts). Here, the
ideal situation would thus be to illuminate 5996 pixels, or in other words, a circle with
a diameter of 87 pixels. The Hamamatsu C14041-10U provides 320×256 pixels; there-
fore, this camera could also be used to replace two detectors.
Note that all pixels would have to be illuminated relatively homogeneously to achieve
60-80% �lling of the FWC. This can be accomplished by beam-shaping optics that al-
low obtaining a �at top beam. Further, both tested cameras are additionally available
with increased sampling rate capabilities (Wildcat 640: 220 − 500Hz; C14041-10U:
214Hz). This would allow the development of a quantum-enhanced interference micro-
scope in which images of biological samples could be obtained with pixel integration
times down to 2 ms.

2.3 Conclusion and outlook

In this chapter, I introduced the basic working principle of our quantum sensor. It
could be shown that the experimental setup is quite simple, and even highly sophisti-
cated parts like the wavelength-selective waveplate or the adjustment of the temporal
indistinguishability can be solved using simple commercially available optical elements.
The here presented spectral �lter scheme leads directly to two advantages. First, a noise
reduction of a phase-sensitive measurement is possible, which results in a measured en-
hancement factor beyond the standard quantum limit of 1.13 ± 0.02, and second an
independency to loss of the enhancement factor outside of the interferometer.
Further, we could demonstrate that the sensor can operate simultaneously over the
broad sampling rate regime of 200 Hz up to 100 kHz, which is so far only limited by the
photon-pair �ux and a non-perfect decoupling from the environment and relating to
that low-frequency drifts. Additionally, due to its single-photon characteristic, a sim-
ilar detection scheme as in classical interferometry can be applied, allowing the same
opportunity to cancel out common mode noise.
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In a subsequent section, I introduced further measurements concerning a commercial
solution to the sub-shot noise detection of photon-pair �uxes in the order of several
100 nW, which paves the way to higher absolute sensitivities and higher sampling rates.
Finally, in the next chapter, we will build up on the demonstration of an enhancement
over the entire audio band by developing a quantum optical microphone in the audio
band. With the simultaneously enhanced sensitivity of signals of di�erent frequen-
cies (between 200 Hz and 20 kHz), I will present in the next chapter the superiority of
recordings performed with the here presented quantum sensor directly compared with
an almost perfect classical sensor. Here, I will not only show a higher signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) but also a better understandability of recorded words with the quantum
sensor compared to its classical counterpart (evaluated by a medically approved speech
recognition test).
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Chapter 3

Quantum microphone in the audio

band

In this chapter, I will present the development of a quantum optical microphone in the
audio band. This example experiment shows the easy applicability of our nonlinear
interferometry scheme. In the previous section, I could already show that the enhance-
ment of the quantum sensor covers the complete audio band (200Hz and 100 kHz),
in which the human voice appears. Therefore, recording human language, requiring
multiple frequency contingents at the same time, is possible.
Over this complete frequency regime, the quantum sensor possesses an almost con-
stant enhancement factor of 1.13 ± 0.02 (beyond the standard quantum limit). Here,
I present a nonlinear interferometer working (so far) up to 100 kHz and thus outper-
forming similar application relevant experimental realizations by more than four orders
of magnitude [31, 32, 64]. Additionally I can demonstrate its easy applicability by the
realization of a quantum optical microphone in the audio band, which shows an en-
hancement not only in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the recorded words but also
a perceivable enhanced understandability of the recordings.
The �rst part of this chapter will cover the characterization of the used speaker and
the mirror membrane. Here, I will �rst justify the choice of the used speaker and then
introduce the �nal design of our mirror membrane, manufactured under collaboration
with the Max Planck Institute for solid state research in Stuttgart. In the case of the
mirror membrane, a characterization of the frequency response and the reproducibility
of the membrane placement will be demonstrated.
Capitalizing on that, we introduce two medically approved speech recognition tests,
the Freiburger speech test, and the Oldenburger sentence test. After a comparison, we
will go into detail of how the Oldenburger sentence test (OLSA) is performed.
In the following chapter, the extraction of the signal-to-noise ratio from the recordings
will be described. Here, an enhancement factor of 1.10± 0.04 can already be achieved,
proving that the recordings obtained by the quantum sensor indeed show an enhanced
signal-to-noise ratio compared to the classical sensor. With the results of the previous
chapter, we calculated the minimum sample size needed to reach statistical signi�cance
with the OLSA.
Finally, we will present the raw results of the OLSA, and introduce the speech recog-
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Figure 3.1: Fourier spectrum of available speakers. a, Fourier spectrum of the
speaker JBL Go 2. b, Fourier spectrum of the speaker Anker Soundcore 2. c, Fourier
spectrum of the speaker Logitech Z130.

nition threshold value and the the speech recognition test results. With these results
we are able to present a reduction of the speech recognition threshold of 0.57 dBSPL

with a standard deviation under the square root law of 0.22 dBSPL. Furthermore, a
standard statistical test, a one-sided t-test rejects the hypothesis: �The quantum mi-
crophone does not lead to an improvement.�with a p-value below the common threshold
of p = 0.5. Thus we can state con�dently that we made the quantum e�ect perceivable
by human beings. The here presented work was already published in [1].

3.1 Speaker analysis

A suitable speaker had to be found to play sounds and later words, that will be mea-
sured by our quantum sensor. As a framework condition, we targeted an as linear as
possible frequency response over the entire audio band between 200Hz and 20 kHz. As
a selection of speakers, we chose three speakers from di�erent manufacturers: JBL GO
2, Anker Soundcore 2, and Logitech Z130.
For measuring the Fourier spectrum of these speakers we used a calibrated measurement
microphone (RG-20-PC) from Roga-Instruments, with a su�cient linear frequency re-
sponse for frequencies between 50Hz and 20 kHz of ±1.5 dB [156]. With each speaker,
we played white noise of frequencies between 50Hz and 20 kHz at the same volume and
recorded the resulting amplitude with the calibrated measuring microphone. Fig. 3.1
shows the Fourier spectrum of the three di�erent speakers.
Due to its linear amplitude and especially its relatively high amplitude at high fre-
quencies, we decided to use the JBL Go 2 for the measurements of the quantum and
classical microphones. Note that we used an equalizer to adjust the combined frequency
response of our microphone membrane and the speaker to be as linear as possible for
a more precise analysis of the linearity.
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3.2 Mirror membrane

To convert the quantum sensor to a quantum optical microphone, the primary change
was the replacement of one of the retro-re�ecting mirrors (sample mirror SM in Fig.
2.5) in the interferometer with a suitable mirror membrane. Our requirements for this
mirror membrane have been, on the one hand, linearity of the response to soundwaves
of di�erent frequencies and amplitudes (frequency response) and, on the other hand, a
high re�ectivity to keep losses at a minimum level.
In this chapter, I will �rst present di�erent strategies to design such a mirror mem-
brane. In the second part, I present measurements of the longitudinal displacement
to sound pressures of di�erent amplitudes and frequencies to benchmark the mirror
membrane.
In the last part, I present measurements concerning the reproducibility of the placement
of the mirror membrane. The quantum and the classical sensor resemble two di�erent
experimental setups. To minimize further di�erences, the same mirror membrane was
used for the recordings of both the classical and quantum sensors. Therefore, a ver-
i�cation was necessary, that the placement and replacement of the mirror membrane
does not a�ect the recordings.

3.2.1 Membrane design

Designing a suitable mirror membrane proved to be more di�cult than expected. In
the search for a suitable mirror membrane, we underwent multiple collaborations with
the glass workshop at the University of Stuttgart, Daniil Lukin of the group of Prof.
Dr. Jelena Vu£kovi¢ from Stanford University, and Annette Zechmeister and Barbara
Baum from the Max Planck Institute for Solid State Research.
A �rst approach, to grind down a standard dielectric mirror from Thorlabs (BB1-E03)
at the glass workshop of the University of Stuttgart from the backside, proved unsuc-
cessful. During the grinding process, the dielectric surface was compromised, leading
to visible cracks and therefore impaired re�ectivity.
Following the same approach, Annette Zechmeister and Barbara Baum from the Max
Planck Institute for Solid State Research were able to preserve the coating. While still
maintaining its high re�ectivity, another e�ect occurred. Every dielectric mirror, which
has been grinded down, showed a certain curvature impairing the una�ected retrore-
�ection of the photon pair �ux. While maintaining the high re�ectivity, a pro�cient
mode overlap could not be ensured. This curvature of the mirror membrane could be
assigned to di�erent lattice structures of the dielectric coating material and the under-
lying substrate. For the standard dimensions of the mirrors, the substrate proves to be
strong enough to hinder the tension from deforming the surface. For several hundreds
of micrometers thickness, the tension between these two layers leads to the observed
curvature of the thin mirror membrane. Due to the irregularity of the bending, the
adjustment of our sensor using these mirror membranes proved impossible.
A newly initiated collaboration with a Ph.D. student from the group of Prof. Dr.
Jelena Vu£kovi¢, experienced in crystal processing, led to new ideas and a new gen-
eration of grinded mirror membranes. Several approaches to �atten the thin mirror
membranes have been taken to counteract the still occurring bending. But neither
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Figure 3.2: Final design of the mirror membrane. A glass membrane with
12.7 mm diameter and 70 µm thickness translates acoustic pressure waves into a physical
displacement. Photons are re�ected by a small dielectric mirror that is glued on the
membrane (mirror size 2x2x0.5 mm3). Adapted from [1]

gluing the mirror membrane to a �at surface nor clamping it in a suitable holder and
stretching it proved to solve this issue.
Still facing these issues, we decided to try a completely di�erent approach. The follow-
ing design idea was to use a membrane and attach a small mirror piece onto it. The
idea was to have an underlying substrate sensitive enough to sound waves and a mirror
piece with a high re�ectivity thick enough that it does not bend.
We again approached Annette Zechmeister and Barbara Baum from the Max Planck
Institute for Solid State Research for the fabrication of the mirror pieces. The man-
ufacturing of mirror pieces of di�erent sizes (2x2x0.5 mm3 and 2x2x1 mm3) proved to
be without further setbacks.
For the underlying substrate, we decided to try di�erent approaches. Two ideas were
tested �rst, the usage of the membrane of a commercially available microphone and
second, a thin glass plate of some tens of micrometers. The microphone membrane
proved too thin to handle the mirror piece's weight, resulting in an extremely challeng-
ing adjustment of the mode overlap. Finally, as a suitable mirror membrane, the design
using a thin glass plate of 70 µm, which provides a compromise between responsiveness
to sound waves and still a high enough stability to carry the attached mirror piece, has
been found.
In Fig. 3.2 the ultimate design of the mirror membrane is presented. On a 70µm thick
glass plate a 2x2x0.5 mm3 is glued. The glass plate provides responsiveness to sound
waves, while the mirror piece maintains its re�ectivity. For the implementation into
our sensor, we glued the mirror membrane onto a donut-shaped holder. This holder
had an outer diameter of 25.4 mm and an inner diameter of 10.0 mm.
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3.2.2 Frequency response of the mirror membrane

As a �rst characterization of the mirror membrane, we measured the longitudinal dis-
placement as a function of the applied sound pressure level. To determine the dis-
placement of the mirror membrane, a classical Michelson interferometer scheme has
been used. To reduce the impact of noise, we used a standard photodiode (Thorlabs
PDA10CS-EC) and 300 µW laser power, which was separated from a Coherent Verdi
V18 at 532 nm running at full power (18 W).
To measure the longitudinal displacement, we applied sinusoidal signals at di�erent fre-
quencies and sound pressure levels to the mirror membrane. From the resulting change
in the interferometer signal we then obtained the mirror membrane's displacement. We
chose signals at frequencies between 200 Hz and 22 kHz. Up to 6578 Hz these frequency
values are logarithmically scaled, followed by a linear scaling up to 22 kHz, avoiding
multiples of the power line frequency of 50 Hz.
Each line in Fig. 3.6 corresponds to a measurement of the longitudinal displacement
for di�erent sound pressure levels in dBSPL for a single sinusoidal frequency.
Up to −9 dBSPL the longitudinal displacement shows a linear behavior. Note that
97.8% of all SRT values of the OLSA of the quantum and 93.3% of the SRT values of
the OLSA of the classical sensor lie below this sound pressure value (see section 3.7).
To de�ne linearity, we �tted each curve with a linear �t. Measurements where this �t
showed an average value of the absolute of the residuals larger than 0.25, were de�ned
as not su�ciently linear. Note that outliers were mainly de�ned by their values above
−14 dBSPL, which proved to have little relevance for the audiology test. For measure-
ments not ful�lling this linearity criterion, the �tting range was adjusted.
The linear �t up to −9 dBSPL (adjusted if non-linear) gave access to two interesting val-
ues. First, the o�set/intercept shows the amplitude of the response for each frequency
and, therefore shows the frequency response's linearity, which we already introduced
in Chapter 3.1. As a second parameter the slope of each �t gives access in the linear-
ity of the response as a function of the applied sound pressure level in dBSPL. For a
perfect membrane, we expect no di�erence between the frequencies for the intercept,
because the perfect membrane would respond with the same amplitude independent of
the frequency with which the sound wave is applied. Furthermore, a perfect membrane
would show a slope equal to unity, independent of the frequency.
In Fig. 3.4a the slope values of all �ts are plotted as a function of the frequency. The
average value of µ = 1.01± 0.09 is in excellent agreement with a perfect mirror mem-
brane. In Fig. 3.4b, the intercept of each �t is plotted as a function of the frequency,
showing non-perfect linearity of the response. Even though the response proved not
perfectly linear, it is still comparable to the frequency response of commercially avail-
able microphones. Even more, recorded test samples proved to be understandable.
Thus this mirror membrane shows su�cient linearity for recording human speech.
Even more test recordings with this design proved to be understandable (tested with
commercially available headphones in an o�ce environment), thus satisfying our re-
quirements for a suitable mirror membrane.
With these �ndings, the chosen mirror membrane design met our requirements and
could be implemented into our quantum sensor and the classical counterpart, respec-
tively.
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Figure 3.3: Lateral displacement. Lateral displacement measured with a classical
interferometer. Each line represents a measurement of the displacement for di�erent
sound pressure levels (dBSPL) for one single sinusoidal frequency. The frequency is up
to 6578 Hz on a logarithmic scale, following a linear scaling up to 22091 Hz, avoiding
multiples of the utility frequency of 50 Hz. Adapted from [1]
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Figure 3.4: Slope and intercept of the linear �t. a, Shows responsiveness (slope)
of the data shown in Fig. 3.6 in a logarithmic scale. The average over all frequencies is
µ = 1.01± 0.09. b, Shows the strength of displacement (intercept) for each frequency,
and thus a su�cient linear frequency response between 200 and 15, 000 Hz almost up
to 20, 000 Hz. Adapted from [1]

3.2.3 Reproducibility of membrane placement

The same mirror membrane was used for the classical and the quantum sensor record-
ings. To ensure that the placement of the mirror membrane has no measurable e�ect
we further characterized the mirror membrane placement reproducibility. For this, we
placed and replaced the mirror membrane multiple times into the classical and the
quantum sensor and measured the frequency response for single frequency sinusoidal
signals between 50 Hz and 20, 000 Hz (see Fig. 3.5a/b).
The experimental parameters (visibility, photon number, ...) have been kept identical
for each measurement. For each sensor, we performed �ve iterations of mirror mem-
brane (re)placement. Fig. 3.5a and b show the results of all �ve iterations. In Fig.
3.5c and d, the standard deviations between all �ve iterations for each frequency step
are presented in percent for the classical (c) and the quantum sensor (d), respectively.
It is visible that for the classical and the quantum sensor, the placement has little
in�uence (1.26% (mean value of the standard deviations) for the classical and 3.49%
for the quantum sensor; Fig. 3.5c/d). To further investigate the reason for the de-
viation between the iterations, we captured for each measurement and iteration the
photon number for each sensor (Fig. 3.5e/f). For the photon numbers, the uncertainty
(standard deviation) between the iterations is 0.65% for the classical and 3.37% for the
quantum sensor. We assign these uncertainties mainly to thermal �uctuations in both
sensors, which was not completely avoidable. A manual adjustment of the setup after
the (re)placement of the mirror membrane has been necessary to achieve reproducible
visibilities and photon numbers. The quantum sensor's complexity and accompanying
longer adjustment time introduced more thermal induction, which is re�ected in the
higher uncertainty in the photon number.
With this in mind, we can calculate the (re)placement e�ect by taking the photon
number uncertainty into account. To calculate this corrected uncertainty (for two
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Figure 3.5: Mirror membrane placement reproducibility. a, Measurement of
the longitudinal amplitude for repeated placement of the mirror membrane for a the
classical and b, the quantum sensor. c/d, The standard deviation for each frequency
step in percent (classical sensor c, mean value = 1.26% and quantum sensor d mean
value = 3.49%). e, Photon number for each frequency and (re)placement step for the
classical sensor (mean standard deviation: std = 0.65%) and f for the quantum sensor
(standard deviation: std = 3.37%). Adapted from [1]
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independent uncertainties with normal distributions), the formula [53]:

∆corr =
√

∆2
total −∆N2 (3.1)

with ∆N the �uctuation in the photon number, ∆total the total noise and ∆corr the
corrected uncertainty, can be used. This leads to a value of ∆corr, quantum = 0.91% and
∆corr, classical = 1.08%.
All together, for either the uncorrected or the corrected values, the uncertainty of
replacing the mirror membrane and its holder proves to be well below the expected
enhancement of approximately 13%.

3.3 Speech recognition tests

Audiometry is the �eld of investigating and evaluating parameters concerning the abil-
ity to hear sound or understand words and sentences. Often these tests are used to
identify hearing loss or diseases.
There are active and passive tests, where for the active, contrary to the passive case,
the cooperation of the test subject is required.
In the following, we will focus solely on the active audiometry tests. Additionally to
active and passive tests, there is also a discrimination between tests solely measuring
the ability to hear sound and so-called speech recognition tests, which try to be closer
to reality and measure the ability to understand words or sentences in a noisy environ-
ment. An example of the �rst case is the pure tone audiometry test, in which a certain
range of single frequency signals are played at di�erent sound pressure levels, and the
hearing threshold of the test subject is recorded.
For the second case, speech recognition tests, there are many di�erent examples, so we
solely focus here on two tests that are certi�ed for the use in German healthcare [157],
namely the Freiburger Sprachtest (Freiburger speech test) and the Oldenburger Satztest
(OLSA; Oldenburger sentence test).

3.3.1 Freiburger speech test

To �nd the most informative test for the understandability of words, Karl-Heinz
Hahlbrock invented the Freiburger speech test [158]. The Freiburger speech test consists
of two di�erent tests, the number test (Freiburger Zahlentest) and the monosyllabic
test (Freiburger Einsilbertest). The number test consists of ten groups containing ten
double-digit numbers with two or more syllables [158,159].
The monosyllabic test consists of 400 monosyllabic substantives chosen by their gen-
eral comprehensibility and occurrence in the German language [158,159]. Additionally,
the words of each group were chosen to minimize the phonetic di�erence between the
groups [159,160].
Since 1995 this test has been embedded in the DIN Standard [161], a voluntary na-
tional, European and international standard for material and immaterial objects [162].
DIN Standards are de�ned by manufacturers, consumers, businesses, research insti-
tutes, public authorities and testing bodies and are regularly reviewed at least every
�ve years [162].
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Even though this test is still a medical standard, it is not entirely undisputed and is
perceived by some sources as partially inhomogeneous, or even imprecise [163�166].

3.3.2 Oldenburger sentence test

The Oldenburger Sentence Test (OLSA) is an audiometric test using whole sentences
instead of single words [167�169]. Its goal is to determine the so-called speech recogni-
tion threshold (SRT) in a quiet or noisy environment. The speech recognition threshold
(SRT) is de�ned as a sound pressure level in decibel at which 50% of a speech material
is understood correctly.
As speech material for the OLSA, 120 sentences of the sequence
Name � Verb � Number � Adjective � Subject are used. These sentences consist of
a random combination of 50 di�erent words (Table 3.1). These words were carefully
chosen for their phonetic homogeneity. The standard deviation for the SRT between all
120 sentences is only 0.16 dBSPL [169]. The OLSA was speci�cally designed so that the
training e�ect of the memorization of the already heard words for multiple repetitions
is between 1 and 2 dBSPL. If a single OLSA test is carried out beforehand, this value
can be further reduced below 1 dBSPL. Another advantage of the OLSA is its high
precision leading to a slope of 17.1 %/dBSPL ± 1.6 %/dBSPL, here % is de�ned as the
percentage of understood words. Due to this calibration, the precision of the OLSA
test concerning the SRT is estimated as 1 dBSPL. With a measured enhancement in
the sensitivity of 1.13 =̂ 1.06 dBSPL, slightly higher than the estimated precision of
1 dBSPL, the OLSA is a suitable test to demonstrate the superiority of our quantum
optical microphone. Although this factor is only slightly higher than the precision of
the OLSA, we still expect to be able to resolve the enhancement. Even if we cannot
measure a better microphone performance for every single OLSA, we still expect to see
the average enhancement over a couple of OLSA tests. Furthermore, we will prove the
signi�cance of this enhancement by a standard statistical test (see section 3.9)
Even though the OLSA is a matrix test adapted to German native speakers, derivates
are available for other languages [170].
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Table 3.1: OLSA word matrix. Word matrix with which the 120 sentences of the
OLSA are formed. For creating a sentence one word out of each column is randomly
chosen and the resulting words assembled. Example sentence: Peter Gibt Acht Weiÿe
Bilder (Peter gives eight white pictures).

Britta Bekommt Zwei Alte Autos
Doris Gewann Drei Groÿe Bilder
Kerstin Gibt Vier Grüne Blumen
Nina Hat Fünf Kleine Dosen
Peter Kauft Sieben Nasse Messer
Stefan Malt Acht Rote Ringe
Tanja Nahm Neun Schöne Schuhe
Thomas Schenkt Elf Schwere Sessel
Ulrich Sieht Zwölf Teure Steine

Wolfgang Verleiht Achtzehn Weiÿe Tassen

3.3.3 Execution of the OLSA.

Prior to the OLSA test, each test subject had to verify a normal hearing. We ensured
this by performing prior to the OLSA test a pure tone audiometry test in a special
soundproof room at the Department of Pediatric Audiology and Neurotology of the
Olgahospital in Stuttgart, by the kind permission of Dr. Rüdiger Boppert.
After the con�rmation of a normal hearing of each test subject, two OLSA tests were
performed in the same location, one using the recordings of the classical and the other
using the recordings of the quantum optical microphone.
The standard procedure of the OLSA is to play a sentence containing �ve words to
a test subject, who has to repeat the sentence. Dependent on the targeted precision,
this procedure is repeated several times [167�169]. The measurement of the OLSA
is done adaptively. This means after each sentence, the sound pressure level (in the
OLSA expressed in dBSPL of the signal-to-noise-ratio) will be adapted, dependent on
the number of understood words. After 30 repetitions (for a precision of 1 dBSPL) the
last 20 values of the SNR are averaged [167�169]. The resulting value represents the
so-called speech recognition threshold (SRT). The SRT de�nes the SNR value at which
the test subject can understand 50 percent of all the played words.
In the standard case, the noise level is set constant, and the signal level is adapted as
de�ned in (Table S3.2). There are two ways to carry out the OLSA. In the �rst version
(the open test), the test subject has no knowledge of the words forming the sentences,
and in the second version (closed test), the test subject has access to all 50 words but
not the possible sentences formed out of them. These test methods mainly di�er in the
test duration [171].
For the determination of the SRT after the completion of the OLSA, the average of the
last 20 measured SNR levels is calculated and the noise �oor subtracted. This noise
�oor consists of the superposition of all used words [167�169]. To avoid the in�uence
of a learning e�ect, the order in which the di�erent OLSA tests were performed was
randomized.
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Table 3.2: SNR adaption of the original OLSA. Level change of the signal to noise
ratio (SNR) dependent on the number of correctly understood words of the previous
sentence of the original OLSA.

Correctly understood words Sentence Sentence
of the previous sentence 2 to 5 6 to 31

5 −3 dBSPL −2 dBSPL

4 −2 dBSPL −1 dBSPL

3 −1 dBSPL 0 dBSPL

2 +1 dBSPL 0 dBSPL

1 +2 dBSPL +1 dBSPL

0 +3 dBSPL +2 dBSPL

3.3.4 Changes in the OLSA.

To help the test subjects to become familiar with the words used in the OLSA, the
closed version of the OLSA has been performed. Further, to carry out the OLSA with
the recorded words of the classical and quantum sensor, an adaption of the initial
OLSA has been necessary. The records of the classical and quantum sensor, contain
intrinsic noise (photonic shot noise), which is planned to replace the noise signal of the
original OLSA.
We, therefore, developed a python script following the same procedure as the original
OLSA in terms of conduction but exchanging the original sound �les with the �les
recorded with the classical or the quantum sensor for di�erent sound pressure levels.
To still guarantee performance as close to the original OLSA as possible, we chose a
four-stage adaption of the SNR dividing the second step (see `Sentence 6-31' in Table
3.2) into three steps slightly higher and lower than the original step size (Table 3.3),
de�ned by the discrete step size of the digital signal output of the speaker and thus
the SNR. The adjusted step sizes (Table 3.3) deviate barely from the original values
(Table 3.2).

Table 3.3: SNR adaption of the original OLSA. Level change of the signal to noise
ratio (SNR) dependent on the number of correctly understood words of the previous
sentence of the original OLSA.

Correctly understood words Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence
of the previous sentence 2 to 5 6 to 9 10-19 20-30

5 −4.25 dBSPL −2.50 dBSPL −1.50 dBSPL −1.00 dBSPL

4 −3.25 dBSPL −2.00 dBSPL −1.00 dBSPL −0.50 dBSPL

3 −1.50 dBSPL 1.00 dBSPL −0.50 dBSPL 0.00 dBSPL

2 +1.50 dBSPL 1.00 dBSPL +0.50 dBSPL 0.00 dBSPL

1 +3.25 dBSPL +2.00 dBSPL +1.00 dBSPL +0.50 dBSPL

0 +4.25 dBSPL +2.50 dBSPL +1.50 dBSPL +1.00 dBSPL
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3.3.5 Photon number

The maximal sensitivity of the measurement of a phase di�erence between two paths
of an interferometer is proportional to the square root of the photon number (and by a
factor of the square root of two higher for a perfect quantum sensor; 1/

√
N and 1/

√
2N

respectively). To exclude that the measured enhancement factor between the classical
and quantum recordings is due to a di�erence in the photon numbers, we tracked the
photon number for each of the 13,200 recorded words (see Fig. 3.6).
As in chapter 2 shown, our novel nonlinear interferometer contains a wavelength-
dependent �lter to �lter out one of each photon of the, in the nonlinear crystal gener-
ated, photon pair. Thus without any losses and di�erences between the classical and
the quantum sensor, we would expect to measure twice as many photons for the clas-
sical sensor. Furthermore, we presume that the classical sensor, used as a reference,
resembles a perfect interferometer. This means adding to the factor of two, every loss
inside of the quantum sensor further decreases the number of photons arriving at the
detectors. As a result, we measured a mean photon number for all recorded words for
the classical sensor of 2, 579± 36 and for the quantum sensor 1, 090± 55 photons per
millisecond (see Fig. 3.6). In Fig. 3.6 it is well illustrated that the overall photon
number stability (standard deviation) of the two measurements is di�erent (1.4% for
the classical and 5.0% for the quantum sensor).
As mentioned before, considering the number of photons measured for the classical
sensor as a starting point, we expect to measure a lower photon number for the quan-
tum sensor due to the implemented �lter and losses. Taking the values of the �lter (a
factor of 2) and the in section 4 evaluated maximum value for losses of 1 − η = 0.26
into account (Nqm = (1 + η)/4 · Ncl), 1, 122 ± 16 photons per ms are expected. This
value di�ers only by 2.5% from the measured photon number of 1, 094±55 photons per
ms and lies well within the error bars. The single outliers visible in Fig. 3.6 are mainly
due to a not completely avoidable temperature change in the laboratory caused by a
cycling air-conditioning system. Even though we avoided times of high-temperature
�uctuations, some single measurements seem to be still a�ected. Due to the small
number of outliers and the small deviation, we can exclude that the intensity deviation
is the sole factor of the presented enhancement in the SNR.
These measurements con�rm that the measured quantum enhancement is not due to
an e�ective higher photon number in the quantum sensor.

3.3.6 Saturation of superconducting detectors

As discussed in section 4 twice the amount of photons hit the detectors in the case of
the classical sensor. To exclude that saturation e�ects of the superconducting nanowire
single-photon detectors (SNSPD, Photon Spot Inc. optimized for 1550 nm) in�uence
the experiment, a short calibration was performed to investigate the linearity. Suppose
both detectors show the same linearity in the measured photon number as a function
of the pump power in the here presented photon number regime (0 to 2, 579 for the
classical and 0 to 1, 122 photons per millisecond for the quantum sensor). In that case
there is no parasitic in�uence of the detector e�ciency, because a rise or drop in the
photon number would correspond to the same input power change and therefore the
same phase shift.
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Figure 3.6: Photon number stability. The photon numbers for each recorded
word for both measurements, the classical sensor (red), and the quantum sensor (blue).
The standard deviations of the photon numbers are stdc = 1.4% for the classical and
stdq = 5.0% for the quantum sensor. Adapted from [1].

Figure 3.7: SNSPD count rate as a function of pump power. a, The count
rate of the in this work used SNSPDs as a function of the pump power. To visualize
linearity the �rst eight values were �tted by a linear �t function. b, The residuals
of the �t applied in a. Up to approximately 630 kcps the SNSPD count rate shows a
linear behavior (de�ned as residuals below 40 kcps).
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To investigate the linearity as a function of the photon number, we measured the
photon number of the SNSPDs as a function of the input (pump) power. For this mea-
surement, we used the, in the experiment utilized, pump laser with a wavelength of
532 nm which was damped down to a single photon �ux between zero and four million
photons per second by neutral density �lters.
The results of this measurement can be seen in Fig. 3.7a and b. Figure Fig. 3.7a
shows the count rate of the SNSPD as a function of the pump power. Additionally,
we applied a linear �t to the �rst eight data points. In Fig. 3.7b the residuals of this
�t are presented. From both �gures a linearity (de�ned as residuals below 40 kcps) up
to 630 kcps can be demonstrated. Originally, for both sensor types, only two detectors
with balanced illumination have been planned, thus resulting in photon count rates for
the quantum sensor around 545 kcps and for the classical sensor around 1, 290 kcps.
Capitalizing on these measurements, we splitted each detector of the classical sensor
into two separate ones. Thus maximally 645 photons per millisecond hit each classical
detector. For this count rate, a detection e�ciency of 98.6% can still be reached (esti-
mated with linear interpolation). Therefore, the di�erence for the detection e�ciency
with approximately 1% is negligible.
So by doubling the detector number for the classical sensor, we can exclude that the
detection e�ciency for di�erent photon numbers of the SNSPDs will a�ect the en-
hancement factor.

3.3.7 Signal-to-noise extraction

To gain access to the recorded word's signal-to-noise ratio, we developed a process
to extract the pure signal from the underlying noise. Extracting the signal from the
underlying noise in the recordings taken by the quantum or classical microphone is a
two-step procedure. In particular, the recordings consist of a part only containing the
photonic shot noise, where no signal was applied, and a second part where the signal
is overlying the noise (see Fig. 3.8). In the �rst step, we extract the recording part
where only noise appeared. Here we take the temporal length of the original sound �le
(toriginal) into account to obtain the exact time length of the recording. We then use
the equation:

Spower =
taudio
toriginal

Saudio −
taudio − toriginal

toriginal
Snoise (3.2)

to extract the exact part of the recording which contains the signal with the underlying
noise. Here taudio is the total time of the recording and toriginal the actual time of the
recorded word (see Fig. 3.8). Saudio represents the root-mean-square (RMS) of the
complete recording and Snoise the RMS of the part of the signal where no soundwave
was applied (tnoise). Thus, this equation shows the full signal strength weighted with
the length of the original audio �le and recording length, and a subtracted part. Addi-
tionally, it is weighted with the length of the recording at which just noise is expected
(taudio− toriginal). The result of this equation gives the RMS of the recorded word with-
out the additional recorded noise.
Note that in this value still the noise and signal amplitude are superposed.
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Figure 3.8: Calculation of signal to noise ratio. a, The original sound �le with
a sampling rate of 44, 100Hz. toriginal depicts the length of the signal. b, Recording of
the quantum sensor sampled with 20, 000Hz. Preceding to the actual recorded word
the recordings with the quantum/classical sensor contain additionally a sequence with
no applied signal, which is used to estimate the photonic shot noise. The length of the
total recording is given by taudio. Adapted from [1]
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Figure 3.9: Signal strength, noise and SNR. a, The signal strength and the noise
level for both sensors (blue: quantum sensor; red: classical sensor). For both sensors
the horizontal data points depict the noise level averaged over all 600 recorded words
for di�erent signal strengths. The error bars are given by the standard deviation of all
600 recorded words. b, Calculated SNR for both detectors, using the data from a. The
SNR of the quantum sensor is 1.10 ± 0.04 times higher than the SNR of the classical
sensor. The �t function is a simple linear function of the form SNRi = αiVA + βi,
where αi is the proportionality factor and βi is the SNR at VA = 0 dBSPL. Note that
the values are �tted in dBSPL. The error bars in both plots are calculated using error
propagation. Adapted from [1].

As a second step, we can access the pure RMS of the signal via the equation:

Ssignal =
√
S2
power − S2

noise (3.3)

With the extracted signal (Ssignal) and noise (Snoise) the calculation of the signal to
noise ratio has been made possible (Fig. 3.9a,b). Fig. 3.9a shows both the noise and
the signal strength for di�erent sound pressure levels, and Fig. 3.9b the calculated
SNR for both sensors. The error bars are the standard deviation over all 600 words.
Note that by the variety of the human language, each word consists of di�erent com-
positions of rising or declining amplitudes. Thus the RMS of di�erent words can show
very diverse values, even though the understandability between the words is uniform.
The data in Fig. 3.9b was �tted by a linear function SNRi = αiVA + βi, in which
the subscript i = c, q denotes the classical and quantum microphone, αi is the pro-
portionality factor and βi is the SNR at VA = 0 dBSPL. The slopes of the sensors are
αc = 0.95± 0.02, αq = 0.95± 0.02, con�rming the same responsiveness of both sensors.
However, the quantum microphones baseline SNR is higher, i.e., βc = 6.20±0.22 dBSPL

and βq = 7.04± 0.20 dBSPL. This leads to an enhancement factor of 0.84± 0.29 dBSPL

(equivalent to a factor of 1.10 ± 0.04) of the sensitivity of the quantum microphone
compared to its classical counterpart.
As already shown in section 3.2.3 for single frequencies, these measurements show a
linear dependency between the sound pressure level in dBSPL and the SNR. Addition-
ally, in Fig. 3.9 the enhancement of the quantum sensor is already visible as an o�set
in the SNR of the quantum sensor.
At this point, we could already state that our quantum optical microphone leads to an
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enhanced recording of words by a factor of 1.10± 0.04 or by 0.84± 0.29 dBSPL. Thus
these results already prove the superiority of our quantum sensor in recording words
or sentences.
Remarkably this enhancement is not only visible in the raw data of the recordings but
also perceptible in a standard speech recognition test. In the following sections, the
results of this test will be presented and an enhancement in the understandability will
be veri�ed by standard statistical testing.

3.4 Sample size

To ensure that we reach statistical signi�cance, prior to conducting the OLSA, we
performed a sample size determination calculation. As a �rst step, we determined the
Cohen's d e�ect size using [3]

d =
x̄1

s
, (3.4)

where x̄1 = 0.84 dBSPL is the mean value of enhancement in SNR of the recordings (see
5.3 Calculation of the SNR) and s the expected precision of the OLSA of s = 1.41 dBSPL

[167�169]. The value of s was prior calculated using the equation [53]:

s =
√
s2

1 + s2
2 (3.5)

and taking the precision for a single measurement of the SRT of 1 dBSPL into account
[169].
With an aimed p-value of p = 0.05, a power of P = 0.80 and the resulting Cohen's
d e�ect size d = 0.60, the minimum sample size assembled as 19 (calculated using
the pwr package of the software environment for statistical computing R [172]). To
increase the certainty of the speech recognition testing, we increased the sample size to
45, which was mainly limited by restrictions during the global coronavirus pandemic.

3.5 Recordings

After concluding that the OLSA was suitable to resolve the quantum enhancement, we
recorded all 120 sentences, containing �ve words each, with both microphones at 22
di�erent SNR values.
In Fig. 3.6 an example recording of the word `Britta' with the classical and quantum
sensor is shown. As all recorded words, this recording was sampled with 20 kHz. Due to
losses inside the quantum sensor, the signal amplitude and noise amplitude are smaller
than the classical sensor's. Note, that the SNR is still higher for the quantum sensor
(see section 3.3.7).

3.6 Speech recognition threshold extraction

As a result of the OLSA test a simple one-dimensional value is generated. The so-
called speech recognition threshold (SRT) resembles an average over the last 20 SNR
values of the recordings played. In Fig. 3.11 an example measurement of a single
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Figure 3.10: Example audio �le. The quantum (blue) and classical (red) recordings
of the word �Britta�. The quantum sensor shows lower noise and a smaller signal
amplitude compared to the classical sensor, while containing a higher signal to noise
ratio (SNR). Adapted from [1].

Figure 3.11: Example measurement. The applied SNR in dBSPL following Table
S3 is shown. The mean value of the last 20 data points determines the SRT. Adapted
from [1].
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Figure 3.12: Raw data of the OLSA. Shows the raw data of both OLSAs for
each test subject (µq = −7.76 dBSPL, stdq = 1.51 dBSPL; µc = −7.19 dBSPL, stdc =
1.38 dBSPL. Adapted from [1].

OLSA run is shown. After each played sentence, the test subject repeats the sentence,
and dependent on how many words the test subject can repeat, the SNR is adjusted
to higher or lower values. The SNR adaption step size is reduced with increasing
sentence number following table 3.3. Thus the last 20 scarcely varying SNR values
are averaged and de�ne the single SRT value. To compare the understandability of
di�erent recordings, we compared these SRT thresholds with each other.

3.7 Raw data

In total, 45 times 2 OLSA tests were performed. Each of the 45 test subjects under-
went two times the OLSA test, once with the recordings of the quantum and once with
the classical sensor. Each performance results in a single value SRT. In Fig. 3.12 the
results are plotted for each test subject. The results resemble two di�erent single values
for the SRT belonging to either the OLSA with the quantum sensor recordings or its
classical counterpart. Hence the absolute value of the SRT can di�er from test subject
to test subject quite considerably (see Fig. 3.12); the precision of the SRT value for
each test subject is still preserved. Thus, comparing both SRT values for each test
subject separately leads to a reliable outcome.
Therefore, a simpli�ed representation of these raw results will be presented in the next
section. Consequently, the single SRT value of the classical recordings will be sub-
tracted from the SRT value of the quantum recordings for each test subject separately.
This results in a single di�erence SRT value which solely resembles the improvement
in understanding of our quantum optical microphone's recordings per test subject.
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Figure 3.13: Results of the speech recognition test on n = 45 individuals. a,
Each individual's di�erence in SRT for speech snippets recorded with the classical and
quantum microphone, respectively. Data below the dashed line represent a quantum
improvement. b, Histogram of all data points. The quantum microphone reduces the
volume level required to achieve the SRT by −0.57 dBSPL with a standard deviation
under the square root law of ±0.22 dBSPL [2]. Adapted from [1].

3.8 OLSA results

In Fig. 3.13 the di�erence SRT value for each test subject is shown. On the right side,
a histogram of the results with a binning of 0.3 dBSPL is created. To guide the eye, a
Gaussian �t is applied as a blue curve.
As a result of the subtraction of the classical from the quantum SRT values, markers
below zero show an enhanced understandability of the recorded words of the quantum
optical microphone.
The average of the di�erence SRT value resembles as −0.57 dBSPL with a standard
deviation under the square root law [2] of 0.22 dBSPL. This proves already that our
quantum optical microphone leads to a better understanding of recorded words and
thus makes the quantum optical enhancement perceivable by humans.
As a second argument, we will further prove the statistical signi�cance of our �ndings
using a standard statistical one-sided t-test.

3.9 Statistical test

Additionally to the evaluation in the previous section, we performed a state-of-the-art
statistical analysis. As a �rst step, we con�rmed using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
that the data set follows a standard normal distribution (2.2% signi�cance level).
Based on this performance, a subsequent one-sided t-test has been performed.
The principle of the one-sided t-test is the comparison of normal distributions. There-
fore a study containing N probabilistic measurements with an uncertainty σ/

√
N is

presumed. The measured distribution is compared with the expected value of the null
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Figure 3.14: Schematic of the t-test. a, To investigate the signi�cance of a deviation
from the mean value of the null hypothesis H0 the t-test in principle resembles a normal
distribution around the measured mean value with a variance under the square root law
(σ/
√
N) [3]. The overlap of this function with the expected value of the null hypothesis

H0 de�nes an alpha value (α). If this value is below a certain threshold (common values
are p = 0.5) statistical signi�cance is achieved. b, To further strengthen the argument
the so called power P of the measurement can be calculated. Following the same step
as in (a) both distributions (H0 and H1) are plotted into the same graph. For a given
p-value (p) or alpha (α) threshold of the null hypothesis distribution H0 the overlap of
H1 beyond this value is calculated. The inverse (1−β) of this value resembles the power
P of the measurement. A standard threshold for the power p is given by P = 0.80.
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hypothesis H0 (see Fig. 3.14a). The probability of the measured distribution to show
values beyond the expected value of the null hypothesis H0 gives access to a so-called
alpha-value (α). If this value surpasses a certain p-value threshold the result is assumed
to be signi�cant (see Fig. 3.14a).
In our experiment, a study of 45 test subjects (performing two OLSA tests) is compared
to the null hypothesis �The quantum microphone does not lead to an improvement.�.
Thus the mean value of the null hypothesis H0 is expected to be zero. The normal
distribution of our study is given by a mean value of −0.57 dBSPL and a standard de-
viation of under the square root law [2] of 0.22 dBSPL. In our case, the alpha value (α)
shows the probability to be still above zero.
The probability that after 45 measurements, the null hypothesis is correct results in
our study to a value of p/α = 0.006. This value surpasses by almost two orders of mag-
nitude the common threshold of p = 0.5. The p-value prevents type 1 errors, which
would result in a false rejection of the null hypothesis even though this hypothesis is
correct.
Furthermore, to give an even stronger argument, we investigated the power of the per-
formed t-test. The power P of a statistical test resembles the probability, assuming that
the alternative hypothesis H1 is correct, that the correct result emerges. For calculating
the power, the same normal distribution is also presumed for the null hypothesis. The
beta-value (β) resembles the probability to show results beyond the de�ned p-value
threshold of the null hypothesis (common threshold p/α = 0.5; see Fig. 3.14b). The
inverse of this beta-value (β) is then de�ned as the power P of the test.
For our experiment, the power of the one-sided t-test results in a value of P = 0.83,
which is above the common threshold for the power of P = 0.80.
The investigation of the power of a test prevents type 2 errors. Type 2 errors resemble
falsely rejecting the alternative hypothesis even though it might be correct.
Combining both arguments, it is clear, that the sample size was chosen large enough
and that the visible enhancement is statistically signi�cant. We thus can con�dently
state that the quantum optical microphone indeed leads to a better understandability
of recorded words compared to a classical counterpart.

3.10 Conclusion and outlook

To highlight quantum sensing scheme's reliability and applicability, we presented a
quantum optical microphone for recording human speech in this chapter. We used our
collaborations with the glass workshop at our university, the Max Planck Institute for
solid state research in Stuttgart, and the group of Jelena Vu£kovi¢ at Stanford univer-
sity to design a suitable mirror membrane, which showed a high re�ectivity as well as
an excellent frequency response.
Comparing classical and quantum microphones at identical photon numbers, showed
that the quantum microphone records sound at a signi�cantly reduced baseline noise
level. We proved this by calculating an improvement in the SNR as 0.84± 0.29 dBSPL

and con�rmed this in a medical speech recognition test on n = 45 subjects. The re-
sults of this speech recognition test showed that the speech recognition threshold was
improved by 0.57 dBSPL on average, thus con�rming that humans could hear the quan-
tum advantage. Furthermore, we con�rmed the results of the speech recognition test
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by performing a standard statistical one-sided t-test, which resulted in a p-value/α-
value of p/α = 0.006 and a statistical power of the test of P = 0.83, which are well
below/above the common threshold of p/α = 0.5/P = 0.80. We thus could prove that
recordings performed with our quantum optical microphone lead to an enhanced SNR
and a better understandability of recorded words compared to a classical counterpart.
Even though the here introduced quantum optical microphone at its current state can-
not contend with modern classical microphones, the development shows how easy this
nonlinear interferometry scheme can be implemented in various �elds. I want to es-
pecially highlight that to record human voices, the enhancement simultaneously over
the complete audio band has been necessary from low to high frequencies, i.e., a large
dynamic range.
Building upon the last two chapters, the presented sensing scheme could be employed in
applications involving biological samples, chemical reactions, or atomic spin ensembles,
which are sensitive to light exposure and short wavelength photons [32,44�48]. In this
sense, our quantum light source operates already within the favorable second biological
window BW-II (1000 − 1350 nm) [173]. To show exploitable quantum advantage, the
light �ux of our source would have to be increased to the level of a few 100 nW. In
that regard, a previous work demonstrated already photon pair beams at power levels
of 0.3µW, while still operating in the distinct photon pair regime [155].
At that point, intensity detectors need to show superior performance in optoelectronic
conversion with noise �gures of merit below the photonic shot noise. In section 2.2.6
I pathed the way to sub-shot noise detection in this power level regime, thus putting
quantum bio-imaging within realistic reach.
Another interesting study could be the escape of the distinct photon pair regime to-
wards the parametric ampli�ed regime to use the e�ect of stimulated emission similar
as in the SU(1,1) interferometry [113�115]. On the one hand, higher power levels may
further increase the quantum sensing enhancement factor. On the other hand, path-
polarization state engineering may provide a pathway to introduce common mode noise
suppression in these schemes.
In chapter 4 we investigate this regime further and show how the loss sensitivity and
enhancement behave for higher squeezing parameters r.
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Chapter 4

Theoretical framework

In this chapter, I will present a theoretical framework for our novel quantum sensor.
The main work was performed together with Dr. Charles Babin during his Ph.D. in our
group. These calculation results have already been partly published in the works [7]
and [1]. The theory presented here, mainly covers two regimes of our experiment. The
�rst regime covers small squeezing parameters r � 1, which resembles the current
experimental realization, and a second regime r � 1, which gives an outlook on a
possible extension of our quantum sensor.
For both cases, we will address how the visibility and losses inside of the interferometer
are intertwined. With the results presented in section 2.2.3, an upper limit to the losses
inside of the interferometer part can be estimated.

4.1 The Heisenberg picture

In contrast to the Schrödinger picture, where the time dependency is integrated into
the state vectors, in the Heisenberg picture, the time dependency is solely incorporated
into the operators. In the following, a recap of some general features will be given.
In general, time dependent operators Ô(t) in the Heisenberg picture (with Ĥ the Hamil-
ton operator) follow the equation of motion:

dÔH(t)

dt
=

1

ih̄
[ ÔH(t), ĤH ] +

∂ÔS(t)

∂t
. (4.1)

Furthermore, any operator in the Schrödinger picture ÂS can be transformed into the
Heisenberg picture (ÂH) by the following equation:

ÂH(t) = exp(iHSt/h̄)AS exp(−iHSt/h̄) (4.2)

For developing a theoretical framework of our experimental setup, we �rst introduce
the creation (â†) and annihilation (â) operators. These operators resemble a reduction
or an increase of the number of particles in a given mode or state by one and is de�ned
as the following [52]:

â† |n〉 = (n+ 1)1/2 |n+ 1〉 , (4.3)
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Figure 4.1: Equivalent schematic of the quantum sensor. The virtual beam
splitter η-BS simulates losses inside the interferometer. Filter = spectral �lter, DM =
dichroic mirror, HWP = half-wave plate, BS = beam splitter, η-BS = beam splitter
with transmissivity eta, PBS = polarizing beam splitter, D = intensity detector, NLC
= PPKTP nonlinear crystal. [1]

where the creation operator â† creates one quantum of energy by raising the system
from the state |n〉 to the state |n+ 1〉.
The annihilation operator â on the other hand destroys one quantum of energy by
lowering the system from the state |n〉 to the state |n− 1〉.

â |n〉 = (n)1/2 |n− 1〉 (4.4)

The idea of this theoretical framework is to calculate the evolution of these annihilation
and creation operators in the Heisenberg picture to combine the impact of the complete
experimental setup in one single operator ÔQu.Sens..
Instead using a retro-re�ecting approach as shown in section 2.2 using the indices f and
b for forward and backward direction, we created an equivalent schematic which resem-
bles our experimental setup but is easier to follow in Fig. 4.1. Here, instead of forward
and backward contributions from a single nonlinear crystal (NLC), two separate NLCs
are placed in the setup, creating the same photon pair contributions: |H, s〉|V, i〉 via
type-II down-conversion in NLC1 and |V, s〉|V, i〉 via type-0 down conversion in NLC2.
The result is the same state:

|Ψ〉 =
1√
2

(
ei(Φ1+Φ2) |H, s〉|V, i〉+ |V, s〉|V, i〉

)
(4.5)

as in the real setup (Fig. 2.5). For the calculation of the detector signals, only the
modes |H, s〉 and |V, s〉 have been considered, thus being equivalent to implementing
a �lter eradicating photon |V, i〉. To explore the e�ect of losses, we also placed loss
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channels in form of virtual beam splitters (η-BS) at various locations. Losses usually
come from a non-perfect mode overlap or optical elements that introduce losses by
non-perfect re�ectivity or transmissivity.

4.2 Matrix representation

In the following, we calculate the in�uence of the virtual beam splitter only inside of the
interferometer itself. The placement of the virtual beam splitter in any other location
outside the interferometer does a�ect neither the enhancement nor the single photon
state. The loss of a |H, s〉 or |V, s〉 photon only results in a decrease of the measured
number of photons and thus does not lead to decoherence as no �information� is leaked
to the environment. Thus, for a comparison with a classical counterpart, losses outside
of the interferometer are not taken into account.
Further, let âi, and â†i , denote the annihilation and creation operator for photons in
mode i. Those operators satisfy the Boson commutation relations:

[âi, âj] =
[
â†i , â

†
j

]
= 0 (4.6)[

âi, â
†
j

]
= δij (4.7)

In the Heisenberg picture, we can describe each optical element by a linear operator
acting on âi, and â†i . The operators can then be multiplied to �nd the operators
describing the entire experimental setup. By utilizing the equations de�ning each
optical element:

v BS with transmissivity η:

í â1,out =
√
η â1,in +

√
1− η â2,in

í â2,out = −
√

1− η â1,in +
√
η â2,in

v HWP:

í â1,out = â1,in − â2,in

í â2,out = â1,in + â2,in

v NLC:

í â1,out = cosh (r) â1,in − eiΘ sinh (r) â†1,in

í â2,out = cosh (r) â2,in − eiΘ sinh (r) â†2,in

v Phase object:

í â1,out = eiφ1 â1,in

í â2,out = eiφ2 â2,in

we can describe in the Heisenberg picture each optical element by a matrix as seen in
Fig. 4.2a-d. The matrix representation can be understood by considering the simple
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Figure 4.2: Operators in the Heisenberg representation. Utilized operators for
the theoretical model. a represents an arbitrary beam splitter with transmissivity η,
b a half wave plate, c a nonlinear crystal following equations (1.38) and (1.39) with a
squeezing parameter r, a phase angle Θ and d a phase object introducing a wavelength
dependent phase shift Φ. [1]
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case of a BS with two input modes. To satisfy the above equations, one can de�ne an
input Âin and output vector Âout:

Âin =


â1,in

â†1,in
â2,in

â†2,in

 . (4.8)

Âout =


â1,out

â†1,out
â2,out

â†2,out

 . (4.9)

and further de�ne a matrix Û transforming the input operator Âin into the output
operator Âout satisfying the above equations via Âout = ÛÂin In Fig. 4.2 the matrices
realizing the above shown equations for the input and output vector operators Âin and
Âout are shown.
For our quantum sensor we need to consider all the modes present: |V, s〉, |H, s〉 and
|V, i〉 and the modes introduced by the virtual beam splitter |V, s〉L, |H, s〉L and |V, i〉L.
This forms a six-dimensional Hilbert space leading us to consider 12-dimensional vec-
tors comprising all creation and annihilation operators. The four-dimensional transfer
matrices of the optical elements shown in Fig. 4.2 are also expanded to 12x12 dimen-
sions indicating non-interacting modes with unit matrices.
The total transfer matrix modeling the quantum sensor is de�ned as a linear combina-
tion of the nonlinear crystal operator ÔPPKTP, the phase changing operator ÔPS, the
beam splitter operator ÔBS(η) and the waveplate operator ÔWP:

Âout = ÔWP · ÔPPKTP · ÔBS(η) · ÔPS · ÔPPKTP · Âin (4.10)

or
Âout = ÔQu.Sens.Âin. (4.11)

In our case, we de�ne the initial state as a coherent state, thus a laser. For an arbitrary
operator Û , the variance can be calculated as ∆Û2 = 〈Û2〉 − 〈Û〉2.
Using the variance and the signal strength of an in�nitesimal phase change |∂Φ〈Û〉|
additionally the maximum sensitivity to a relative phase change can be calculated as
∆Φ = ∆Û/|∂Φ〈Û〉|.
Following the experimental setup represented in Fig. 4.1 (or Fig. 2.5) we consider the
intensity detection operator at each output as Î1 = â†H,outâH,out and Î2 = â†V,outâV,out.
Here the subscripts H and V depict the vertical and horizontal polarization of the signal
photon. This gives access to the di�erence operator Ŝ = Î1 − Î2.
Following the calculations of the intensity detection operator, the resulting signal is:

S(r, η, φ1, φ2) = α cos(φ1 + φ2) (4.12)

with
α = 2 · η cosh (r) sinh2 (r) = η cosh (r)N, (4.13)
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r the squeezing parameter, η the transmissivity, N the photon number and φ1 and φ2

the wavelength dependent collected phase di�erence between the sample path and the
reference path. The variance of the signal operator Ŝ results in:

∆S2(r, η, φ1, φ2) =
α2

2
cos( 2(φ1 + φ2) ) + β (4.14)

with

β = sinh2 (r)

(
cosh4 (r) η2 + 2 cosh2 (r) η (1− η)

+ cosh2 (r) η + sinh4 (r) η2 + (1− η)2

)
.

(4.15)

The di�erence signal and the variance as functions of the squeezing parameter r, the
transmissivity η and the wavelength dependent phase shifts φ1 and φ2 will enable the
calculation of the phase estimation sensitivity (∆Φ = ∆Ŝ/|∂Φ〈Ŝ〉|) for various sets of
parameters.
The sensitivity and the intertwinement between visibility and losses inside of the inter-
ferometer will be discussed in the next two chapters. Next, I will focus mainly on two
extreme cases of a small squeezing parameter r � 1, which resembles our approach
best, and for r � 1 in which the assumption of a �ux of distinct photon pairs collapses
and the regime of parametric ampli�cation is reached.

4.3 Small squeezing parameter r

4.3.1 Experimentally realized photon pair �ux

To gain access to the generated photon pair rate per mode and coherence time, we
followed the strategy described in reference [174]. Note that this reference describes
the e�ciency in a waveguide but this approach can be, without loss of generality,
directly translated into a free space experiment. To measure the photon pair �ux
generated in the nonlinear crystal, we adjusted the pump laser (532 nm) to an optical
power of 10 mW and replaced the interferometer itself by a 50:50 beam splitter. We
measured the single photon count rate at both output ports of this beam splitter to
access both the single photon rates and the coincidence rate.
The count rates on both detectors D1 and D2 are given by:

D1 =
1

2
µ1 η1Npair (4.16)

D2 =
1

2
µ2 η2Npair. (4.17)

Here, µi and ηi denote propagation losses and the detector e�ciencies (i = 1, 2 for
detectors 1 and 2), and Npair is the photon pair rate generated in the PPKTP crystal.
The maximum coincidence rate is then given by

Rc =
1

2
µ1 η1 µ2 η2Npair. (4.18)
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Due to the use of a 50:50 beam splitter, the probability for a coincidence is reduced
by 50%, leading to the prefactor of 1/2 in Rc. Finally, by combining equations (4.16),
(4.17) and (4.18) we get a formula for the estimation of the generated photon �ux.

Npair =
2D1D2

Rc

. (4.19)

Note that all quantities in this equation are directly accessible in an experiment. The
single photon rates measured in our experiment are D1 = 1.27 · 106 s−1 and D2 =
1.16 ·106 s−1. The measured coincidence rate is Rc = 71.10 ·103 s−1 leading to a photon
pair rate of Npair = 41.44 · 106 s−1.
To estimate whether the photon pair �ux at the rate Npair is still composed of separated
photon pairs, we have to consider the single-photon coherence time ∆t. We obtain ∆t
via the spectral bandwidth, as measured in section 2.2.1. In wavelength units, we
measured ∆λ1 = 10.8 nm at 1022.6 nm and ∆λ2 = 12.6 nm at 1109.3 nm. In frequency
units, this converts to ∆f1 = 3.10THz and ∆f2 = 3.07THz. In the following, we use

the average value of both measurements, i.e., ∆f =
∆f1 + ∆f2

2
= 3.09THz. Assuming

a Gaussian-shaped spectrum, we can now convert the frequency bandwidth into a
temporal bandwidth:

∆t ≈ 0.44

∆f
= 0.142 ps (4.20)

With this, a photon-pair �ux can be still considered as consisting out of distinct photon
pairs if it satis�es the following equation:

∆t ·Npair � 1. (4.21)

With a value of ∆t ·Npair = 6 · 10−6 � 1, for the parameters chosen in our experiment,
we validated two things: �rst, we con�rmed that the photon pair �ux indeed consists
of distinct photon pairs, and second, that the quantum sensor works well in the regime
of a small squeezing parameter r � 1.
Note that using a spectral �lter does not change the product ∆t ·Npair. For instance,
with the 2 nm bandpass �lter used in the quantum microphone experiments, the single
photon coherence time ∆t is increased by approximately 6 times, however, the e�ective
photon pair �ux Npair is reduced by the same factor.

4.3.2 Loss dependency and visibility

Building upon the �ndings of the last section, a realistic representation of our quantum
sensor is in the regime of small squeezing parameters. For r � 1 the highest sensitivity
to a phase di�erence between the two paths of the nonlinear interferometer (∆Φ =
∆Ŝ/|∂Φ〈Ŝ〉|) reduces to:

∆φqm(r � 1, φ ≈ π

4
) =

cosh2 (r) η + 1

2 cosh (r) η
√

(1 + η)N
, (4.22)

where N represents the number of photons entering the interferometer. Further, the
visibility of an interferometer is de�ned as:

vis =
Imax − Imin
Imax − Imin

(4.23)
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with Imax and Imin maximum and minimum number of photons measured. Additionally,
we can express the visibility as

vis =
2 cosh (r) η

cosh2 (r) η + 1
, (4.24)

where η is the transmissivity of a �ctitious beam splitter (η-BS in Fig. 4.1) representing
the losses (1− η) inside of the quantum sensor. Together this reduces equation (4.22)
to:

∆φqm(r � 1, φ ≈ π

4
) =

1

vis
√

(1 + η)N
. (4.25)

The advantage of this calculation is the experimental accessibility of the visibility in
our sensor. For example, we can use equation (4.24) to calculate the loss inside of the
interferometer by rearranging the equation to:

1− η =
1− vis

1− vis/2
. (4.26)

For the determination of the visibilities a piezo actuator has been used to displace one
of the retrore�ecting mirrors over several interferometer fringes. We performed this
measurement for the quantum sensor and the classical sensor (Fig. 2.10 in section
2.2.4).
The visibilities were calculated from a sinusoidal �t of the form f = N cos2(px+ c)+d,
with N the amplitude (maximum photon number measured), p the spatial frequency,
c an initial phase shift and d an o�set value. The visibilities were calculated following
(fmax−fmin)/(fmax+fmin). The visibilities are visqm = 0.85±0.02 for both detectors of
the quantum sensor and viscl = 0.98± 0.002 for both detectors of the classical sensor.
Thus, following equation (4.26) we can determine an upper limit of losses of 1−η = 0.26.
As an additional step, also using the data from our classical counterpart, it is possible
to calculate an expected enhancement factor of the quantum sensor. To reach this,
we �rst calculate the sensitivity of a perfect Michelson Interferometer with the same
amount of photons entering the interferometer:

∆φ =
1√
N
. (4.27)

Adding experimental imperfections in form of a non-perfect visibility the equation
(4.27) changes to

∆φ =
1

viscl
√
N
. (4.28)

With equation (4.25) and (4.28) we can thus calculate directly the expected enhance-
ment factor f by simply dividing these two equations:

f =
∆φcl
∆φqm

=
visqm
viscl

√
1 + η. (4.29)

With the measured visibilities from Fig. 2.10 this equation leads to an expected en-
hancement factor over the non-ideal classical sensor of:

f =
∆φcl
∆φqm

=
visqm
viscl

√
1 + η = 1.14± 0.01. (4.30)
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Figure 4.3: Dependency of the visibility and the enhancement factor from the
transmissivity η. a, The visibility shows a dependency as shown in equation (4.24).
The quantum sensor shows a visibility of visqm = 0.85± 0.01 and thus a transmissivity
of η = 0.74 is to be expected. b, The enhancement factor to a perfect classical sensor
with a visibility equal to one. Note that the enhancement factor still surpasses one for
transmissivities above 0.64. Adapted from [1].

For an ideal classical sensor the quantum sensor still shows an enhancement factor of
f = 1.12 ± 0.01. These results �t quite well the experimentally measured value of
1.13± 0.02 , (see section 2.2.5), thus demonstrating the validity of our model.
To not only prove the model's validity, but extend it to a broader set of parameters,
Fig. 4.3a shows the visibility as a function of the transmissivity η. With this data,
the calculation of the expected enhancement factor as a function of the transmissivity
is possible. An exciting feature is that even for losses up to 1 − η = 36%, our novel
quantum sensor still outperforms a perfect classical counterpart without losses inside
of the interferometer and perfect visibility (see Fig. 4.3b).

4.4 Large squeezing parameter r

Additionally to the experimentally realized case of small squeezing parameters r we
expanded our theoretical framework to the case of large squeezing parameters. Due to
the lack of our current setup to reach high values of r this will only represent a short
journey to possible extensions of our quantum sensor.

4.4.1 Loss dependency

If we follow the same approach as in section 4.3.2, calculating the highest sensitivity
to a phase di�erence (∆Φ = ∆Ŝ/|∂Φ〈Ŝ〉|), for r � 1, we end up with:

∆φqm(r � 1, φ ≈ π

4
) =

1

2
√
N

3− 2η

2η
(4.31)

In Fig. 4.4a for both cases r � 1 and r � 1 the enhancement factor compared to a
classical interferometer of the same built and the same losses are plotted against the
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of di�erent squeezing parameters. a, Comparison
of the enhancement factor as a function of the transmissivity η. The enhancement is
de�ned as the enhanced sensitivity over a classical sensor of the same built sharing
the same amount of loss. b, The enhancement factor as a function of the squeezing
parameter r. One can observe that for small squeezing parameters the enhancement
factor shows a limit of

√
2, while for large squeezing parameters (above r = 4) the

enhancement factor saturates to a value of two. [1]

transmissivity η. While for r � 1 above η = 0.5 an enhancement is visible, for large
squeezing parameters r � 1 even down to η ≈ 0.25 our quantum sensor outperforms
its classical counterpart. Furthermore, while the case r � 1 can reach a maximum
value of the enhancement factor of f =

√
2 the case of r � 1 shows values up to f = 2.

This e�ect is again shown in Fig. 4.4b, where the enhancement factor is shown as a
function of the squeezing parameter r. Here, an increase of the squeezing parameter r
up to values of around r = 1 leads to a signi�cant improvement of the enhancement
factor to f ≈ 1.68. Building upon this, above r = 4, the enhancement factor asymp-
totically approaches a new limit (fenh. ≈ 2).

4.4.2 Conclusion and outlook

In this chapter, we introduced a theoretical framework of our quantum sensor. We
de�ned a quantum sensor operator ÔQu.Sens. in the Heisenberg picture and calculated
the expected signal and variance. Based on this, we investigated the in�uence of losses,
the visibility, and the squeezing parameter on the enhancement factor. Furthermore,
we found a correlation between the losses and the visibility of our quantum sensor,
with which we were able to set an upper limit to the losses inside of the quantum
interferometer. Capitalizing on that, we calculated an expected enhancement factor of
1.12 ± 0.01 compared to an ideal classical sensor, which resembles the experimentally
determined value of 1.13 ± 0.02 quite well. Additionally, we identi�ed that even for
losses of 36% our quantum sensor still outperforms a perfect classical counterpart.
As a short extension, we investigated the regime of large squeezing parameters r � 1.
Here we could see an improvement in the loss dependency of the quantum sensor as
well as in the absolute enhancement factor. Further, even if not yet supported by an
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experimental realization, our theory indicates a reduced loss dependency and an even
increased enhancement factor by entering the parametric ampli�cation regime. Thus
an investigation of this sensor in the regime of high squeezing parameters r might prove
promising.
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Chapter 5

Nanophotonic

tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide

interface

This chapter investigates �ber-coupled nanophotonic interfaces. As the primary goal
of this interface will be the collection of photons from implanted single color centers
in silicon carbide, this chapter starts with a short introduction to the silicon carbide
platform. Here, the chemical structure of silicon carbide (SiC) and the optical proper-
ties of certain defects in SiC will be explained.
In a second section, a theoretical description of nanophotonic waveguides is presented.
Starting with the fundamentals of electromagnetic wave propagation in dielectric me-
dia, we will introduce the origin of waveguide modes and waveguide-speci�c parameters
as the e�ective index or the TE and TM modes. Next, the algorithm used in this work,
Yee's �nite di�erence algorithm, is explained. In the last subsection, we will shortly
motivate the waveguide grating couplers.
Based on the �ndings of the last two sections, di�erent strategies to increase the cou-
pling e�ciency between an optical �ber and a nanophotonic waveguide are presented
in the third section. This section will mainly treat the di�raction grating, edge (or
butt) coupling, and tapered �ber coupling. Following this, I will introduce di�erent
fabrication processes to manufacture tapered optical �bers. Three di�erent approaches
will be shortly introduced; CO2 laser or thermal heating and HF etching.
The following section treats the simulation of the waveguides and the nanophotonic in-
terface using the commercially available software Lumerical. First, the used waveguide
design will be motivated, showing the single-mode behavior of a waveguide of the width
w = 500 nm, an etch angle of 45◦ and the wavelength of interest λ = 917 nm. Secondly,
I will give a short introduction to the theoretical �ber coupling process, explaining
the role of the e�ective index for the coupling e�ciency, the term "beat length", and
�nally, the slow variation criterion.
Based on the �ndings of the previous sections, I will present the overlap dependency
of the transmission of the tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide interface. Here, a distinc-
tion between the case of light coupled into the waveguide and light coupled out of the
waveguide will be given. The coupling e�ciency's dependency on the �nal tip diameter
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is also investigated. As before, a distinction between in- and outcoupling is made.
Based on the �ndings of the simulations of the previous sections, a set of parameters
for the waveguide and tapered �ber production is found.
In the next section, the tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide interface is characterized.
First, the etching process in the Max Planck Institute for Solid State Research in
Stuttgart is introduced directly, followed by an investigation of the �ber tip using a
simple optical and a scanning electron microscope.
In the second part, the coupling e�ciency of the nanophotonic interface is character-
ized. This subsection introduces the measurement process for determining the coupling
e�ciency, followed by the coupling e�ciency characterization for a single wavelength
of λ = 878.8 nm for di�erent waveguides; di�erent waveguide taper length and sup-
port structure number. These measurements are followed by an investigation of the
overlap-dependent coupling e�ciency at the same wavelength. In the last part, the
frequency-dependent coupling e�ciency will be presented, showing a large wavelength
regime, where a high coupling e�ciency (above 80%) can be reached.
The last section introduces a conversion of our setup to a confocal system, with exci-
tation from the top and a collection via the tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide interface.
This section gives an outlook on possible investigations of single defects in waveguides
with a high collection e�ciency of the emitted photons.

5.1 The silicon carbide platform

The discovery of point defects in solid crystal structures such as the nitrogen vacancy
center in diamond in the last decade [175�177] has sparked the interest in the realiza-
tion of solid-state based quantum technologies [178]. Now over 20 years later a variety
of di�erent spin defect centers in solids have been discovered and investigated with
intriguing spin and optical properties [179�181].
In the following, I will focus on silicon carbide (SiC) as a host crystal of such de-
fects and shortly introduce its properties, making this platform unique and some chal-
lenges that still need to be tackled. SiC is a wide bandgap semiconductor, and a
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) compatible material. In recent
years SiC has become increasingly important for the high-power and high-temperature
electronics industry, mainly due to its high thermal conductivity [182, 183]. Because
of this increasing interest in the industry, high-quality crystal growth techniques for
SiC and the overall large-scale availability are widely established. Furthermore, SiC
is a nanofabrication-friendly material that is easy to implement in existing process
structures, which promises high-quality nanophotonic structures for scalable quantum
applications.
silicon carbide exists in equal measures out of silicon and carbon atoms, which can
be arranged in over 250 di�erent polytypes [184]. Contrary to this amount of di�er-
ent polytypes, there exist only three di�erent crystal structures, cubic, hexagonal and
rhombohedral [184]. The three di�erent crystal structures are, in the usual nomen-
clature, indicated by the capital letters C, H, and R. Furthermore, there can occur
di�erent stacking orders in SiC, which means di�erent 2-layers (cubic, hexagonal or
rhombohedral) can be packed in di�erent ways leading to di�erent SiC double layers
in the unit cell. Thus, as a second nomenclature, the number of double layers stacked
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Figure 5.1: SiC vacancy in 4H-SiC Location of to di�erent vacancy centers in
4H-SiC. A V1 center results from a missing Si atom in the cubic k lattice site. A V2

center emerges when a Si atom in the hexagonal h lattice site is missing [4].

onto each other in one unit cell is de�ned. In the case of hexagonal SiC there are
three ways to achieve the closest packing (which we will label here 1, 2, and 3 [184]).
For example, the unit cell of the polytype 2H-SiC consists of a stacking 1-2, 4H-SiC
of 1-2-3-2 (see Fig. 5.1), and 6H-SiC of 1-2-3-1-3-2. So far, mostly the polytypes 4H,
6H, and 3C have been experimentally investigated as a host of optically-active spin
defects [185,186]. In the following, we will focus on the 4H-SiC polytype.

5.1.1 Optically active defects in silicon carbide

Wide bandgap semiconductors like silicon carbide promise, due to their large bandgap
(between 2.3−3.3 eV depending on the crystal structure of SiC [187,188]), to be excel-
lent host materials for optically addressable spin defects. This wide bandgap (3.2 eV
for 4H-SiC) promises to protect the system from decoherence [189]. Additionally, the
broadband transparency of 0.37 − 5.6 µm makes it an especially interesting material
for optical interactions. Like single atom systems, color centers in solid-state materials
can have unique properties like spin, energy levels, and coherence times. As afore-
mentioned, I will focus solely on 4H-SiC, which can show various color centers such as
monovacancy (VC, VSi, ...), divacancy (VCVSi), nitrogen vacancy centers, etc. [190].
In this section, I focus on the silicon vacancy (VSi) as this defect system is a promising
candidate for quantum information applications as shown in recent scienti�c publica-
tions [191�193].
The missing silicon atom leaves four dangling covalent bonds from the four nearest
neighboring carbon atoms pointing to the vacant site [5], which evolves into a �ve-
electron system if a free charge is trapped in the vacant site. This �ve-electron systems
forms two orbitals with a1-symmetry and one e orbital (see Fig. 5.2a). Calculations
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Figure 5.2: Level structure of the negatively charged silicon monovacancy in
silicon carbide a Electronic orbital con�guration of the negatively charged silicon
mono-vacancy in 4H-SiC. The presented electron distribution is presumed to be the
ground state. To excitation paths (V and V') can be optically addressed by electric
�elds either perpendicular or parallel to the c-axis of 4H-SiC [5]. b This electron
con�guration can be assigned to a three level system (4A2(1)(a2

1a
1
1e

2), 4A2(2)(a1
1a

2
1e

2),
4E2(a1

1a
1
1e

3)) and a coupled intersystem crossing (2E,2 A1,
2 A2) [6]. c A highly simpli�ed

illustration of the lower two states gives rise to the designation of the purely optical
decay channel as "zero phonon line" (ZPL) and the "phonon side band" (PSB).

based on group theory predict that the ground state con�guration of this �ve electron
system is presumed to be a double population of the lower a1 orbital, a population with
one electron of the upper a1 orbital and again two electrons in the e orbital [5] (see Fig.
5.2a). While the lower a1 level is still in the valence band the upper a1 and the e level
are located in the wide bandgap (see Fig. 5.2a). This ground state population can
be written as a2

1a
1
1e

2. There are two predicted excitation paths inside of the bandgap,
exciting one electron from the lower a1 to the upper a1 level or from the lower a1 to the
e level. While an excitation from the ground state into the e orbital is only possible
with an electric �eld perpendicular to the c-axis (Fig. 5.1) the transition between the
a1 orbitals takes place only under parallel polarization of the electric �eld in respect to
the c-axis [5].
A representation of this orbital or energy level scheme is shown in Fig. 5.2b. Here
the excitation scheme is represented as a three-level system with an additional inter-
system crossing. These states consist out of an ground state 4A2(1)(a2

1a
1
1e

2), a �rst
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excited state 4A2(2)(a1
1a

2
1e

2), a second excited state 4E2(a1
1a

1
1e

3) and an ensemble of
intermediate optically not addressable states 2E, 2A1 and 2A2 [6]. The general nomen-
clature assigns the excitation path between the ground state 4A2(1)(a2

1a
1
1e

2) and the
excited state 4A2(a1

1a
2
1e

2) the name Vi (with i = 1, 2 dependent on the location of the
vacancy) and the transition between the ground state and the second excited state
4E2(a1

1a
1
1e

3) as V′i. While the investigation of the Vi and V′1 transition is part of recent
research [5,191,193�198] the V′2 transition has been theoretically predicted but not yet
observed experimentally.
This system possesses a total spin of S = 3/2, which is a quartet consisting of two
Kramer's degenerate doublets with ms = ±1/2 and ms = ±3/2 [195]. The optical
transitions are spin-conserving and assigned as A1 and A2 corresponding to each spin
sub-level.
A simpli�ed scheme can be drawn for an easier description of the �uorescence spectrum
of the vacancy centers (Fig. 5.2c). Here only the Vi transitions are taken into account,
and furthermore, any multi-particle �ne structure splitting is ignored. Thus, the sys-
tem can be considered as an optical two-level system with an additional intersystem
crossing linked to metastable-state manifolds. In principal, three di�erent decay pro-
cesses can take place.
The �rst decay process is, most likely desired for quantum network applications, a
direct optical spin conserving decay from the excited state (ES) down to the ground
state (GS) by emitting a photon that corresponds directly to the energy gap between
the lowest vibrational levels of the ES and GS.
A second type of decay can happen by emitting a photon with accompanying phonons
of varying energy. In the latter case, the energy of the emitted photon depends on the
energy dissipated into phonon modes of the lattice surrounding.
As a third decay channel, a decay via the intersystem crossing (ISC) can occur without
the emission of photons but of phonons.
In the general nomenclature, the �rst decay channel is assigned as the "zero phonon
line" (ZPL) and the second decay channel as the "phonon sideband" (PSB) [196]. As
the energy of the ZPL is only dependent on the energy gap between the ES and the
GS, this line appears in a spectral study of the �uorescence as a sharp peak, while
the energy of the PSB shows a variety of di�erent energies, which results in a spectral
analysis as a broad emission spectrum towards lower energies (frequencies) than the
ZPL [196].
The �uorescence of the ZPL appears for the V1 center at 861 nm and for the V2 center
at 917 nm [197,199,200]. For both the V1 and V2 center, the Debye-Waller factor, which
resembles the ratio between the ZPL and the entire emission spectrum (sum over ZPL
and PSBs) at low temperatures, has been experimentally determined to be approxi-
mately 6−9% [193,196,201]. Furthermore investigations using Hahn-echo experiments
showed that the system exhibits long spin coherence times of up to 1.4 ms [191,196,202].
Another compelling advantage of the V2 center is spectral stability up to 20 K: Up to
this temperature, the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum still shows optical transitions
with narrow PL linewidths [198]. The lifetime of the V1 excited state(s) is approxi-
mately 5 − 6 ns [193, 195, 199] (dependent on the excitation path A1 or A2, see Fig.
5.2b) and for the V2 excited state(s) approximately 6− 7 ns [191,194].
While the SiC platform promises several advantages as industrial scale availability,
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excellent spin properties, and optical addressability, there is one remaining challenge:
the small ratio of emission into the ZPL (Debye-Waller factor of 6 − 9% [193, 201]).
While the ZPL is a spin-conserving transition a photon from the PSB is not suitable for
spin-photon interaction experiments in quantum information processing. Additionally,
small collection e�ciencies in standard confocal setups of about 1% decrease the de-
tection rates. Here, the high refractive index of SiC (approximately n = 2.6 for 4H-SiC
at 917 nm) bene�ts total internal re�ection at smaller entry angles as other materials
and thus leads combined with the emission of a dipole in a spatial angle of 4π to low
collection e�ciencies.
A variety of di�erent concepts exist to tackle this challenge. Most of these approaches
can be summarized into two major concepts. The �rst concept is to increase the overall
collection e�ciency and the second is to increase the emission into the ZPL by relatively
decreasing other decay channels. While increasing the coupling e�ciency is a straight-
forward (almost geometric) process, the suppression of other decay channels proves to
be more complex. In the �rst half of the 20th century, Edward M. Purcell proved that
spontaneous emission is dependent on the environment of the emitter [203].1

The transition rates of an atomic (or other) emitter are dependent on the density of
�nal states [205, 206]. Thus, the presence of a cavity or other guiding systems like
waveguides can alter these rates by changing the density of states [207�209]. The
fractional increase in the total emission rate is de�ned as the Purcell factor. Often
in literature, this e�ect is referred to as the Purcell enhancement. An elegant way
to combine both concepts for solid state emitters is the location inside nanophotonic
structures (like photonic crystal cavities) with a highly e�cient �ber interface. As a
step towards realizing such nanophotonic structures and interfaces, I will present in
the following the development of a tapered-waveguide-to-tapered-�ber interface.

5.2 Theoretical description of nanophotonic structures

In this section, the basic theory of light propagation with macroscopic regions of dif-
ferent homogeneous dielectric media will be discussed. In the �rst part, I will brie�y
introduce the guiding of light in a dielectric medium using a comparison with quantum
mechanics. As a next step the guidance of light in waveguides will be detailed by using
simple ray optics. In this section, the existence of distinct modes and the single-mode
behavior of waveguides will be explained. Subsequently, for more complex structures
a numerical approach, Yee's �nite di�erence algorithm, to solve Maxwell's equation
in complex geometries is introduced. This algorithm was used for all simulations in
this thesis. As a small additional section the basic principle of grating coupling is
motivated.

1Edward M. Purcell received, together with Felix Bloch, the Nobel Prize in Physics, in 1952, not
for the Purcell enhancement but "for their development of new methods for nuclear magnetic precision
measurements and discoveries in connection therewith" [204].
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5.2.1 Fundamental wave propagation in dielectric media

The fundamental description of electromagnetic wave propagation in any media is based
on the four macroscopic Maxwell's equations [9, 10]:

∇ · ~D(r, t) = ρ, (5.1)

∇ · ~B(r, t) = 0, (5.2)

∇× ~E(r, t) = − ∂ ~B(r, t)

∂t
, (5.3)

∇× ~H(r, t) =~j +
∂ ~D(r, t)

∂t
, (5.4)

which reduce in the absence of free carriers and currents to their reduced form:

∇ · ~D(r, t) = 0, (5.5)

∇ · ~B(r, t) = 0, (5.6)

∇× ~E(r, t) = − ∂ ~B(r, t)

∂t
, (5.7)

∇× ~H(r, t) =
∂ ~D(r, t)

∂t
. (5.8)

In this introductory section, we perform some further reasonable assumptions [210].
We assume a macroscopic and isotropic medium, so ~D(r, t) is dependent on the electric
�eld ~E(r, t) and the product of the vacuum permittivity ε0 and the relative permittivity
εr(~r, ω). Additionally, we assume a transparent media, so the relative permittivity εr
is real and positive. Further small enough �eld strengths are assumed so that higher
order terms of the electric susceptibility χE can be neglected. As a last assumption, we
ignore for the moment any dispersion of the relative permittivity, so εr(~r) is frequency
independent.
Using the assumptions above, the magnetic �eld strength ~H and the electric displace-
ment �eld ~D can be written as:

~H(r, t) =
1

µ0µr
~B(r, t), (5.9)

~D(r, t) = ε0 εr(~r) ~E(r, t), (5.10)

with µr the vacuum permeability in medium.
Furthermore we use a common "trick" to write electromagnetic �elds as a real part
multiplied by a complex-valued �eld [210]:

~H(r, t) =Real{ ~H(r)} eiωt, (5.11)

~E(r, t) =Real{ ~E(r)} eiωt. (5.12)

With this approach inserted in equation (5.7) and (5.8) we can eliminate the electric
�eld ~E(r) ending up in:

∇×
(

1

εr(r)
∇× ~H(r)

)
=

(
ω

c

)2

~H(r), (5.13)
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with c = 1/
√
ε0µ0 the vacuum speed of light. An interesting aspect of this equation, is

its comparability to the Hamilton operator in quantum mechanics.
If we take a closer look onto equation (5.13) it is comparable to an eigenvalue problem:

Ô ~H(r) =

(
ω

c

)2

~H(r), (5.14)

where Ô is an operator which takes the curl, then divides by εr(r) and as a last step
again takes the curl.
As a result of a direct comparison with quantum mechanics an interesting consequence
can be drawn [210]:

Quantum Mechanics Electrodynamics

Field ~Ψ(r, t)eiEt/h̄ ~H(r)eiωt

Eigenvalue equation ĤΨ = EΨ Ô ~H = (ω
c
)2 ~H

Hermitian operator Ĥ = − h̄
2m
∇2 + V (r) Ô = ∇× 1

εr(r)
∇×

In quantum mechanics, the lowest eigenstates typically resemble regions of low po-
tentials. Compared to that in electrodynamics the lowest modes have their electric
energy concentrated in regions of high relative permittivity εr(r) [210]. Thus issuing
an outlook on the propagation of light in dielectric media, electromagnetic waves tend
to concentrate in regions of high refractive index (n =

√
εrµr). This e�ect can be used

to design waveguides of high refractive index material surrounded by a lower refractive
index material.

5.2.2 Ray optics

The following will discuss the propagation of light in such waveguides. Before that,
I will introduce a standard nomenclature of two di�erent mode types, the transverse-
electric mode (TE mode) and the transverse-magnetic mode (TM mode). For the TE
mode, the electric �eld is perpendicular to the plane of incidence (for example, xy-
plane), while the magnetic �eld is parallel (Hx, Hy, Ez). In the case of the TM mode,
the magnetic �eld is perpendicular to the plane of incidence (for example, xy-plane),
while the electric �eld is parallel to it (Ex, Ey, Hz).
Using simple ray optics is an intuitive approach to the guidance of light in waveguides.
An optical waveguide can be considered as a region of high refractive index, which is
surrounded by a low refractive material. Thus according to Snell's law (see Fig. 5.3):

sin(θ1)

sin(θ2)
=
n2

n1

, (5.15)

for n1 > n2 the angle θ2 is larger than θ1. If θ2 approaches π/2 total internal re�ection
occurs (θ1 = θtot.re�.) under the condition:

sin(θtot.re�.) =
n2

n1

. (5.16)
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Figure 5.3: Snell's law. a, Propagation of the transverse-electric and b, transverse-
magnetic modes on a dielectric boundary in yz-plane.

Figure 5.4: Schematic of a two-dimensional slab waveguide. Each colored line
indicates a plane wave propagating through the slab waveguide of height h. Dashed
lines indicate wave fronts with the same phase. The point pairs A and B, and C and
D present a common phase front. While a ray traveling from B to C (BC) is not
re�ected a beam traveling from A to D (AD) is re�ected twice. Thus, the wavefront
accumulated along BC and AD have to di�er by a multiple of 2π.

To understand the underlying process let us consider the longitudinal components of
the wave vectors (see Fig. 5.3):

k2z = k1z = n1 k0 sin(θ1) > n2k0. (5.17)

Since k2
2x+k2

2z = n2
2k

2
0, the transverse vector component k2x has to be purely imaginary

and thus the evanescent transverse �eld decays exponentially [211].
Furthermore, it is worth noticing that due to the Goos-Hähnchen-e�ect [212] the re-
�ected �eld experiences a phase shift:

φp = 2 arctan

σp
√
n2

1 sin(θ1)2 − n2
2

n1 cos(θ1)

, σp =

{
1 TE
n2
1

n2
2

TM
(5.18)

So far, the assumption that each wave in a waveguide, provided the requirement
θ > θtot.re�. is ful�lled, will be a guided mode seems to be realistic. However, to
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the requirement of internal re�ection, guided modes have to satisfy a certain phase
relation. In Fig. 5.4 the easiest case of a two-dimensional slab waveguide is illustrated.
This �gure represents two plane waves traveling through a waveguide of height (width)
h. The dashed lines correspond to phase fronts and the point pairs A and B, and C
and D have a common phase. Thus the phase di�erence of the paths BC and AD have
to di�er by a multiple of 2π:

− n1 k0BC = −n1 k0AD + 2φp +m 2π, m ∈ N (5.19)

From Fig. 5.4 the expressions BC = (h tan(θ) − h/tan(θ)) sin(θ) and AD = h/cos(θ)
can be derived. Thus, equation (5.19) can be reduced to:

2hn1 k0 cos(θ) = 2φp +m 2π, m ∈ N. (5.20)

This equation can be solved for discrete values of m only. This means, that only a
discrete number of angles are allowed, each representing a so-called waveguide mode.
In reality the situation is far more complex, especially for including the third dimension
or nonuniform refractive indices [211]. Thus di�erent numerical methods are commonly
used to design waveguides and calculate their properties.
In general, numerical algorithms rely on the discretization of the refractive index within
a �nite computational domain (mesh grid). At the respective mesh points, Maxwell's
equations or the corresponding wave equations can be approximated by a set of linear
equations, which then can be solved numerically.

5.2.3 Yee's �nite di�erence algorithm

The algorithm for the simulation presented in this work is based on Yee's �nite dif-
ference algorithm [213]. This algorithm takes the vector from the equations (5.7) and
(5.8), representing a set of six scalar equations:

∂Hx

∂t
=

1

µ

(
∂Ey
∂z
− ∂Ez

∂y

)
, (5.21)

∂Hy

∂t
=

1

µ

(
∂Ez
∂x
− ∂Ex

∂z

)
, (5.22)

∂Hz

∂t
=

1

µ

(
∂Ex
∂y
− ∂Ex

∂y

)
, (5.23)

∂Ex
∂t

=
1

ε

(
∂Hz

∂y
− ∂Hy

∂z

)
, (5.24)

∂Ey
∂t

=
1

ε

(
∂Hx

∂z
− ∂Hz

∂x

)
, (5.25)

∂Ez
∂t

=
1

ε

(
∂Hy

∂x
− ∂Hx

∂y

)
. (5.26)

with ε = ε0 εr and µ = µ0 µr. Further, a so-called Yee cell is de�ned, which introduces
a grid point, following Yee's notation [213], of:

(i, j, k) ≡ (i∆x, j∆y, k∆z). (5.27)
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Figure 5.5: Yee-cell. Schematic representation of a yee-cell and calculated electric
and magnetic �eld parameters of the TM and TE modes.

With time as a fourth dimension (i∆x, j∆y, k∆z, n∆t) the components of ~E and
~H are evaluated at alternating half-time steps (see Fig. 5.5). Here we make use of the
central �nite di�erence approximation (CFDA) [214], where the derivative of a function
f'(x) is approximated by an in�nitesimal small half step before and after the point of
interest, resulting in:

f ′(x) = lim
h→0

f(x+ h/2)− f(x− h/2)

h
. (5.28)

Thus equations (5.21-5.26) can be approximated as (exemplary shown for equation
(5.21)):

B
n+1/2
x (i, j + 1

2
, k + 1

2
)−Bn−1/2

x (i, j + 1
2
, k + 1

2
)

∆t
= (5.29)

En
y (i, j + 1

2
, k + 1)− En

y (i, j + 1
2
, k)

∆z
− (5.30)

En
z (i, j + 1, k + 1

2
)− En

z (i, j, k + 1
2
)

∆y
. (5.31)

With this approximation and the introduced four dimensional Yee-cell
(i∆x, j∆y, k∆z, n∆t), the electric and magnetic �eld components can be calculated
via linear equations. This gives rise to a numerical solution to calculate macroscopic
problems by dividing space and time into small cubes (Yee-cells), which are solved
using CFDA. Therefore, by step wise solving these equations the time evolution of
electromagnetic �elds in any media and geometry can be calculated avoiding complex
computation techniques like derivatives or integrals.
To ensure the stability of the algorithm the temporal step size has to be chosen small
enough, such that the electromagnetic wave does not propagate in one time step ∆t
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Figure 5.6: Waveguide grating. Principle of coupling modes by periodic pertur-
bation.

out of the Yee-cell. The electromagnetic wave will travel in each time increment ∆t
maximally the distance ∆x = c∆t (with the maximal velocity of speed of light in
vacuum c). Extended to three dimensions the spatial increment (∆s = ∆x = ∆y = ∆z
) and the time increment ∆t has to satisfy the so called Courant condition [215,216]:

umax ∆t

∆s
≤ 1√

n
, (5.32)

with umax the maximum phase velocity and n the number of space dimensions (alter-
natively umax can be replaced by the speed of light in vacuum c).

5.2.4 Waveguide grating

A common way to couple light in or out of a waveguide is to introduce periodic struc-
tures along the waveguide. An intuitive approach is given by the grating equation or
Bragg condition. Consider the case of the already introduced slab waveguide in section
5.2.2. In Fig. 5.6, we added rectangular corrugations with a periodicity of Λ. Without
loss of generality, we cover solely the case of light entering the waveguide. In this
�gure, two rays (Ray 1 and Ray 2) shine from a medium of refractive index n3 onto
the waveguide with periodic corrugations (with refractive index n1). The optical path
length di�erence between these two rays is, therefore:

n1b− n3a = Λn1 sin(θ1)− Λn3 sin(θ0). (5.33)

To achieve constructive interference the optical path length di�erence has to be equal
to multiples of the wavelength λ of the rays. Thus, this equation can be written as:

Λ (n1 sin(θ1)− n3 sin(θ0) ) = mλ, m ∈ N. (5.34)

Furthermore, equation (5.34) can be derived in a more general way in terms of the
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wavevector ~k. Using the coordinate system from Fig. 5.6 yields:

k1,z =k0,z +m
2π

Λ
, m ∈ N., (5.35)

k1,y =k0,y, (5.36)

with the indices ki,j, i = 0, 1 denote the incoming and di�racted beam and j = y, z the
direction in space. A common nomenclature is to call the term K = m2π

Λ
the grating

vector. Since the absolute value of the wavevector ~k can be expressed as |~k|= n2π
λ

the component of kz can be expressed as kz = n2π
λ

sin(θ). Thus, equations (5.34) and
(5.35) are equivalent. Using |~k|= n2π

λ
= k2

z + k2
x the component kx can be calculated

as:

kx =

√
n2

2π

λ
− k2

z = n
2π

λ
cos(θ1). (5.37)

Equations (5.34) and (5.35) are only satis�ed for angles −1 < sin(θ1) ≤ 1. Satisfying
this restriction leads to a plane wave propagating along the direction ~k. For angles not
satisfying −1 < sin(θ1) ≤ 1 the di�racted wave in ~k direction is decreasing by a factor
of:

exp
(
−i~k~r

)
= exp(−ikxx) exp(−ikzz). (5.38)

These orders are commonly named evanescent orders. Thus for certain sets of pa-
rameters and geometries a periodic change of a waveguide can lead to an injection or
ejection of light inside or outside of a waveguide.

5.3 Strategies to increase the collection e�ciency

As described in section 5.1, solid-state emitters, despite o�ering excellent spin-optical
properties, su�er from low collection e�ciencies when investigated in bulk material. To
overcome this challenge, a guidance of the emitted light and, therefore, a reduction of
the spatial emission angle is favorable. A straightforward approach is the con�nement
in cavity or waveguide setups, both promising to increase the emission in one direction
in space. Due to the tight mode con�nement of light in space and the scalability in
nanophotonic quantum systems, the development of nanophotonic structures is partic-
ularly appealing. While waveguides themselves mainly promise the guidance of light
and thus an increased emission in one direction in space, cavity approaches promise to
increase the photon spin interaction by the Purcell e�ect [203].
Due to their size, nanophotonic structures promise the realization of complete quan-
tum optical setups in narrow space and thus a straightforward way to scalability. An
essential step toward realizing such quantum systems on a chip is the increase in the
e�ciency of the insertion or extraction of single photons from these nanostructures into
optical �bers.
To path the way for the integration of single defects into waveguides and dramatically
increase the collection e�ciency, I will present in the following sections a nanophotonic-
waveguide-to-�ber interface with a high collection e�ciency for both the insertion and
extraction of light into and out of nanophotonic waveguides.
In the next section, I will brie�y recap existing concepts to extract light from nanos-
tructures into optical �bers (and vice versa). As a second step, I will go into more
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detail in the case of the tapered �ber interface and introduce di�erent manufacturing
techniques.

5.3.1 Di�raction grating, edge coupling and tapered �bers.

In the past recent years a variety of approaches for interfaces between nanophotonic
structures (mostly waveguides) and optical �bers emerged. The di�erence in size be-
tween nanophotonic waveguides and optical �bers is the main challenge of interconnect-
ing nanophotonic structures and optical �bers. While nanophotonic structures usually
show features in size between several tens of nanometers up to a few micrometers, the
size of a standard single-mode optical �ber is around 125 µm with core sizes of several
micrometers up to tens of micrometers. Therefore, the pure geometrical interconnec-
tion between nanophotonics and optical �bers proves to be challenging even more if
multiple channels need to be addressed on a single chip.
To tackle this challenge, a couple of concepts emerged in the past. I will focus mainly on
the three concepts edge [217�219] or butt coupling [220,221], grating coupling [222,223]
and coupling with tapered single-mode �bers [224,225].
The term edge (or butt) coupling refers to the in-plane coupling, where the optical �ber
is usually placed on the facet of the chip, horizontally aligned with the waveguides [226].
While edge couplers promise high coupling e�ciencies [227] relatively polarization in-
dependency and a broad bandwidth [226] they also come with some drawbacks. The
very concept of edge coupling already geometrically limits its applicability. Due to its
placement on the chip's edge, it limits the location of the nanophotonic structures and
the number of couplers per chip.
A geometrically more convenient way to interface nanophotonic structures and optical
�bers is the concept of grating coupling. Here, a periodic Bragg grating is applied at
the end of the waveguide. This allows, dependent on the e�ective indices of the waveg-
uide and the refractive index of the surrounding material, wave vectors with non-zero
elements perpendicular to the waveguide plane (see section 5.2.4, [228]). A signi�-
cant advantage is a relatively space-saving design and compact size, in addition to the
freedom of the relative placement on the chip. However, without complex underlying
layer structures, the symmetry of the Bragg re�ection limits the coupling e�ciency into
the optical �ber. Even though, in theory, using highly sophisticated metastructures,
almost unity coupling e�ciency can be reached [222], experimental values stay so far
well below this theoretical limit [223,229�231].
As a third approach, the coupling between tapered waveguides and tapered �bers
exists, with a subdivision between tapered �bers with tapered tips [224, 225], and ta-
pered �bers with a biconical �ber taper [232]. Nanophotonic interfacing using tapered
�bers promises polarization insensitive, highly e�cient coupling by simply changing
the width or diameter of the �ber and the waveguide. The slowly varying width or
diameter introduces so-called super modes, which couple both structures with almost
unity e�ciency [211]. Thus this concept promises a relatively simple fabrication pro-
cess compared to the prior approaches by at the same time almost unity coupling e�-
ciency [211]. As a sign of its easy applicability, the gap between theoretically predicted
and experimentally demonstrated coupling e�ciency values is only in the percentage
range [224,225,232].
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In the following, I will focus solely on the approach using tapered �bers.

5.3.2 Tapered �ber production: CO2-laser heating, thermal

heating and HF etching

There are two main fabrication techniques for tapered optical �bers, thermal heating
[233�235] and chemical etching [236, 237]. In the �rst case, an optical �ber is �xed on
both sides. While a �ber segment is heated up, either by a high-power laser [234,235],
or a heater [233]. A pull is applied to expand the �ber slowly and thus creating a
tapered area. This fabrication process leads at the outer rim of the tapered region to
an exponential decrease of the �ber diameter [234].
The second fabrication process is based on the chemical etching of the optical �ber
material with corrosive acid. Often, an aqueous solution of �uorhydric acid (HF) is
used for the fabrication of tapered optical �bers [224, 225, 237]. The process is pretty
straightforward; the optical �ber is stripped down to the (often 125 µm wide) cladding,
dipped into the aqueous solution of �uorhydric acid (24-50%), and is, with a constant
or varying velocity, pulled out. A thin layer of oil (in many cases o-Xylene) on top of
the solution prevents further etching of surfacing �ber parts. Di�erent taper angles or
shapes can be realized depending on the velocity and the acceleration or deceleration
(see Fig. 5.7).

5.4 Simulations

In the following, I will introduce the preceding simulations that motivated the used
waveguide geometry. In the second section, the coupled tapered-waveguide-to-tapered-
�ber interface is introduced, presenting the variable parameters of the tapered �ber
and a motivation of the adiabatic regime using the e�ective index of the resulting
supermodes.
Finally, two sections follow, presenting the simulations concerning:

v The taper angle β,

v The waveguide taper length,

for the in- and outcoupling, respectively, in the �rst section and simulations for varying
tapered �ber tip diameters in the second section.
Together, this section presents a stable nanophotonic interface for

v Waveguide taper lengths > 5 µm,

v Taper angles 1.2◦ < β < 5◦,

v Fiber tip diameters � < 500 µm,

reaching coupling e�ciencies above 96% and constant coupling for an overlap region
of more than 5 µm. These results promise a stable and highly e�cient interface with
easy fabrication and adjustment. The following simulations have been performed by
the Master student Lukas Niechziol under my supervision.
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Figure 5.7: Schematic of the taper etching process performed for this work.
The single-mode optical �ber is dipped into a 49% aqueous solution of �uorhydric acid
with a thin layer of o-Xylene on top. A motorized actuator pulls the �ber with a
constant velocity of 2.8 µm/s out of the acid bath, resulting in a linear decrease of the
�ber diameter.

5.4.1 Simulation of single-mode waveguides using Lumerical

This section will theoretically investigate the properties of the waveguides fabricated
for this experiment.
All simulations presented in this work have been done using the commercially avail-
able software Lumerical of the company Ansys based on Yee's algorithm (see section
5.2.3). For the simulation of waveguides, and later the coupling e�ciency between ta-
pered optical single-mode �bers and tapered waveguides, we used the Finite-Di�erence
Time-Domain (FDTD) method, introduced in section 5.2.3 [213, 215, 238�240]. These
sets of equations are usually solved separately for the two di�erent transversal modes
TE (Hx, Hy, Ez) and TM (Ex, Ey, Hz).
Due to their relatively easy production, we chose free-standing waveguides with a
triangular cross-section for the beginning of the simulations. This waveguide design
has already been well investigated and used in several successful experimental realiza-
tions [191,225,241�243].
We targeted a single-mode behavior at 917 nm for the free-standing waveguides with a
triangular cross-section. Two parameters have been used for the simulations to de�ne
the cross-section of the waveguides; The waveguide width (w) and the etching angle
(α; see Fig. 5.8). With both parameters, the cross-section is well de�ned. Therefore
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Figure 5.8: Waveguide cross-section. Schematic of the waveguide cross-section.
The cross-section is de�ned by two parameters, the waveguide width w and the etching
angle α.

we decided to simulate the possible guided modes for waveguides with di�erent widths
(w). Note that the etching angle has been kept constant at 45◦.
All possible modes of each waveguide were excited to simulate which modes are guided
in di�erent waveguides. After several micrometers, the intensity in each mode was
compared with the initial intensity. The resulting values are presented in Fig. 5.9a.
Here, the relative intensity in each mode compared to the total transmitted inten-
sity is presented as a function of the waveguide width w for modes between one and
�ve. For up to 600 nm close to 100% of the transmitted light is completely located in
the fundamental TE mode, con�rming a single-mode behavior (w = 400 nm : 99.5%,
w = 500 nm : 100% and w = 600 nm : 90.0%). Note that only �ve modes are shown, so
a population of higher order modes is possible for waveguides with a larger width above
600 nm. As an example of two di�erent modes in Fig. 5.9b and c, the fundamental and
the second mode of a waveguide with an etching angle of 45◦ and a width of 500 nm are
presented. While for the fundamental mode, the electric �eld is mainly located in the
center of the waveguide, the electric �eld distribution of the second mode shows large
proportions outside of the waveguide, which already indicates, that this mode does not
represent a guided mode.
As a result of these simulations, it was decided to use waveguides with a triangular
cross-section, an etching angle of 45◦ and a width of 500 nm. In all following measure-
ments and calculations, only this waveguide type was used.

5.4.2 Fiber coupled nanophotonic interface

With a suitable design for a single-mode waveguide, as a next step, the design of suitable
tapered optical single-mode �bers remained. As discussed before, the waveguides used
for all simulations are parameterized by an etch angle of 45◦ and a waveguide width of
w = 500 nm. For the tapered �ber, solely two important free parameters are left: the
tip diameter of the taper ending and the taper angle β (see Fig. 5.10a and b). In the
following simulations, the parameters:
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Figure 5.9: Waveguide mode behavior. a, Relative transmission for di�erent
waveguide modes of a waveguide with a triangular cross-section as a function of the
waveguide width w. The angle for all waveguides had been chosen to be 45◦. Up to a
width of 600 nm waveguides with a triangular cross-section prove to show single-mode
behavior. For wider waveguides also other modes are populated. Note, that mode 2
and 3 in this �gure are equally populated so that the data points are located on top of
each other.
b, Example of the fundamental TE mode of a waveguide with a triangular cross-
section, an etching angle of 45◦ and a waveguide width of 500 nm. The dashed gray
lines indicate the location of the triangular cross-section. c, Electric �eld distribution
of the second TE mode of a waveguide with a triangular cross-section, an etching angle
of 45◦ and a waveguide width of 500 nm.
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Figure 5.10: Fiber coupled nanophotonic interface. a, xz-plane of the �ber
coupled nanophotonic interface. The tapered �ber is mainly de�ned by two character-
istic lengths: the tip diameter and the taper angle β. For the waveguides a single free
parameter is left: the waveguide taper length.
b, xy-plane of the �ber coupled nanophotonic interface. The waveguide (blue) is de-
�ned by an etch angle of 45◦ and a waveguide width of w = 500 nm.

v Taper angle β,

v Taper tip diameter,

v Waveguide taper length,

are varied. Furthermore the in- and outcoupling is simulated separately.
An interesting consequence of guided light in waveguides, as motivated in section 5.2,
is, that the guided light modes show due to internal re�ection a lower group velocity
than in bulk. Therefore, a new parameter the e�ective group velocity is introduced,
resulting in a more convenient value. Based on this considerations another parameter
the e�ective index can be de�ned. While in optics the refractive index is de�ned
as the speed of light in vacuum divided by the speed of light in a dielectric media
n = c/ν [52], in nanophotonic structures, the e�ective index is the ratio of the speed of
light in vacuum and of a mode for a given polarization in the direction of propagation
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Figure 5.11: Simulation of the e�ective index ne�. The blue and red lines
are the simulated values of the e�ective index ne� for the �ber and the waveguide,
respectively. The waveguide tip is located at 0 µm and the �ber tip at 40 µm, creating
a 40 µm overlap region. In gray the e�ective index of the coupled system is shown.

in the guiding structure [211]. This can be written as:

ne�.,p,tm =
c

νz,p,tm
=
kp,tm
k0

. (5.39)

Here, the indices p and tm stand for polarization and transversal mode (TM, TE),
respectively.
Intuitively, guided modes can only exist for e�ective indices greater than the refractive
index of the surrounding material (in this case, air n ≈ 1). In Fig. 5.11 the e�ective
index of the combined system (seen in Fig. 5.10a) is shown. Here, in blue and red,
the e�ective index ne� for the �ber and the waveguide are calculated separately. The
waveguide tip is located at 0 µm and the �ber tip at 40 µm, creating a 40 µm overlap
region. The e�ective indices of the tapered waveguide and the tapered �ber approach
e�ective index values below ne� < 1. Thus, following the sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, no
guided modes are obtained at a certain distance for the separated treatment. How-
ever, if we consider the combined system the e�ective index ne� is always greater than
ne� > 1.31. Therefore, for the combined system, a guiding supermode exists.
For certain parameters, this combined system can show almost unity transmission ef-
�ciency. The key idea is to slowly change the cross-section of the waveguide along
the light mode's propagation direction. The light initially in the fundamental mode of
the waveguide is transferred into a supermode of the tapered-waveguide-tapered-�ber
interface and further transferred adiabatically into the fundamental mode of the single-
mode �ber [211,224].
Introducing the power transfer between two parallel single-mode waveguides can give
a more general overview. As a �rst step towards that, we present the propagation con-
stant. For this, we imagine a translational invariant waveguide (for example, cylindrical
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symmetry). For such a waveguide, the modal �elds can be expressed as [211]:

~Ek(x, y, z) =~ek exp(i βk z), (5.40)

~Hk(x, y, z) =~hk exp(i βk z), (5.41)

with ~ek and ~hk the transversal modes, βk = 2πne�./λ the propagation constant and λ
the wavelength in vacuum.
With the obtained propagation constant, the so-called coupling line equations can be
derived. By neglecting the possibility of coupling to counter-propagating modes and
any losses, these equations for two degenerate modes can be written as [244]:

dΨ1

dz
=− i βΨ1 + c1 Ψ2, (5.42)

dΨ2

dz
=− i βΨ2 + c2 Ψ1, (5.43)

with β the propagation constant, Ψ1 and Ψ2 the amplitudes of the fundamental mode in
two separated single-mode waveguides and c1 and c2 the associated coupling constants.
This equation is an excellent approximation even for a more general view of multimode
waveguides as only modes with equal phase velocity can exchange energy signi�cantly
[245].
For constant values of β, c1 and c2 this coupled di�erential equation system can be
solved by:

Ψ1(z) =
1

2

(
Ψ1,0( e−i∆β + ei∆β ) +

√
c1

c2

Ψ2,0 ( e−i∆β − ei∆β )

)
e−iβz, (5.44)

Ψ2(z) =
1

2

(
Ψ2,0 ( e−i∆β + ei∆β ) +

√
c2

c1

Ψ1,0 ( e−i∆β − ei∆β )

)
e−iβz, (5.45)

with ∆β = i
√
c1c2, and Ψ1,0 and Ψ2,0 the �eld amplitudes at z = 0. It is apparent,

that these solutions show two new modes propagating with new propagation constants
β1 = β + ∆β and β2 = β − ∆β. If we assume the lossless case and further that the
total energy is initially stored in mode Ψ1 (Ψ2,0 = 0), the solutions reduce to:

Ψ1(z) =Ψ1,0 cos(∆βz) e−iβz, (5.46)

Ψ2(z) =− i
√
c2

c1

Ψ1,0 sin(∆βz) e−iβz. (5.47)

There are several exciting features visible in this equation. The cross-talk between
both �bers leads to an oscillating exchange of energy between both �bers. Secondly,
the energy is entirely conserved, and �nally, we can introduce the value of a beat length
zb, as a distance at which the total power is transferred from one �ber to the other [245]:

zb =
π

2∆β
=

π

β1 − β2

. (5.48)

Similar to that case, the coupling can be described not only for two parallel cylindrical
�bers but also for two �bers with the same taper angle βtaper (see Fig. 5.12). Even
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Figure 5.12: Tapered waveguide coupler. Two tapered �bers with reversed radii
ρ(z). z1 and z2 denote two symmetrical points of the coupler.

though this case is more complicated, it shows similar results [211]. Interestingly,
contrary to the case of two cylindrical �bers, for z → ∞ also ~Ψ1 → ~Ψ2 is satis�ed,
meaning a complete energy transfer from ~Ψ1 to ~Ψ2. Even more, this derivation gives
access to the conclusion that only a long enough region around the point, where both
�bers have virtually identical diameters, has to vary slow enough to transfer essentially
100% of the optical power [211]. To reach this high coupling e�ciencies, a slow variation
criterion has to be satis�ed.

Slow variation criterion

An illustrative way to explain this criterion is that the total power can be transferred
over one beat length. Thus, the region of variation (we will name it characteristic
length zch.) has to be at least equal to the beat length zch. ≤ zb [211,224].
This characteristic length scale zch. is de�ned by the height of the circular cone and the
apex angle equal to the local taper angle βtaper(z) = tan−1(|dρ/dz|) [246], with ρ = ρ(z)
is the local core radius. In our case, the taper angle has been, by purpose, kept constant,
so βtaper(z) = const. Further, usually the angle βtaper is small (βtaper � 1), and thus:

zch. ≈
ρ

βtaper
. (5.49)

Based on the �ndings above, it is intuitive that for zch. � zb everywhere along the �ber,
negligible coupling will occur, and the fundamental mode will propagate approximately
adiabatically with little loss [246]. For zch. � zb there will be a signi�cant coupling
but not long enough for a complete transfer of energy.
Analogous to the de�nition of the beat length using the propagation constants, also
the e�ective indices of the two local modes can be used. Here, the beat length can be
de�ned as:

zb =
λ

nk − nl
, (5.50)

Therefore, the inequality resembles as:

zb �zch., (5.51)
λ

nk − nl
� ρ

βtaper
, (5.52)

βtaper �
ρ (nk − nl)

λ
, (5.53)
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with nk and nl the e�ective indices of neighboring modes and λ the wavelength in
vacuum. For a single-mode �ber, which only has one fundamental mode the vacuum
radiation mode nl = nvac. = 1 can be used as nl [224].
In our case, the e�ective index of the system is always above ne�. > 1.31. Thus the
beat length can be calculated (at 917 nm) as zb = 2.96 µm. Thus the coupling region
or the tapered area has to be signi�cantly larger than this value.
With this prediction, we could start simulations with intuitive values for the taper
angle β and the waveguide taper length. In the following section, the results of this
simulation are presented.

5.4.3 Overlap dependency of the transmission e�ciency of ta-

pered �bers and tapered waveguides

All following simulations consist of two separate parts. First, we simulate the incou-
pling into a waveguide, meaning the transmission e�ciency of the fundamental mode of
a single-mode �ber propagating through a tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide interface.
Second, we simulate the outcoupling, the transmission of the fundamental mode of
the waveguide propagating through the tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide interface. For
both simulations, we start by exciting the fundamental mode of the �ber(waveguide)
and calculate the transmission through the tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide interface
(see Fig. 5.10). We de�ne the coupling e�ciency as the ratio of the total transmission
into the fundamental mode of the waveguide(�ber) and the total power initially excited
in the fundamental mode of the �ber(waveguide).

Incoupling

As a �rst step we simulated the single-sided incoupling e�ciency of a 780HP �ber
(n�ber ≈ 1.45 at 830 nm) with a waveguide of triangular cross-section, a width of
500 nm and an etch angle of α = 45◦. In a �rst step, we assumed a perfect single-
mode �ber with an in�nitesimal small tip diameter (see Fig. 5.10a). Without a �nite
tip diameter, there are two primary geometrical parameters which de�ne the tapered
region of the single-mode �ber:

v Taper angle β,

v Waveguide taper length.

In Fig. 5.13a, the results of the single-sided incoupling e�ciency as a function of the
taper overlap for di�erent waveguide taper lengths are illustrated (see Fig. 5.10a).
Here, above 5 µm waveguide taper length almost unity (> 96%) incoupling e�ciencies
are reachable. Interestingly, there exists a plateau of equal transmission, which reduces
from over 16 µm for a 30 µm waveguide taper to 6 µm for a taper length of 5 µm. Thus
for a stable large overlap region in which the incoupling e�ciency is constant, longer
waveguide tapers are favorable.
In Fig. 5.13b, the taper angle β has been varied between 1.2◦ and 5◦. The single-sided
incoupling e�ciency for di�erent taper angles has been simulated again as a function of
the taper-taper overlap. Here, the same behavior as in Fig. 5.13a can be seen. For an
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Figure 5.13: Relative incoupling e�ciency. a, Relative transmission as a function
of the taper-taper overlap for di�erent waveguide taper lengths between 5 µm and
30 µm. The single-mode �ber taper angle has been kept constant at 1.8◦. b, Relative
transmission as a function of the taper-taper overlap for di�erent single-mode �ber
taper angles between 1.2◦ and 5◦. The waveguide taper length has been kept constant
at 20 µm.

increasing taper angle, the plateau of constant coupling e�ciency reduces from 14 µm
for a taper angle of 1.2◦ to below 5 µm for 5◦. Furthermore, the incoupling e�ciency
drops from almost 100% (> 97%) to below 70% for an angle of 5◦. Up to an angle of
3◦ the coupling e�ciency can still reach values above 95%.
Thus similar to the waveguide taper, for the �ber, a smaller angle (below 3◦) is favor-
able.
Both �ndings con�rm the considerations presented in section 5.4.2 since both param-
eters, the waveguide taper length as well as the taper angle of the single-mode �ber,
are in direct relation to the characteristic length zch..

Outcoupling

In analogy to the previous section, we performed the same simulations for the outcou-
pling e�ciency of the excited fundamental mode of the waveguide into the fundamental
mode of the single-mode �ber. The results are presented in Fig. 5.14.
In Fig. 5.14a the single-sided outcoupling e�ciency for di�erent waveguide taper
lengths is shown as a function of the overlap. Here, compared to the incoupling there
is no visible decrease for larger overlap values, so the coupling e�ciency stays con-
stant over the entire simulation region up to 60 µm. Even though there seems to be
no decrease in the coupling e�ciency for large overlap values, there is still a decrease
in the absolute transmission for waveguide taper lengths shorter than 10 µm to values
below 96%. Furthermore, for waveguide taper lengths longer or equal to 10 µm, the
simulation shows almost unity coupling e�ciency (above 98%).
A comparable result shows the variation of the single-mode �ber taper angle β in Fig.
5.14b. Here for values above 1.2◦ almost unity coupling e�ciency can be reached (over
97%). Only for taper angles below 1.2◦ the outcoupling e�ciency reduces below 94%.
As for the variation of the waveguide taper length, a variation of the single-mode �ber
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Figure 5.14: Relative outcoupling e�ciency. a, Relative transmission as a
function of the taper-taper overlap for di�erent waveguide taper lengths between 5 µm
and 30 µm. The single-mode �ber taper angle has been kept constant at 1.8◦. b,
Relative transmission as a function of the taper-taper overlap for di�erent single-mode
�ber taper angles between 1.2◦ and 5◦. The waveguide taper length has been kept
constant at 20 µm.

taper does not show the characteristic plateau of the incoupling (see Fig. 5.13) but
stays constant over the entire simulation region up to 60 µm. Note, that in this work the
utilized waveguide dimensions (waveguide lengths up to a maximum value of 120 µm)
make simulations for larger overlap values obsolete.

5.4.4 Tip diameter dependency of the transmission e�ciency

of tapered �bers and tapered waveguides

So far, only ideal in�nitesimal small �ber tip diameters, have been simulated. In reality
the �ber tip (see Fig. 5.10) has a �nite diameter. To investigate the in�uence of �nite
�ber tip diameters we simulated the in- and outcoupling e�ciency as a function of the
taper-taper overlap for �ber tip diameters ranging from 0 to 500 nm. Following the
same procedure as in the last section, we performed the simulations for the incoupling
and the outcoupling separately.
For an increasing �ber tip diameter, the value of the overlap changes (see Fig. 5.10a).
Therefore we present in the following two separate simulations, one with the overlap
measured at the end of the �ber tip with a �nite diameter and second as a function of
the overlap measured at the location where the ideal �ber would have ended. For these
simulations, a waveguide taper length of 15 µm and a single-mode �ber taper angle of
2.4◦ has been used.

Incoupling

In Fig. 5.15a, the incoupling e�ciency is shown as a function of the taper-taper overlap.
The overlap is measured in this �gure as the actual overlap of the �ber tip with the
waveguide taper. In Fig. 5.15b, the overlap has been calculated as the corrected
overlap of an ideal tapered �ber with a perfect in�nitesimal taper tip diameter. Both
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Figure 5.15: Relative incoupling e�ciency. a, Incoupling e�ciency as a function
of the overlap for di�erent �ber tip diameter, ranging from 0 to 500 nm. b, Incoupling
e�ciency as a function of the overlap for di�erent �ber tip diameter, ranging from 0
to 500 nm. Here, the overlap is de�ned as the corrected overlap of an ideal �ber with
in�nitesimal �ber tip diameter.

simulations show that a �ber tip diameter up to 500 nm does not in�uence the almost
unity coupling e�ciency (above 96%). At 500 nm the characteristic plateau decreases
in width from values of around 10 µm down to only 2 µm. Thus single-mode �bers with
tip diameters above 500 nm lead to a reduced coupling e�ciency (approximately below
95%) and a narrower coupling plateau.

Outcoupling

For the outcoupling the same simulations with a real overlap (Fig. 5.16a) and the cor-
rected overlap (Fig. 5.16b) have been performed. Both illustrations show no reduction
of the coupling e�ciency up to 500 nm (above 99%). As seen in the previous section
for the outcoupling the plateau ranges over the entire simulation region up to 40 µm
(50 µm for the corrected overlap). Surprisingly, even for a taper tip diameter of 500 nm
almost unity coupling e�ciency can be reached only requiring by approximately 7 µm
larger overlap.

5.4.5 Conclusion

In this section, I brie�y introduced the fundamental wave propagation in dielectric
media, emerging in the �nite di�erence time domain (FDTD) approach for solving a
set of linear Maxwell's equations. With the commercially available software Lumerical
FDTD solver, we �rst characterized waveguides with a triangular cross-section and an
etch angle of 45◦. Here, we developed a waveguide design with a single fundamental
guided mode for a design wavelength of 917 nm. As a last step, I presented simulations
for the in- and outcoupling between tapered waveguides and tapered optical single-
mode �bers. We investigated the e�ects of the parameters: Waveguide taper length,
taper angle β, and the �ber tip diameter. For the incoupling an emerging plateau of
constant coupling e�ciency could be seen, while still for values of:
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Figure 5.16: Relative outcoupling e�ciency for �nite taper diameter for �nite
taper diameter. a, Outcoupling e�ciency as a function of the overlap for di�erent
�ber tip diameter, ranging from 0 to 500 nm. b, Outcoupling e�ciency as a function of
the overlap for di�erent �ber tip diameter, ranging from 0 to 500 nm. Here, the overlap
is de�ned as the overlap of an ideal �ber with in�nitesimal �ber tip diameter.

Incoupling

v Waveguide taper length > 5 µm,

v Taper angle β < 3◦,

v Fiber tip diameter � < 500 µm,

coupling e�ciencies above 96% and plateaus larger than 5 µm could be reached.
Furthermore, the outcoupling shows coupling e�ciencies above 97% for

Outcoupling

v Waveguide taper length > 5 µm,

v Taper angle 1.2◦ < β < 5◦,

v Fiber tip diameter � < 500 µm.

The outcoupling does not develop the characteristic plateaus and therefore proves to
be less prone to imperfections than the incoupling. For the same parameters as for the
incoupling, coupling e�ciencies above 98% can be reached.
These simulations prove the robustness of this nanophotonic interface to various fab-
rication errors or parameter mismatches. Furthermore, unity in- and outcoupling e�-
ciency can be reached for a broad parameter spectrum. In the following section, I will
introduce the fabrication of such tapered single-mode �bers and a complete character-
ization of the taper angle and coupling e�ciencies for di�erent waveguide parameters
and wavelengths.
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5.5 Characterization of the tapered optical �bers

In this section, I will present the characterization of the tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide
interface. The �rst section presents the fabrication process of tapered �bers using an
aqueous solution of �uorhydric acid at the Max Planck Institute for Solid State Re-
search. In the second section, the taper angle will be investigated using optical and
scanning electron microscopy. After ensuring reproducible taper angles well below 3◦

the characterization of the single frequency single-sided coupling e�ciency for various
waveguide designs, the overlap dependency between tapered �ber and tapered waveg-
uide and a spectral transmission will be investigated. Our measurements show a high
coupling e�ciency of approximately 80% at 878.8 nm, a broad stable overlap plateau
of 10 µm, a broadband spectral coupling e�ciency over several hundreds of nanome-
ters and a coupling e�ciency of above 80% at 917 nm, the design wavelength of the
waveguide.

5.5.1 Etching process at the Max Planck Institute for Solid

State Research

The tapered optical �bers described below were produced by chemical etching in an
aqueous solution of �uorhydric acid. The fabrication took place at the Max Planck
Institute for Solid State Research in Stuttgart. Our collaborator Marion Hagel used
a setup consisting of a motorized actuator (Thorlabs Z825B) and a translation stage
provided by us. For the optical single-mode �ber we used standard 780HP single-mode
optical �ber (Thorlabs 780HP) with a single-mode operation wavelength of 780−970 nm
a mode �eld diameter of 5.0± 0.5 µm at 850 nm, a cladding of 125± 1 µm, a coating of
245 ± 15 µm and a cut-o� wavelength at 730 ± 30 nm. After dipping the �ber over a
length of 20− 25 mm into the 49% aqueous solution of �uorhydric acid, the motorized
actuator pulls the �ber with a constant velocity of 2.8 µm/s out; resulting in a linear
decrease of the �ber diameter. On top of the acid solution, a thin layer of o-Xylene
is added, which stops the etching process when surfacing (Fig. 5.7). After roughly
one hour, the optical �ber is etched through the complete cladding diameter leaving a
sharp tapered �ber tip. To remove residuals of the o-Xylene and dust particles (Fig.
5.17c), the tapered �bers have been cleaned in a propanole-2-ol bath.

5.5.2 Scanning electron and optical microscope investigation

For investigating the tapered �bers, two separate methods were used: a standard optical
microscope with varying magni�cations (Fig. 5.17) and a scanning electron microscope
(SEM, Fig. 5.18).
Several goals were pursued with these two investigation methods. The surface rough-
ness of the etching process has been investigated with the SEM. By help of the optical
microscopy and SEM images, we determined the angle of the tapered �ber tip and
fed this value into our simulations (see section 5.4.3) estimating the coupling e�ciency
that is theoretically achievable. As a last point the minimum reachable tip diameter
could be determined, which also in�uences the coupling e�ciency (see section 5.4.4).
The visible surface roughness in Fig. 5.18b is assumed to be mainly a result of the
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Figure 5.17: Optical microscope pictures of the �ber taper. a Bright �eld
image with a magni�cation of 50. b Dark �eld image with a magni�cation of 50. c
Visible contamination of the tapered �ber.

Figure 5.18: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) pictures of the �ber taper.
a SEM image of the complete �ber tip. b Close up of the surface structure of the
tapered �ber. c Close-up of a sharp tapered �ber tip. d Close-up of a broken tapered
�ber with a tip diameter of approximately 570 nm.
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Figure 5.19: Calculated taper angles. a Calculated taper angles using the optical
microscope. In average an angle of 1.60◦± 0.48◦ is reached. b Calculated taper angles
using the SEM. The measurements with the SEM result in an average taper tip angle
of 2.47◦± 0.27◦. The errorbars are calculated by using the Gaussian error propagation
of the �tting parameters m1 and m2 in equation (5.54).

initial surface topography of the original �ber. Additionally, scattering losses due to
this surface roughness are assumed to be not detrimental to the �nal coupling e�-
ciency [225].
To estimate the taper angle, images from both microscopes were used, and a �tting by
two linear functions of the form y = m1x + b1 and y = m2x + b2 applied to the upper
and lower edge of the tapered tip, has been performed.
By using the equation:

tan(θtaper) =
m1 −m2

1 +m1m2

, (5.54)

we gain access to the angle between both linear functions and, thus, the taper tip angle.

We calculated the resulting taper angles of the etching process for eleven di�erent
�bers. Eight �bers were measured with the optical microscope and three with the
SEM. Note that the SEM investigation process leads to the �ber's corruption. For
characterization with the SEM, the tip of the tapered �ber had to be removed prior
to the implementation into the SEM. Thus only a couple of �bers have been measured
using the SEM. Further, we expect to have access to more accurate but not necessarily
more precise values using this method.
The results of the angle estimation measurements are shown in Fig. 5.19. The angle
estimation using the optical microscope and the SEM is presented separately in Fig.
5.19a and b, respectively. The optical microscope measurements lead to an average ta-
per angle of 1.60◦ with an average standard deviation of 0.48◦. The SEM measurements
yield an average angle of 2.47◦ with a standard deviation of 0.27◦. The di�erences be-
tween both investigation methods can be mainly assigned to a higher magni�cation of
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Figure 5.20: Schematic of the coupling e�ciency setup. For a measurement
of the coupling e�ciency, we couple a light source into a single-mode optical �ber
(780HP). This �ber is coupled to a single-mode tapered �ber (780HP) using a standard
mating sleeve (Thorlabs). The optical light power before the tapered �ber de�nes the
input power (Pinput). This tapered �ber is used to couple to a triangular waveguide
with a tapered termination. At the other side of the waveguide the same process
leads to a coupling to a second tapered �ber (780HP). Depending on the sort of light
source (single frequency laser or white light source) we either measure the output power
(Poutput) using a power meter (Thorlabs S120C) or a spectrometer from Ocean Insight
(QE Pro NIR).

the SEM and a more precise horizontal placement, which avoids angle errors caused
by a tilt outside the imaging plane.
With angles well below 3◦ coupling e�ciencies of almost unity can still be achieved
(see section 5.4.3).

5.5.3 Coupling e�ciency measurements

Two di�erent measurements were performed to investigate the coupling e�ciency of
the tapered optical �bers. First, we coupled single frequency light with a wavelength
of 878.8 nm into an under-etched triangular waveguide with a width of 500 nm and
an etching angle of approximately 45◦. First, the input optical light power (Pinput)
right before an APC/APC mating sleeve from Thorlabs (ADAFC3) speci�ed with an
insertion loss below 0.5 dB has been measured. Directly after coupling the light from
the waveguide into a second tapered optical �ber, we measured the output optical light
power (Poutput). Thus, the ratio between the input and output power is given by:

Poutput

Pinput

= ηmat.sl. ηin ηout, (5.55)
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with Pinput and Poutput as the input and output power, respectively, ηmat.sl. as losses
at the mating sleeve and ηin, ηout the single sided coupling e�ciencies for in- and
outcoupling.
To estimate a lower limit of the single-sided coupling e�ciency between the tapered
optical �ber and the waveguide, we assumed an equal coupling e�ciency for in- and
outcoupling.
Thus, equation (5.55) reduces to:

Poutput

Pinput

= ηmat.sl. η
2
cp, (5.56)

with ηcp = ηin = ηout.
Therefore, the square root of the ratio between the input and output power resembles
to √

Poutput

Pinput

=
√
ηmat.sl. ηcp. (5.57)

Because of the di�cult accessibility of the coupling e�ciency of the mating sleeve ηmat.sl.
a lower limit of the coupling e�ciency is given by

ηcp ≥

√
Poutput

Pinput

. (5.58)

Note that here losses at the mating sleeve with
√
ηmat.sl. ≤ 0.25 dB ≈ 5.9% are ne-

glected, such as all measurements presented are lower limits of the coupling e�ciencies.
Thus, the single-sided coupling e�ciency's real value might be even higher. Further-
more, the assumption ηcp = ηin = ηout likewise does not increase the expected single
sided coupling e�ciency but also is a worst case assessment, resembling the lowest
possible single sided coupling e�ciency. Also, we assume here that there are no trans-
mission losses through the waveguides. Of course, this is not entirely true.
In a second experiment, the transmission spectrum of the tapered �bers was measured.
Here, we coupled a white light source into the same experimental setup (Fig. 5.20) and
instead of the optical light powers Pinput and Poutput measured the input and output
spectrum.

Single wavelength transmission

To evaluate the tapered �bers' single-sided coupling e�ciency, we performed multiple
measurements on di�erent waveguide parameters. All waveguides resembled triangular
under-etched single-mode waveguides with a width of 500 nm and an etching angle of
approximately 45◦ (see section 5.4.1). This design includes so-called support struc-
tures, which are approximately 7 µm long pillars, on which the free-standing waveguide
is located (see also Fig. 5.21).
Furthermore, a self-constructed laser with a center wavelength of 878.8 nm has been
used as a single frequency source. To exclude that fabrication errors in�uence the
single-sided coupling e�ciency, we attached the tapered �bers to waveguides with ta-
per lengths between 15 µm and 30 µm and two to four support structures. Images of
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Figure 5.21: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) pictures of the waveguides.
a SEM image of the entire waveguides. The freestanding waveguides, with a triangular
cross-section is fabricated (in this case) on two support structures. b Close up of the
taper region of the waveguide. The here presented waveguides have a design taper
length of 15 µm.

the waveguide design are presented in Fig. 5.21 and the resulting transmission mea-
surements are given in Fig. 5.22a and b.
For all measurements, the overlap between tapered �ber and tapered waveguide was
adjusted for maximum transmission. For this purpose, we introduced a nomenclature
of the waveguides in the scheme:
waveguide taper length_nr. of support structures_nr. of waveguide.
For example a waveguide with a taper length of 15 µm and two support structures
would be named: 15_2_x (with x the xth waveguide).
According to section 5.4.3 we do not expect a signi�cant in�uence of di�erent taper
lengths between 15 µm to 30 µm onto the maximum coupling e�ciency. To further
exclude that the support structures lead to a leakage of waveguide modes into the
bulk, we also performed the coupling e�ciency measurements for di�erent quantities
of support structures.
In Fig. 5.22a the results for the single-sided collection e�ciency of waveguides with
di�erent taper lengths (15 µm, 20 µm, 25 µm and 30 µm) are shown. As expected from
the simulations, the taper length has no major in�uence on the maximal reachable
single-sided coupling e�ciency.
In Fig. 5.22b, the results for di�erent numbers of support structures (two, three, and
four) are shown. For each quantity, �ve waveguides have been investigated. The single-
sided coupling e�ciencies resemble 79.62± 1.53% for two, 76.19± 1.43% for three, and
78.04± 2.20% for four support structures, respectively. Therefore a signi�cant leakage
of waveguide modes into the bulk can be excluded. Overall the lower bound for the
single-sided coupling e�ciency is highly reproducible and reaches approximately 80%
(78.97 %± 2.14 %).
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Figure 5.22: Lower bound for the single sided coupling e�ciency using equa-
tion (5.58) and a self build laser with a center wavelength of 878.8 nm.
Single sided coupling e�ciency of a tapered optical �ber and a waveguide with a tri-
angular cross-section. Single sided coupling e�ciency as a function of a the waveguide
taper length and b the number of support structures. For each point, �ve waveguides
have been investigated. The errorbars are given by the standard deviation of all �ve
measurements. The single-sided coupling e�ciencies resemble 79.62 ± 1.53% for two,
76.19 ± 1.43% for three, and 78.04 ± 2.20% for four support structures, respectively.
All measured single frequency single-sided coupling e�ciency measurements are addi-
tionally presented in the appendix G in Fig. G.1a-f.

Overlap dependent coupling e�ciency

Further, we investigated the overlap dependency of the tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide
interface. This measurement has been performed using piezoelectric actuators to adjust
the overlap. For the following measurements, waveguides with a 20 µm taper length
and two support structures were chosen. In this experiment only the coupling from an
optical �ber into a waveguide was investigated, leaving the outcoupling e�ciency of
the tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide interface constant.
Fig. 5.23 a-d shows the taper overlap-dependent single-sided coupling e�ciency for
four di�erent waveguides. In Fig. 5.23e, all previous measurements are illustrated in a
single �gure.
The measurements show a plateau of approximately 10 µm at which the single-sided
coupling e�ciency is almost constant. For a smaller or larger overlap, the single-sided
e�ciency decreases. Note that we assign this decrease mainly to the taper length of
the waveguide (Fig. 5.13a) and that an additional impact of a �nite taper diameter can
not be excluded (Fig. 5.15). Nevertheless, the measurements show a stable plateau of
approximately 10 µm, over which the high coupling e�ciency (of approximately 80%)
is almost constant.

Transmission spectrum

To evaluate the spectral properties of the coupling e�ciency, we used the same system
as before. However, we exchanged the single frequency source for a white light source
and the detector for a near-infrared spectrometer from Ocean Insight (QE Pro NIR).
In Fig. 5.24 the spectrum of the white light source is shown. Even though not perfectly
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Figure 5.23: Single sided coupling e�ciency as a function of the taper overlap
of multiple waveguides with a taper length of 20 µm and two support struc-
tures. Single sided coupling e�ciency of waveguide (a) 20_2_11, (b) 20_2_10, (c)
20_2_9 and (d) 20_2_7 as a function of the taper overlap. e, Combined plot of all
waveguides. The coupling e�ciency shows an almost constant plateau of approximately
10 µm.
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Figure 5.24: Reference transmission spectrum measured at Pinput in Fig.
5.20. Reference spectrum of the white light source, which has been used for the
wavelength dependent single sided coupling e�ciency study.

�at, the di�erent intensities for di�erent wavelengths do not in�uence the calculation
of the spectral single-sided coupling e�ciencies.
The results of the transmission spectra analysis is shown in Fig. 5.25a-d. Note that the
coupling e�ciency adjustment is wavelength-dependent; thus, a maximum single-sided
coupling e�ciency can only be provided around this wavelength. We optimized the
single-sided coupling e�ciency for a wavelength of 917 nm, that is the design wavelength
of the used waveguides.
The coupling e�ciency at this wavelength can be seen in Fig. 5.26. Note that in this
�gure, more measurement points are seen than spectra in Fig. 5.25. Out of convenience
the other �gures were moved to appendix C).
This analysis reveals the broadband capacity of the tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide
interface. To cover the ZPL as well as the PSB of V2 centers in SiC, the coupling
e�ciency must be high for the entire spectral range between 915 nm and 1000 nm [196].
Fig. 5.25 and C.1 show that over the entire spectral range between 915 nm and 1000 nm
simultaneously a high coupling e�ciency around 80% has been measured.
Furthermore, in case of the ZPL at 917 nm, an average coupling e�ciency well above
80% (83.45± 1.63%) up to a maximum of 85% could be measured.

5.5.4 Conclusion

In this section, I presented the fabrication process of our tapered optical single-mode
�bers at the Max Planck Institute for Solid State Research and the characterization
of their geometrical properties like the roughness and the taper angle using optical
and scanning electron microscopy. Here, taper angles in the range of 1 − 3◦ could be
measured which should not a�ect the coupling e�ciency (see section 5.4.3).
Further, we investigated the single-sided coupling e�ciency using a single frequency
laser source at a wavelength of 878.8 nm. We primarily focused on the coupling e�-
ciency dependency on waveguide parameters like the waveguide taper length and the
number of support structures. As a result, coupling e�ciencies of approximately 80%
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Figure 5.25: Transmission spectra. Single-sided coupling e�ciency (SSC) spec-
trum of a waveguide with a taper length of a, 15 µm and two support structures, b,
25 µm and two support structures, c, 25 µm and two support structures and d, 25 µm
and two support structures.

Figure 5.26: Single sided coupling e�ciency (SSC) at 917 nm. The single sided
coupling e�ciency for a wavelength of 917 nm can reach values up to 85%. Average
single sided coupling e�ciency: 83.45± 1.63%.
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could be shown, independent of the above-mentioned waveguide parameters.
Furthermore, the dependency on the taper-taper overlap has been measured leading
to an expected behavior (see section 5.4.3 and 5.4.4). Additionally, we were able to
present a stable 10 µm plateau at which the single-sided coupling e�ciency is almost
constant.
As a last characterization measurement, we investigated the spectral properties by ex-
changing the single frequency laser for a white light source with a broadband spectrum
between 750 nm and 1000 nm. For a spectral range covering the ZPL as well as a
majority of the PSB, from 915 nm up to 1000 nm, a coupling e�ciency around 80%
could be measured. Further, the coupling e�ciency at the design wavelength of the
waveguide, representing the spectral properties of the ZPL at 917 nm, showed values
above 80% (83.45± 1.63%) up to a maximum of 85%.
These measurements show that the tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide interface not only
shows highly reproducible coupling e�ciencies of around 80% but also maintains this
coupling e�ciency simultaneously over a spectral range of several hundreds of nanome-
ters. Thus, this interface proves to be a simple but highly e�cient approach to guiding
light in and out of nanophotonic structures.
Note that the values presented here are only lower bounds for the single-sided coupling
e�ciency. An imbalance between both �bers coupled to the same waveguide, losses
of the mating sleeve (

√
ηmat.sl. ≤ 0.25 dB ≈ 5.9%), and transmission losses through

the waveguide were not taken into account. Therefore the values presented here are a
worst-case scenario estimation.

5.6 Expansion of the setup

5.6.1 Excitation from top and confocal imaging

Since a high coupling e�ciency and high reproducibility could be demonstrated in the
last section, we further developed our setup to excite single defects in waveguides and
increase the collection e�ciency compared to defects in bulk.
To achieve this, we extended our �ber characterization setup with a self-build imaging
system and an excitation system from the top (see Fig. 5.27). We kept a single-
frequency laser source path to adjust the coupling e�ciency of our tapered-�ber-
tapered-waveguide interface. Additionally, we added a single photon detection stage
consisting of a long-pass �lter at 900 nm (VersaChrome Edge TLP01-995-25x36 @50◦),
a bandpass �lter at 950 nm with a FWHM of 50 nm (Edmund Optics GmbH #84-792)
and two �ber-coupled single photon counting modules (SPCM-AQRH-14-FC). Further,
we added an excitation and an imaging path on top of the setup. The excitation path
consists of a 730 nm single frequency laser source with variable polarization adjust-
ment, which is focused from the top onto the waveguide with a high NA objective
(Objektiv LD EC EPN 100x/0,75 DIC Vak Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH). We further
implemented an imaging path with a �eld of view (FOV) of around 120 µm with the
same objective.
The general idea of this setup is a point-wise excitation of defects inside of the waveg-
uide with an o�-resonant laser at a center wavelength of 730 nm. At the same time,
the detection takes place in the waveguide plane using one side of the tapered-�ber-
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Figure 5.27: Schematic of the excitation setup. The expanded setup consists
mainly out of four parts. The �rst parts is a leftover from the �ber characterization and
consists out of a single frequency laser to adjust the coupling e�ciency. As a second
part, the detection path, a longpass �lter at 900 nm (VersaChrome Edge TLP01-995-
25x36 @50◦), a bandpass �lter at 950 nm with a FWHM of 50 nm (Edmund Optics
GmbH #84-792) and two �ber coupled single photon counting modules (SPCM-AQRH-
14-FC) are implemented. The third part is an o�-resonant excitation path, which
consists out of a 730 nm single frequency laser with adjustable polarization, which is
focused down from top onto the waveguides with a high NA objective (Objektiv LD EC
EPN 100x/0,75 DIC Vak Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH). The last part is an imaging
system using the same objective for an imaging with a FOV of 120 µm.
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Figure 5.28: Waveguide confocal scans. Example measurements of di�erent
waveguides using an o�-resonant excitation using a single frequency laser source of
730 nm from top and a detection scheme using the tapered �ber/tapered waveguide
interface. The bright spot in the �rst measurement (1) results from a direct coupling
of the laser coming from above into the tapered �ber piece at this location. The
high count rate at this point does not belong to any emitter but to stray light of the
excitation laser.
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tapered-waveguide interface. The coupling to the waveguide can be adjusted using
the imaging path and the path for adjusting the coupling e�ciency introduced in Fig.
5.27. Using a piezoelectric actuator 3D-stage (PIMars P-561.3CD) the objective can
be scanned with a resolution of 0.2 nm. Thus images similar to classical confocal scans
can be realized.
Prior to the nanofabrication of waveguides, a SiC sample had been electron irradiated
at 2 MeV with a dose of 2 kGy (with a �uence of approximately 5 · 1011 cm−1) to cre-
ate randomly distributed V2 centers. The electron radiation lead to a defect density
of approximately 0.40 µm−3. To obtain di�erent amounts of defects per waveguide,
waveguides of di�erent lengths were fabricated (between 12 µm and 120 µm).
As a test measurement to verify the correct performance of our setup, we investigated
the waveguide sample with 0.40 defects per µm3 and di�erent waveguide lengths. Here,
we excited the waveguide sample from the top through the objective (Objektiv LD EC
EPN 100x/0,75 DIC Vak Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH). The detection took place
using one side of the tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide interface. Fig. 5.28 shows an
example measurement of �ve di�erent waveguides (waveguide length: 120 µm). In this
�gure, the waveguides are distinguishable from the uncoupled background. Further-
more, there are several bright single spots visible in all four waveguides. This concludes
that not only is the setup working and can be used for the location of single defects
in waveguides, with a greatly enhanced coupling e�ciency, but it also indicates the
existence of (single) defects inside the waveguides.
A logical next step is to verify whether these bright spots originate from single defects
or ensembles. A common approach to verify the singularity of emitters is the use of
the second-order correlation function g(2) de�ned as [52]:

g(2)(τ) =
〈E∗(t)E∗(t+ τ)E(t)E(t+ τ) 〉
〈E∗(t)E(t) 〉 〈E∗(t+ τ)E(t+ τ) 〉

=
〈 I(t) I(t+ τ) 〉
〈 I(t) 〉 〈 I(t+ τ) 〉

, (5.59)

where E and I are the electric �eld and the intensity of a light beam at time t. In
principle, this function introduces a value corresponding to the light �eld's statistics.
In the Hanbury Brown-Twiss arrangement, where a photon �ux is divided by a beam
splitter and subsequently measured with two detectors (depicted by indices 1 and 2),
the second-order correlation function can be written with respect to single photon
events as [52]:

g(2)(τ) =
〈n1(t)n2(t+ τ) 〉
〈n1(t) 〉 〈n2(t+ τ) 〉

. (5.60)

For τ = 0 the second correlation function of quantum mechanical �elds can be calcu-
lated by [78]:

g(2)(0) =
〈 a† a† a a 〉
〈 a† a 〉2

= 1 +
V (n)− n̄

n̄2
, (5.61)

with V (n) = 〈(a†a)2〉 − 〈a†a〉2 and n̄ the mean photon number. Thus for a coherent
state de�ned as [52]:

|α〉 =
∞∑
n=0

αn√
n!

e−|α|
2/2 |n〉 , (5.62)

it shows a Poissonian distribution with V (n) = n. Subsequently, this leads for τ = 0
to a second-order correlation function value of g(2)(0) = 1.
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Figure 5.29: g(2) measurement of a bright spot in the waveguide. g(2) mea-
surement on a bright spot of the waveguide. Instead of exciting with a continuous
wave source, here, a pulsed laser with a frequency of 780 nm is used (PDL 800-B and
LDH-P-C-780 from PicoQuant). The repetition rate of 5 MHz is clearly visible in the
measurement. An initial path length di�erence between both detectors of approxi-
mately 46.5 ns has been introduced by insertion of a 10 m BNC cable. As expected
the g(2) function drops at 46.5 ns below a value of 0.5, thus indicating a single emitter.
Further measurements are available in appendix F Fig.F.1.

For any Fock state, however, V (n) = 0 is satis�ed. Thus, for τ = 0 this results in a
second-order correlation function of [247]:

g
(2)
Fock(0) = 1− 1

n
, (5.63)

Based on the di�erent second-order correlation function values for di�erent light sources,
in the literature, the second-order correlation function is often used to classify light into
three distinct categories [51, 52,78]:

v bunched light: g(2)(0) > 1,

v coherent light: g(2)(0) = 1,

v antibunched light: g(2)(0) < 1.

Furthermore, the second-order correlation function can be used to characterize single-
photon sources. For τ = 0, using equation (5.63), a second-order correlation function
value below g

(2)
Fock(0) < 0.5 veri�es the existence of a single emitter (Fock state with

n = 1).
For the second-order correlation function measurement, we decided to excite with an
o�-resonant laser at 780 nm from the top and collect via the tapered-�ber-tapered-
waveguide interface in the waveguide plane. In contrast to the confocal measurements
(Fig. 5.28) the excitation laser was pulsed with a repetition rate of 5 MHz and an
average power of 100 µW. An initial path length di�erence between both detectors of
approximately 46.5 ns has been introduced by inserting a 10 m BNC cable.
We inspected several bright spots in di�erent waveguides. In each waveguide, we could
�nd at least one bright spot, which proved to be, with g(2)

Fock(0) < 0.5, a single emitter.
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In Fig. 5.29, the results of this Hanbury Brown-Twiss experiment of an emitter in
the waveguide and the detection via the tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide interface are
shown. To reduce the systematic uncertainty, we integrated over 17 hours, resulting
in an average of 2,278 correlation events per peak. With a value of 0.24± 0.02 for the
central peak at 46.5 ns, this measurement veri�es the existence of a single emitter in
the waveguide and the successful performance of the tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide
interface outside simple characterization measurements.
A logical next step would be the performance of an ODMR measurement that could
verify whether the discovered single emitters are indeed V2 centers. Following this
con�rmation, a saturation study could be performed to ultimately characterize the en-
hancement factor of the collection e�ciency with our tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide
interface. Ph.D. student Marcel Krumrein will perform these future steps.

5.6.2 Conclusion and outlook

In this section, I introduced an expansion of our setup toward detecting single V2

centers in SiC. Here, I presented an added self-built imaging system, allowing an ex-
citation from the top. In this regard, the setup's performance has been motivated by
a confocal scan of �ve di�erent waveguides, showing distinct bright spots, which we
assign to optically active defects in SiC. A subsequent study of the emission behavior
showed that we were able to prove, with a value of g(2)(0) = 0.24 ± 0.02, that indeed
single defects occur inside of the waveguides.
To verify that the single defects correspond to the emission of V2 centers as a next
step, the performance of an ODMR measurement would be necessary. Following this,
a saturation study as in reference [248] could be undertaken to categorize the enhance-
ment of the coupling e�ciency.
Finally, even without clarifying the nature of the defects investigated, the tapered-�ber-
tapered-waveguide interface could be implemented as a coupling enhancement tool into
consisting quantum-optical experiments and make an essential contribution to future
projects in SiC.
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Chapter 6

General summary

Nonlinear optics

Not only in the past few years optical interferometry has proven the gold-standard for
measuring small displacements [33], refractive indices [30, 34], and surface properties
[35,36]. At the latest, this became clear after LIGO observed a transient gravitational-
wave signal [98]. In classical interferometry the best achievable phase sensitivity ∆Φ
with N uncorrelated photons is given by the shot noise limit (SNL) [71, 249, 250],
∆Φ = 1/

√
N . Since the �eld of quantum optics emerged, increasing this sensitivity

was an early target. Thus, quantum optical sensors often promise to surpass the SNL
by exploiting correlations and entanglement [71, 113, 250�254]. The �rst part of this
thesis hits right into this notch: It introduces a novel concept of a quantum sensor
based on nonlinear interferometry with a phase sensing sensitivity 1.13 ± 0.02 times
beyond the SNL. Furthermore, this novel quantum sensor shows some unique features.
For example, it comprises an independency of the enhancement factor to loss outside
of the interferometer and an operation simultaneously over the broad sampling rate
regime of 200 Hz up to 100 kHz, which is so far only limited by the photon-pair �ux.
Furthermore, a detection scheme similar to classical interferometry can be applied,
and subsequently, common mode noise can be canceled out. None of the already re-
alized approaches can ful�ll all of these points simultaneously. To further prove its
easy applicability, we presented a quantum optical microphone for recording human
speech. Comparing classical and quantum microphones, at identical photon numbers,
showed that the quantum microphone records sound at a signi�cantly reduced baseline
noise level, proved by an improvement in the SNR of 0.84 ± 0.29 dBSPL. A subse-
quent medical speech recognition test con�rmed these �ndings. A study on n = 45
human subjects showed an enhancement of 0.57± 0.22 dBSPL in the understandability
of recorded words. Thus, it veri�ed that even such a complex experiment, where the
simultaneous enhancement over the entire audio band is vital, can be easily imple-
mented.
Building upon these �ndings, this novel sensing scheme could be employed in applica-
tions involving biological samples, chemical reactions, or atomic spin ensembles, which
are sensitive to light exposure and short wavelength photons [32,44�48]. In this sense,
our quantum light source already operates within the favorable second biological win-
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dow BW-II (1000 − 1350 nm) [173]. To show the exploitable quantum advantage, the
light �ux of our source could be increased to the level of a few 100 nW. In that regard,
previous work demonstrated already photon pair beams at power levels of 0.3µWwhile
still operating in the distinct photon pair regime [155].
All these reasons con�rm that developing this new quantum sensor is an important
step in the �eld of quantum optics.

Nanophotonic interfaces

Furthermore, optically active spins in solids are promising candidates for advanced
quantum information processing and quantum metrology. Here, the existence of atom-
like systems with properties like spin, decay rates, emission of photons, etc., represent
a fascinating opportunity. In this regard, experimental realizations have been done
among others on nitrogen-vacancy centers in diamond [175�178].
A more recent platform to host such defects is SiC. In 4H-SiC, for the V2 center,
the ZPL appears at 917 nm [197, 199, 200]. For both the V1 and the V2 center, the
Debye-Waller factor, which resembles the ratio between the ZPL and the entire emis-
sion spectrum (sum over ZPL and PSBs) at low temperatures, has been experimentally
determined as approximately 6− 9% [193,196,201]. Furthermore, investigations using
Hahn-echo experiments showed that the system exhibits long spin coherence times of
up to 1.4 ms [191,196,202].
Another compelling advantage of the V2 center is thermal stability up to 20 K. Up to
this temperature, the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum still shows optical transitions
with narrow PL linewidths [198]. The lifetime of the V1 excited state(s) is approxi-
mately 5 − 6 ns [193, 195, 199] (dependent on the excitation path A1 or A2, see Fig.
5.2b) and for the V2 excited state(s) approximately 6− 7 ns [191,194].
While the SiC platform promises several advantages, such as industrial-scale availabil-
ity, excellent spin properties, and optical addressability, one remaining challenge is the
small emission ratio in the ZPL (Debye-Waller factor of 6−9% [193,201]), limiting the
applicability in quantum information processing. Additionally, in standard confocal
setups, due to the high refractive index of SiC (approximately n = 2.6 for 4H-SiC at
917 nm), which leads to total internal re�ection at smaller entry angles, the collection
e�ciency is as low as about 1% or less of the total emission.
In this regard, an increase in the coupling e�ciency between SiC and the environment,
for example, optical single-mode �bers, plays a crucial role in the future of this plat-
form. In the second part of my work, I presented a tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide
nanophotonic interface, which promises to signi�cantly increase the coupling e�ciency
into optical single-mode �bers. Here, the fabrication of such tapered �bers was intro-
duced and compared to equivalent concepts. Subsequently, simulations using FDTD
were introduced, which showed possible coupling e�ciencies of almost unity. Charac-
terization measurements showed here, for a spectral range covering the ZPL and most
of the PSB, from 915 nm up to 1000 nm, a coupling e�ciency of around 80%. Further,
the coupling e�ciency at the design wavelength of the waveguide, representing the spec-
tral properties of the ZPL at 917 nm, showed values well above 80% (83.45 ± 1.63%)
up to a maximum of 85%. Thus, we signi�cantly increased the coupling e�ciencies
for the V2 center in 4H-SiC in waveguides. Furthermore, we demonstrated the exis-
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tence of single emitters in waveguides with a second order correlation function value
of g(2)(0) = 0.24 and the associated proof-of-principle demonstration of collecting light
from a single emitter with the tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide interface. Both results
�t perfectly into the current research direction in these �elds and thus contribute to
current research.
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Appendix A

List of Symbols

13C Carbon 13 isotope
29Si Silicon 29 isotope

â annihilation operator

â† creation operator

1 Identity matrix

Ĥ Hamiltonian

h̄ Reduced Planck contant, 1.054 571...10−34 J·s
Ŝ(ξ) Squeeze operator

χ
M Magnetic susceptibility

χ
E Electric susceptibility

Λ Pole spacing

Ĵ Jones matrix

ν Visibility

η Transmissivity

c Vacuum speed of light c = 299792458 m/s

d Cohens d e�ect size

r Squeezing parameter

ÔQu.Sens. Quantum sensor operator

umax Maximum phase velocity

β Taper angle

βprop. Propagation constant

zb Beat length

zch. Characteristic length
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n Refractive index

ne� E�ective index

cps Counts per second

µ0 Vacuum permeability, 4π 107 T·m·A−1

µB Bohr magneton, 9.274009994 10−24 J·T−1

S Electron spin angular momentum operator (here: spin 3/2)

Ŝi i-component of S (here: spin 3/2)
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Appendix B

List of Abbreviations

LIGO Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory

SQL Standard quantum limit

D Detector

FWHM Full width at half maximum

PDC Parametric down-conversion

OPO Optical parametric oscillation

PD Photodiode

LO Local oscillator

PA Parametric ampli�er

WSWP Wavelength-selective waveplate

SPDC Spontaneous parametric down-conversion

PPKTP periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate

HWP half waveplate

QWP Quarter waveplate

PBS Polarizing beam splitter

SM Sample mirror

RM Reference mirror

NLC Nonlinear crystal

L Lens

DM Dichroic mirror

F Filter

KTP potassium titanyl phosphate

R Rate
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FWC Full well capacity

SNR Signal-to-noise ratio

OLSA Oldenburger sentence test

Ph.D. Doctor of Philosophy

SRT Speech recognition threshold

SPL Sound pressure level

DIN German Institute for Standardization Registered Association

SNSPD Superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors

RMS Root-mean-square

BS Beam splitter

r squeezing parameter

SiC Silicon carbide

HF Hydrogen �uoride

CO2 Carbon dioxide

CMOS Complementary metal-oxide- semiconductor

ZPL Zero phonon line

PSB Phonon side band

GS Ground state

ES Excited state

ISC Intersystem crossing

TE Transverse-electric

TM Transverse-magnetic

CFDA Central �nite di�erence approximation

FDTD Finite-Di�erence Time-Domain

SEM Scanning electron microscope

ODMR Optically detected magnetic resonance

FOV Field of view

NA Numerical aperture
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Appendix C

Transmission spectra

The missing transmission spectra from Fig.5.26:

Figure C.1: Transmission spectra. Single sided coupling e�ciency spectrum of
a waveguide with a a taper length of 15 µm and two support structures, b a taper
length of 15 µm and two support structures, c a taper length of 15 µm and two support
structures and d a taper length of 25 µm and two support structures.
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Appendix D

Parametric down-conversion

For a more detailed description of the down-converting process, I focus on solving the
nonlinear Maxwell's equation [9, 10]. A standard approach to solve the linear as well
as the nonlinear Maxwell equations is to take the curl of equation (2.3) and replace the

magnetic �eld term ∇ × ∂ ~B(r,t)
∂t

with the Maxwell equation (2.4). Finally from using
the vector identity ∇ × ∇ × ~E(r, t) = ∇(∇ · ~E(r, t)) − ∇2 ~E(r, t) the general form of
the wave equation in nonlinear optics [51]:(

∇2 − n2

c2

∂2

∂t2

)
~E(r, t) =

1

ε0c2

∂2

∂t2
~P (r, t) (D.1)

can be obtained [52].
If we assume a plane electromagnetic wave propagating in z-direction it is further
possible to make the realistic assumption that the amplitude of the electromagnetic
wave changes slowly compared to the wavelength so that the curvature of the amplitude
is small compared to the curvature of the electromagnetic wave [51]:∣∣∣∣∂2 ~E(z)

∂z2

∣∣∣∣� k

∣∣∣∣∂ ~E(z)

∂z

∣∣∣∣ (D.2)

Thus ∂2/∂z2 ~E(z) ei k z ≈ ei k z(2 i k ∂
∂z
− k2) ~E(z) applies.

As a result the wave equation (D.1) reduces to:

d

dz
~E(z) =

ω2

ε0c2

i

2k
~P (ω) e−ikz (D.3)

It is already visible here that in addition to the in forward direction propagating wave,
an in backward direction propagating wave is created. In principle, this equation can
be used for any complex wave equation by replacing the polarization ~P by its explicit
form [51].
For any three-wave mixing process the second order nonlinear susceptibility can be
written as [51]:

Pi(ω) = ε0
∑
jk

∑
mn

χ(2)
E (ω, ωmωn)Ej(ωm)Ek(ωn), (D.4)
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were i, j, k can be any Cartesian coordinate.
Thus the second-order nonlinear susceptibility can also be portrayed in the three-
dimensional polarization vector ~P (r, t):


Px

Py

Pz

 =


ε0χxxx ε0χxyy ε0χxxz ε0χxyz ε0χxzx ε0χxxy

ε0χyxx ε0χyyy ε0χyxz ε0χyyz ε0χyzx ε0χyxy

ε0χzxx ε0χzyy ε0χzxz ε0χzyz ε0χzzx ε0χzxy





ExEx

EyEy

ExEz

2EyEz

2EzEx

2ExEy


. (D.5)

Here, the nonlinear susceptibility is given by a 3x6 matrix containing di�erent values,
dependent on the electric �eld polarization. Particularly in the literature (and in the
speci�cation sheets of nonlinear crystals) the second order nonlinear susceptibilities
χzyz are often de�ned with the vacuum permittivity ε0 to the nonlinear coe�cients d
(d11 = ε0χxxx, d21 = ε0χyxx, ...) [52, 143]. This reduces the equation (D.5) to the form:


Px

Py

Pz

 =


d11 d12 d13 d14 d15 d16

d21 d22 d23 d24 d25 d26

d31 d32 d33 d34 d35 d36





ExEx

EyEy

ExEz

2EyEz

2EzEx

2ExEy


. (D.6)

As a result, equation (D.1) in principle consists out of 18 di�erent elements [51]. If we
initially ignore the Cartesian dependency, require ω = ω1 + ω2 with two electric waves
and one polarization wave six products remain from equation (D.4):

χ(2)
E(r,t)(ω, ω1, ω2) χ(2)

E(r,t)(ω1,−ω2, ω) χ(2)
E(r,t)(ω2, ω,−ω1)

χ(2)
E(r,t)(ω, ω2, ω1) χ(2)

E(r,t)(ω1, ω,−ω2) χ(2)
E(r,t)(ω2,−ω1, ω),

(D.7)

were further the upper and lower line are identical if the Cartesian coordinates (i,j) are
reversed.
Thus in this case, equation (D.3) can be reduced to [51]:

d

dz
E∗1(ω) = −2i de� ω

2
1

c n(ω1)
E∗3 E2 e

−i∆kz (D.8)

d

dz
E∗2(ω) = −2i de� ω

2
2

c n(ω2)
E1E

∗
3 e
−i∆kz (D.9)

d

dz
E3(ω) = −2i de� ω

2
3

c n(ω3)
E1E2 e

−i∆kz, (D.10)
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with∆k = k − k1 − k2.
In the special case of degenerate conversion (ω1 = ω2) these equations reduce to two
equations:

d

dz
E1(2ω) =

2i de� ω

c n(2ω)
E2

2(ω) e−i∆kz (D.11)

d

dz
E2(ω) =

2i de� ω

c n(ω)
E1(2ω)E∗2(ω) ei∆kz (D.12)

For a nonlinear crystal of the length l and under the assumption of weak conversion
(E2(ω) ≈ const) the �rst equation can be solved as [51]:

E1 =
2de�
c

√
ω3

n(2ω)n2(ω)
l E2

1 e
i∆kl/2 sinc(∆kl/2) (D.13)

Following this equation the intensity I of a wave in a dielectric medium with refractive
index n can be calculated:

I =
n c ε0

2
|E|2 (D.14)

I =Γ l2 I2
1 e

i∆kl/2 sinc2(∆k l/2) (D.15)

with Γ =
4d
e�2

ω3

c3n(2ω)n2(ω)2
. With this simple representation, the most exciting part of

nonlinear media is represented quite clearly; nonlinear media concede various frequency
converters. This can be used to fairly easy generate laser light in wavelength regimes
that are not covered by convenient laser transitions (frequency doubling in, for example,
UV or near UV lasers [255�257]) or due to the coherent phase conversion for the
generation of entangled photon pair states ( [258�261]).
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Appendix E

Degenerate parametric ampli�cation

For the same parametric down-conversion process as aforementioned, namely satisfying
the equations kp = ki + ks and ωp = ωi +ωs = 2ω equation (D.12) can be rewritten as:

d

dz
E2(ω) =

i

2

√
µ0 ε0
εr

ω χ(2)E1(2ω)E∗2(ω) ei∆kz, (E.1)

using the relations n =
√
εrµr and c = 1√

µ0ε0
. Considering δk = 0 and introducing the

nonlinear coupling g = 1
2

√
µ0ε0
εr
ωχ(2) = ωχ(2)

2nc
, this equation can be further simpli�ed

as [52]:
d

dz
E2(ω) = i g E1(2ω)E∗2(ω). (E.2)

The same equation can additionally be written as its complex conjugate:

d

dz
E∗2(ω) = −i g E∗1(2ω)E2(ω). (E.3)

An interesting approach is now to set the pump �eld as E1(2ω) = E0(2ω)eiφ, where E0

is a real amplitude and φ the phase [52].
By setting this phase φ = ±π/2 the term E1(2ω) is real and thus the equations E.2
and E.3 reduce to:

d

dz
E2(ω) =i g E1(2ω)E∗2(ω) (E.4)

d

dz
E∗2(ω) =i g E1(2ω)E2(ω) (E.5)

By adding and subtracting these both equations a new equation pair is created:

d

dz
(E2(ω) + E∗2(ω) =i g E1(2ω) (E∗2(ω) + E2(ω)) (E.6)

d

dz
(E∗2(ω)− E2(ω) =− i g E1(2ω) (E∗2(ω)− E2(ω)) (E.7)

(E.8)
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By using the approach of putting E± = (E∗2(ω) ± E2(ω)) the following solutions can
be found [52]:

E+ =E+
0 ei g E1(2ω) z (E.9)

E− =E−0 e−i g E1(2ω) z (E.10)

An interesting result of these solutions is the exponential growth (ampli�cation) or
decay (deampli�cation) of E+ and E−, respectively. These two �elds are directly
proportional to the �eld quadratures X̂ and Ŷ presented in section 1.3 [52]. As a con-
sequence it is visible, that a nonlinear susceptibility leads in the process of degenerate
parametric ampli�cation to an ampli�cation or deampli�cation of �eld quadratures.
Furthermore, this (de)ampli�cation is dependent on the phase of the pump photons.
This means a degenerate parametric ampli�er acts as an phase sensitive ampli�er.
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Appendix F

Complementary g(2) measurements

Further g(2) measurements of emitters in SiC waveguides excited from top with photon
collection via the tapered-�ber-tapered-waveguide interface.

Figure F.1: g(2) measurements of further bright spots in the waveguides. g(2)

measurement on a bright spot of the waveguide. The measurements where performed
over a timescale of several hours resulting in an average of a 443, b 4508, c 602 and d
10845 correlation events per peak. With values of a 0.27, b 0.33, c 0.18 and d 0.24 these
measurements con�rm the existence of single emitters in the measured waveguides.
Note, that the repetition rate for the last measurement was increased to 10 MHz.
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Appendix G

Complementary SSC measurements

Figure G.1: Lower bound for the single sided coupling e�ciency (SSC) using
equation (5.58) and a self build laser with a center wavelength of 878.8 nm.
Single sided coupling e�ciency of a tapered optical �ber and a waveguide with a two
sided taper length of a, 15 µm and two support structures, b, 15 µm and three support
structures, c, 15 µm and four support structures, d, 20 µm and two support structures,
e, 25 µm and two support structures and f, 30 µm and two support structures.
Average single sided coupling e�ciencies: a, 79.62±1.53%, b, 76.19±1.43%, c, 78.04±
2.20%, d, 79.68± 0.67%, e, 80.11± 1.03% and f, 80.62± 1.40%.
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"Sometimes science is more art than science, Morty. Lot of people don't
get that."
�Rick Sanchez





Abstract

We �nd ourselves in times of the second quantum revolution, where the research and
development of applicable quantum systems or quantum sensors becomes more and
more important. In our search for suitable quantum systems, separate approaches
for two di�erent topics are presented. First, a novel concept of a quantum sensor for
phase-sensitive measurements that outperforms previous approaches in nonlinear inter-
ferometry in certain aspects, and second, a nanophotonic conical �ber-conical waveg-
uide interface to increase the collection e�ciency of photons for solid-state quantum
systems was shown. Thus, this work paves the way for useful applications in the �eld of
nonlinear interferometry and the integration of solid-state emitters into nanophotonic
structures to overcome the inherently low light collection e�ciency of optically active
spins in the solid state.

Zusammenfassung

Wir be�nden uns in Zeiten der zweiten Quantenrevolution, wo die Erforschung und
Entwicklung von anwendbaren Quantensystemen oder Quantensensoren immer weiter
an Bedeutung gewinnt. Auf der Suche nach geeigneten Quantensystemen werden in
dieser Arbeit separate Ansätze für zwei unterschiedliche Themengebiete präsentiert.
Zum einen für einen neuartigen Quantensensor für phasenemp�ndliche Messungen, der
in bestimmten Aspekten bisherige Ansätze in der nichtlinearen Interferometrie über-
tri�t, und zum anderen eine nanophotonische, konische-Faser-konischer-Wellenleiter-
Schnittstelle zur Steigerung der Sammele�zienz von Photonen für Festkörper-Quanten-
systeme. Damit ebnet diese Arbeit den Weg für sinnvolle Anwendungen im Bereich der
nichtlinearen Interferometrie und der Integration von Festkörper-Emittern in nanopho-
tonische Strukturen, um die inhärent geringe Lichtsammele�zienz optisch aktiver Spins
im Festkörper zu überwinden.
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